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Preface 
This volume contains papers that have been accepted for presentation at 
the h4m Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop TI: Characteristics of the Ares 
Vallis Region, September 24-30,1995, in Spokane, Washington. Also 
included in this volume is the field trip guide to the Channeled Scabland and 
Missoula Lake Breakout. The organizer for this workshop was Matthew 
Golomkk from Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The field trip organizers were 
Kenneth Edgett and James Rice Jr. from Arizona State University. 
Logistics and administrative and publications support were provided by 
the Pub1 ications and Program Services Department staff at the Lunar and 
PIanetary Institute. 
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Mission Description 
INTRODUCTION 
The Mars Pathfinder Project received a new start in Octo- 
ber 1993 as one of the next missions in NASA's long-term 
Mars exploration program. The mission involves landing a 
single vehicle on the surface ofMars in 1997. The project is 
one af the first Discovery-class missions and is required to be 
a quick, Iow-cost mission ($150M development cost cap, 
excluding launch vehicIe and mission ~perations, in less than 
a thm-year development period) and achieve a set of signifi- 
cant but focused engineering, science, and technology objec- 
tives. The primary objective is to demonstrate a low-cost 
cruise, entry, descent, and landing system required to place a 
payload on the martian surface in a safe, operational configu- 
ralion. Additional objectives include the deployment and 
opedon of various science instruments and a microrover 
(an additional $22M development). Pathfinder paves the way 
for a cost-effective implementation of future Mars lander 
missions. 
This  section gives an overview of the Mars Pathfinder 
mission, with special reference to scientific aspects of the 
project. First, the flight system and mission are briefly de- 
scribed. Ageneral description of the scientific objectives and 
investlgationsafforded by Pathfinder is followed by adescrip 
tion of each science instrument. Finally, the process for 
selecting a landing site on Mars is described along with the 
proposed Mars Pathfinder landing site. 
MISSION AND S P A C E C m  OVERVIEW 
The Pathfinder flight system is an aemraft consisting of 
three major elements (Fig. 1): a simple back-pack style cruise 
stage; the deceleration subsystems, including an aeroshell, 
backcover, parachute, small solid rockets, and airbags; and a 
tetrahedron-shaped lander (containing the rover and science 
instruments) packaged within the aeroshell and backcover. 
The current spacscraft launch mass is approximately 850 kg, 
including 25 kg of payload (science instruments, rover, and 
rover support equipment). 
Mars Pathfinder will b~ launched in December 1996 on a 
Type 1 lkh-Mars transfer m~ectory on a McDonnell Dou- 
glas Delta EI launch vehicle, with a Star upper stage. The 
primary activities during the6-7-month cruise phase include 
periodic attitude control maneuvers required to remain Earth 
pointed and four trajectory correction maneuvers needed to 
ensure accurate arrival targeting at Mars. The back-pack- 
style cruise stage consists of a solar array and additional 
refated power equipment, a medium-gain antenna, propul- 
sion thrusters, propulsion valves and tanks, and attitude 
determination sensors. It will be jettisoned prior to entry into 
the martian atmosphere. 
Fig. 1. ExplodedviewofMarsPaIhf~flightsys~emshowingfrnmtopto 
botbm: back-pack-stylec~isesage.backcover wizh Ihmsolidmkets, ma- 
bedron-shaped lander,and aeroshell. 
At Mars arrival on July 4, 1997, the spacecraft will enter 
the atmosphere directly from the hyperbolic approach trajec- 
tory and will be slowed by a Viking heritage aeroshell and 
disk-gap-band parachute. During descent the lander will be 
lowered beneath the backcover on a 20-m-long tether. A radar 
altimeter will trigger the firing of three small solid tractor 
rockets mounted on the backcover, and airbags wilI be in- 
flated to cushion any remaining vertical and horizontal veloc- 
ity at surface impact. After landing, the airbags will be 
deflated and the triangular petals of a tetrahedron-shaped 
lander will 6e opened, righting the landerregardless of which 
side the lander comes to rest upon. 
Tfie tebahedron-shaped lander consists of four similarly 
shaped triangular panels. All lander equipment except the 
solar mays, rover, and meteorology mast are attached to a 
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min, and carries 1.5 kg of payload. The payload consists of 
monochrome stereo forward cameras for hazard detection 
and terrain imaging and a single rear color camera. On the 
Urind Sook Locations rear ofthevehicle is thea proton X-ray spectrorneter(APXS) 
mounted on a deployment device that enables pIacing the 
APXS sensor head up against both rocks and the soil. The 
rear-facing camera will image the APXS measurement site 
with 1 mrn resolution (a few hundred meters per pixel). The 
rover also canies instruments for two technology experi- 
ments described later and a variety of hazard dekctfon sys- 
tems for sfing the vehicle. General scientific guidance for 
Tube the rover is provided by an appointed Rover Scientist, Henry 
Moore of the W.S. Geological Survey. Menlo Park. 
The rover will also perform a number of technology ex- 
periments designed to provide information that will improve 
the design of future planetary rovers. These experiments 
include terrain geometry reconstruction from landerlrover 
imagery. basic &il mechanics by imaging wheel tracks and 
Fig. 2, Perspectiveview oflamde~openedon t h e s u r f a c e ~ g r h e I o ~ a ~ ~ n  wheel sinkage. dead reckoning sensor performance and path 
o f ~ i n s ~ ~ a n d ~ m l M P i s t h e ' m a g e r f o r M ~ ~ f i n d ~ . I ~ ~ ~  reconstsucti bdrecovery , logging/trending of vehicle data, 
are the flat fieldand magnaic largelsmrhe IMPhead. as well the photo- characterization, rover vision sensw perfor- 
rnetrjc target on lopof the elBctronicsbx. Magnetic Largelsare mounted on !he 
piate aswell ssthetopoftheelectrmics box; m$nerictargetson the rover m m e ,  m F  link effectiveness, material abrasion by sensing 
rampsmnotshown. APXS is  thea p m t m X - r a y s ~ ~ m e t t r r n ~ t d m t h e  loss Of coverings of different thickness on a rover wheel, &Id 
back of rhe rover. Temperatureand wind sensorsae mounlcdon fit 1 -m-high material adherence by rneasurin~ dust accumulation on a 
masr.En~ddescent~smandte~rammeasurementsaremadeinhe reference solar cell with a removable cover and by directly 
indicated bangular space between Ihc lander panels, where the ASUMET 
pmsure tulx is shown. measuring the mass of the accumulated dust on a quartz 
crystal microbalance. 
single center panel (Fig. 2). All thermally sensitive electron- 
ics are contained in an insulated enclosure on the center 
panel. Specific hardware components inside this enclosure 
include a high-performance central computer, a Cassini heri- 
tage transponder, a solid-state power amplifier for telecom- 
munications, and a high-capacity rechargeable battery. Hard- 
ware outside the thermal enclosure includes a stserabIe high- 
gain antenna capable of approximately 5.5 kbps into a 70-m 
Deep Space Network antenna and solar mays capable of 
providing enough power to transmit for at least 2 hr per sol 
and maintain 1 28 MB of dynamic memory through the night. 
All engineering and science data obtained during the entry, 
descent, and landing phase are recorded for playback at the 
initiation of lander surface operations. The lander is capable 
of surviving for aminimumof 30 sols, with apossible lifetime 
of up to a year. 
The rover on Mars Pathfinder is a small (10 kg), six- 
wheel-drive mker-bogie design vehicle. which is 65 cm 
long x 48 crn wide x 32cm high. The mker-bogie chassis has 
demonstrated remarkable mobility, including the ability to 
climb obstacles that are as high as a full wheel diameter and 
the capability of turning in place. The vehicle communicates 
through the lander via a UHF antenna link and operates 
almost entirely within view of the lander cameras, or within 
a few tens of meters of the lander, It is a solar-powered 
vehicle, with a primary battery backup, which moves aC0.4rnl 
MARS PA-ER SCIENCE OBJECTWES 
AND INVESTIGATIONS 
The science payload chosen for Mars Pathfinder includes 
an imaging system, an elemental composition instrument, 
and an atmospheric structure instrumentheternlogy pack- 
age. 'Xhese instruments, used in conjunction with selected 
engineering subsystems on board both the lander and rover 
vehicles, provide the oppwtunity for a number of scientific 
investigations. The scientific objectives and investigations 
afforded by Pathfinder include surface morphology and geol- 
ogy at meter scale, elemental composition and mineralogy of 
surface materials, and a variety of atmospheric science inves- 
tigations (Golombek, 1995). 
The surface imaging system will reveal martian geologic 
processes and surface-atmosphere interactions at a scale cur- 
rently known only at the NO Viking landing sites. It will 
observe the rock distribution, surface stopes, and general 
physiography in order 20 understand the geological processes 
that created the surface. Th is  will be accomplished by pan- 
oramic stereo imaging at various times of the day as well as 
before and after the imager deploys on its pop-up mast. 
Images will be calibrated by observing a flat-field target near 
the imager head and shadowed and illuminated portions of 
reference or calibration targets. In addition, observations 
over the life of the mission will allow assessment of any 
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changcs in the sccne over time that might be attributable to 
frost, dust, or sand deposition or erosion or other surface- 
atmosphere interactions. The rover will also take close-up 
images of the terrain daring its traverses. A basic understand- 
ing of near-surface stratigraphy and soil mechanics will be 
obtained by imaging (from both rover and lander) rover 
tracks, holes dug by rover wheels, and any surface depres- 
sions left by the spacecraft landing. 
The APXS and the visible to newinfrared (0.4-1 pm) 
spectral filters on the imaging system will determine the 
elemental composition and constrain the mineralogy (par- 
ticularly sensitive to pyroxene and Fe oxides) of rocks and 
other surface materials, which can be used to address ques- 
tions concerning the composition of the crust, its differentia- 
tion, and the development of weathering products. These 
investigations will represent a calibration point ("ground 
truth") for orbital remote sensing observations. The imaging 
system will obtain full multispeclral panoramas of the surface 
and any subsurface layers exposed by the rover and lander. 
Because the APXS is mounted on fie rover it will character- 
ize the composition of rocks and soil in the vicinity of the 
lander (tens of meters), which will represent a significant 
improvement in our knowledge over that obtained by Viking 
or that likely to be obtained by the Russian Mars '96 small 
stations, which deploy the APXS on single-degree-of-free- 
dom anns. The rover-mounted APXS sensor head on Path- 
finder will also be placed in hales dug by the rover wheels and 
against rocks that have k e n  abraded by a rover wheel. Mul- 
tispectral images nre also planned for two sets of magnetic 
targets distributed at two locations (and heights) on the space- 
craft that will discriminate the magnetic phase aC accumu- 
lated airborne dust. In addition, a single magnetic target 
mounted nearthe imagerhead will beviewed by amagnifying 
lens to determine the size and shape of individual magnetic 
particles. The APXS will also measure the composition and. 
in particular, the Ti content of dust adhering to magnetic 
targets at the end of the rover ramps, which is critical for 
discriminating the various magnetic phases. A rear-facing 
imager will enable close-up images with millimeter resolu- 
tion of every AFXS measurement site. Between these images 
and auxiliary information from lander imaging spectra, it is 
likely that mineralogy can be constrained from the elemental 
abundances measured by the APXS. 
The atmospheric structure instrument will determine a 
pressure, temperature, and density profile of the atmosphere 
(with respect to altitude) during entry and descent at a new 
location, time, and season. Measurements of ptessure and 
temperature will be made in a triangular space between the 
petals at the base of the lander during descent. Redundant 
three-axis accelerometers w ill allow extraction of atmospheric 
density profiles md hence pressure and temperature profiles 
during entry. Diurnal variations in the atmospheric boundary 
layer will be characterized by regular surface meteorology 
measurements (pressure, temperature, atmospheric opacity, 
and wind). Three thermocouples mounted on a I-m-high 
mast located on a petal away from the thermally contaminat- 
ing lander electronics will determine the ambient tempcsa- 
ture profile with altitude. A wind sensor on the top of this 
mast. along with three wind w k s  below it, will allow deter- 
mination of wind speed and direction vs. altitude in the 
boundary layer as well as. calculation of the aerodynamic 
roughness of the surface. Regular sky and solar spectral 
obserrations by the lander imager will atso monitor dust 
particle size and shape, refractive index, vertical aerosol 
distribution, and water vapor abundance. 
MARS PATHFINDER SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS 
Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) 
The Imager for M m  Pathfinder (IMP), proposed by P. 
Smith of the University of Arizona, was selected through a 
NASA Announcement of Opportunity as a principal investi- 
gator experiment. In addition to the camera hardware, the 
investigation includes a variety of spacecraft targets. includ- 
ing radiometric calibration targets, magnetic properties tar- 
gets, and wind socks (Smith. 19941 Smith er al., 1995). 
The stereoscopic imager is deployed on a jack-in-the-box 
pop-up mast that is roughly 1.5 m above the surface (Fig. 2). 
It includes two imaging triplets, two fold mirrors separated by 
15 cm for stereo viewing, two filter wheels in each path, and 
a fold prism toplace the images side by side on the CCD focal 
plane. Each of the stereo frames has 256 x 256 active ele- 
ments. The pixel instantaneous field of view is 1 mrad. Each 
filter wheel has 12 positions, with most filters for geologic 
studies (0.4-1.1 prn, which are particularly sensitive to Fe 
oxides and pyroxene) and stereo viewing. others for atmos- 
pheric water vapor and dust, and a magnifying close-up lens 
for viewing the magnetic target near the imager head (Singer 
er a!., 1994). Azimuth and elevation drives provide a near1 y 
complete field of view. IMPca-investigators include D. Britt, 
L, Doose, R. Singer, and M. Tmasko (University of Ari- 
zona); L. Sderblorn (U. S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff); H. 
U. Keller (Max Planck InstiMt fur Aeronamie), who is pro- 
viding the CCD and associated electronics; I. M. Knudsen 
(Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen), who is 
providing the magnetic targets; F. Gliem (Technical Univer- 
sity of Braunschweig), who is providing the image compres- 
sion software; and R. Greeley (Arizona State University). 
who is providing the three wind socks. The JPL Investigation 
Scientist is K. Herkenhoff. 
Alpha Proton X-ray Spectrometer (APXS) 
This instrvment is a foreign-provided copy of an insbru- 
ment design flown on the Russian Vega and Phobos missions 
and i s  planned for flight on the Russian Mars '96 mission. 
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Accordingly the instrument has extensive, applicable flight 
heritage. The a and proton spectrometer portions are pro- 
vided by the Max Planck Enstitut fur Chemie, Mainz, Ger- 
many, under the direction of the principal investigator, R. 
Rider, and co-investigator H. Whke. The X-ray spectrom- 
eter portion is provided by the co-investigator, T. Economou 
(University of Chicago). J. Crisp is the JPL Investigation 
Scientist. 
This elemental composition instrument consists of a par- 
ticle sources and detectors for back-scattered a particles, 
protons, and X-rays (Rieder cr al., 1994). The APXS will 
determine elemental chemistry of surface materials for most 
major elements except H and He. The analytical process is 
based on three interactions of a particles with matter elastic 
scattering of a particles by nuclei of light elements, a proton 
nuclear reactions with certain elements with atomic numbers 
from 9 to 14, which are very characteristic of the individual 
elements. and excitation of the atomic structure of atoms by 
a particles, leading to the emission of characteristic X-rays 
for heavier eelemen ts. The approach used is to expose material 
to a Cu radioactive sourcc that produces a particles with a 
known energy, and to acquire energy spectra of the a par- 
ticles. protons, and X-rays returned f m  the sample. Accord- 
ingly. the instrument can identify and determine the amounts 
of most chemical elements. 
The APXS sensor head is mounted on the rear of the rover 
chassis (Fig. 2) on a deployment mechanism that allows h e  
instrument to be placed in contact with both rock and soil 
surfaces at a widevariety ofelevations and angles. 'Ihe MXS 
electronics are mounted within the rover, in a temperature- 
controlled environment. 
Atmospheric Structure Instrument/MeteomEogy 
Package (ASVMET) 
The ASI/MET is implemented as a facility experiment, 
developed by JPL, to provide engineering support to the 
measurement of the entry descent and landing conditions and 
to acquire science data both before and after landing (Seifl, 
1994). An appointed Science Advisory Team, under the 
leadership of A. Seiff (NASA Ames Research Center/San 
Jose State University), with team members J. Barnes (Oregon 
State University), D. Crisp (JPL). R. Haberle (NASA Ames 
Reseaxh Center). and J. Tillman (Univessity of Washington) 
provides scientific guidance to the JPL instrument team. T. 
Schofield is the JPL Investigation Scientist. 
Data acquired during the entry and descent of the lander 
permit the reconstruction of profiles of atmospheric d e n s i ~ ,  
temperature, and pressure from altitudes in excess of 100 krn 
to the surface. The accelerometer portion of the experiment 
consists of redundant x-, y-, and z-axis sensors. Three gain 
states are provided to cover the wide dynamic range from the 
microgravity accelerations experienced upon entering the 
atmosphere to the peak deceleration experienced during en- 
try into the atmosphere. 
The ASYMET instrument hardware consists of four ther- 
mocouples and a wind sensor mounted on a 1-m-long mast 
that deploys upright from the end of a lander petal after 
landing (Fig. 2). A pressure sensor is mounted within the 
thermal enclosure of the lander with a tube leading to a 
triangular opening between the petals for measurement of the 
presswrc during descent and after landing. Pressure and tem- 
peratm sensors are sampled twice per second while entering 
and descending through the atmosphere. Temperature. pres- 
sure. wind speed, and direction are sampled hourly through- 
out the landed mission at multipIe heights above the Iwal 
surface. 
MARS PATHFINDER LANDING 
SITE SELECTION 
Engineering Constraints 
A variety of engineering considerations constrain the lo- 
cation of potential landing sites for Pathfinder. The site must 
be be tween OON and 30% latitude so that the lander and rover 
solar arrays can generate the maximum possible power (the 
subsolar latirude on July 4, 1997, is 15"N) and to facilitate 
communication with Earth (the sub-Earth latitude at this 
time is 25"lV). Note that derailed calculations of power avail- 
able from the solar mays later forced narrowing of the 
latitudinal band to be within 5" of 15"N. The reference 
aliitude of the site must be below 0 km so that the descent 
parachute has suficient time to open and slow the lander to 
the correct terminal velocity. Landing will occur within a 
100 km x 200 km ellipse (a 90% probability landing ellipse) 
along a N74"E axis around the targeted site due to naviga- 
tional uncertainties during cruise and atmospheric emry. 
Inspection of the 1:ISM geologic and topographic maps of 
Mars reveals about a dozen different geologic units are avail- 
able within these altitude and latitude constraints. 
Landing Site Workshop 
The short time frame required for the development and 
launch of Pathfinder requires quick decisions where possible 
to keep costs at a minimum. In keeping with this philosophy, 
and the unfortunate circumstance that no new spacecraft will 
be visiting and returning data from Mars befm Pathfinder 
lands. the decision was made to choose the landing site early 
in the development of the spacecraftlproject to provide a 
specific location for the lander engineering design criteria. 
Thc process involved making an initial landing site selection 
and then validating the selection based on subsequent lander 
test results (such as altimeter and airbag drop tests) and 
information relevant to site safety (such as recently acquired 
Earth-based radar data). Because Mars Pathfinder is the frrst 
mission to land on M m  since Viking, about 20 years ago. we 
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decided to hold an open workshop on potential landing sites 
that solicited participation by the entire Mars scientific corn- 
munity. The Mars Pathfinder h d i n g  Site Workshop was 
held April 18-1 9, 1994, at the Lunar and Planemy Institute 
in Houston, Texas (Golombek, 1994). Over 60 interested 
scientists and engineers from around the U.S. and Europe 
gathered to discuss potential landing sites on Mars. Presen- 
tations included a description of the mission, spacecraft and 
insbvments, general landing site perspectives from a variety 
of disciplines, data pertaining to landing site safety, and over 
20 proposed individual landing sites. 
A variety of general obsewations from the workshop and 
discussions were very successful in heIping to choose a land- 
ing sire and are discussed below. First, there was no unani- 
mous first-choice landing site among all participants. In 
other words. there was no "dinosaur bone site" on Mars that 
all felt was so compelling that it had to be the landing site. 
Second, virtually all types of landing sites proposed are avail- 
able within the preferred constraints of being within 5" of the 
15" nwth latitude (for maximum solar power) and below 
0 km elevation. 
Tluee general types of landing sites were proposed by 
participants of the workshop: 
I. "Grab-Bag" Site-a place such as the mouth of a large 
catastrophic outflow channel in which a wide variety of socks 
are potentially available and within reach of the rover. Even 
though the exact provenance of the samples would not be 
known, the potential for sampling a large diversity of martian 
mks in a smaIl area could reveal a lor about Mars overall. 
Data from subsequent orbital remote sensing missions would 
then be used to infer the provenance for the "ground mth" 
samples studied by Pathfinder. 
2. Large Uniform Site of Unknown Rock Type. The site 
appears u n i f m  at Viking resolution, but the interprktation 
of rock type or composition of the unit is uncertain. Landing 
at the site would allow determination of the rock type that 
makes up the unit. Several of these sites were presented and 
received strong support at the workshop. 
3. Large Uniform Site of Smpecred or Known Composi- 
tion, such as a lava flow. Landing at such a site would confirm 
the rock type and measure something about it that was impor- 
tant (e.g.. Fe and Mg content of a basalt). 
In general. it seemed that many of the attendees and the 
various science disciplines represented supported a "grab- 
bag" site that holds the prospect of sampling a diversity of 
crustal units. These sites are all located where catasmphic 
f l d  channels debouch into Chryse Planitia and have cut 
through a variety of ancient Noachian crustal units as well as 
the Hesperian ridged plains and a variety of other units. The 
ptential of analyzing a variety of m k s  that likely make up 
two-thirds of the crust of the planet, even without knowing 
exactly their provenance, is an exciting prospect for the next 
landed mission to Mars. What makes this type of site poten- 
tially more interesting than simply landing in the highlands 
themselves is the possibility of sampling more different high- 
land materials than might be accessible at a single highland 
site. ahese sites are likely similar to the Viking 1 landing site: 
both rocky and dusty. 
The oher area of interest to a variety of scientists was the 
Cerberus Region. This m a  holds the potential of sampling a 
widespread low-albedo surface eolian unit, interpreted in this 
area to be mafic sand. In this region, a variety uf different 
crustal units are available, including what may IE unweath- 
ered highland material. This area will likely look different 
f m  the Viking landing sites, being relatively rock poor and 
dust free. Going to sample this dark eolian unit is equivalent 
to going to a large uniform site of unknown origin, 
A smaller group of scientists wanted to go to sediments; 
unfortunately, uniquely identifying sediments from Viking 
images is difficult and it would be difficult to be sure that the 
desimd sediments would be within reach of the rover after 
landing. In addition, Pathfinder's instruments are much bet- 
ter suited to determining the mineralogy of rock rather than 
soil. 
In general, few scientists present were very excited abut 
landing at a large u n i f m  site of suspected known composi- 
tion. given that this effective] y involves going to a basalt flow 
(one of the few rock types on Mars identifiable from Viking 
orbiter images). This wasunderscored by the widely accepted 
hypothesis that we already have samples of young basalts 
from Mars in the form of the SNC meteorites. Going to Mars 
to confirm Bat the SNC meteorites are, in fact, from Mars did 
not get much support at the workshop. Taken one step farther. 
this led many to conclude that sampling ancient crust is 
potentially more compelling than trying to sample other 
materials, given that the highlands represent most of what 
Mars is made of and likely record first-order processes such 
as planetary differentiation. In addition, we have vimally no 
knowledge about what a highland surface looks like. or what 
processes were dominant during its formation (topics that 
could be addressed by a Pathfinder landing). 
Landing Site Selection Pmcess 
Given these general guideIines, the following decisions 
were made to narrow down the selection. First, all the sites 
proposedat the first Ianding site workshop were plotted on the 
1 : 1 5M geologic maps. All sites above 0 km elevation or 
outside 10"-20°N latitude (i-e., 5" around the subsolar lati- 
tude of 15"N, requid for maximum solat power generation) 
were omitted. Hf aproposed site fell outside his latitude band, 
it was moved within the band if the same general geologic 
unit was available. In addition, a few other sites that ale 
within the engineering constraints and have preferred sci- 
ence attributes expressed at the workshop were added. (Ex- 
amples are ridged plains and highland sites with low-albedo 
eolian cover.) All sites within radar stealth regions or with 
very low thermal inertia (interpreted to be very-low-density 
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dust of considerable thickness with little or nobearing strength) 
wereomittdonobvious safety grounds (e.g., most of Amazonis 
Planitia). This left about 10 sites that fit all the constraints. 
These sites were then prioritized into two categories based on 
science rationale and safety considerations from a prelimi- 
nary assessment of the Mars Digital Image Mosaic database 
and surface hazard data (e.g., radar, thcmal inertia). The 
f i t  group includes two grab-bag sites in outflow channels 
that debouch into Chryse and two highland sites (one with 
lowalbedo eolian cover, one densely covered with valley 
networks). The second group consists of sites of large uniform 
material of essentially unknown composition. These sites 
include other highlands, ridged plains, and young channel/ 
lava sites. Unfortunately, no site provides both a grab bag of 
ancient Noachim material and dark eolian material. 
The top four sites in the first group were carefully evalu- 
ated using virtually all available data and models. including 
Viking images. thermal inertia, rmk abundance, albedo, 
radar, color, occultation data, and weather data from Viking 
measurements and atmospheric models. [We gratefully ac- 
knowledge data and analy ses by nonscience team members P. 
Christensen of Arizona State University (Chrfstensen and 
Edgcrt, 1994), M. Slade of JPL, and D. Smith and M. Zuber 
of NASA Gcddard Space Flight Center.] All data were pre- 
sented and discussed at the June 9-10, 1994, meeting of the 
Mars Pathfinder Project Science Group (Second PSG Notes 
and Handouts. 1994). Final selection was made by a demo- 
cratic vote of all attending science team members. 
Selected Pathfinder Landing Site 
Ares ValIis (19.S0N, 32.a0W, -2 km elevation). This site 
is a grab-bag site with the potential for sampling a variety of 
Noachian plateau material (a.k.a. ancient crust) as well ns 
Hespcrian ridged plains and a variety of reworked materials 
deposited at the mouth of this large catastrophic outflow 
channel. It is about as rocky as the Viking sites, but perhaps 
a bit less dusty (Golambek et ab. 1995). This site has clear 
streamlined islands nearby (Fig. 3) and a very smooth depo- 
sitional surface at Viking resolution (order 30 rn/pixel), ex- 
cept for large (hundreds of meters) hills (Fig. 4). Selection 
was made contingent on collection and analysis of Earth- 
. .- 
an. 
Flg. 3. Regional mosaic showing the Man Pathfinder landing site ( 1  00 krn x 200 kin landing ellipse shown). me mosaic shows large catastrophic outflow 
channelsdehching intoChrysePlanitia AresVallis flowedto~nwthwes~(frnrnIhe~~~Iheast~ acros  helanding site.Tiu Vallmisjust lothewest of  A m  Vallis 
andmay dsohaveflowdacmsslhelandingm.Thelandingsiteitself isaverysmthdepositional sur face ,wherethef fdwa~&posi tedk~imn~scaxvd 
frmthechannels.Landingallhislocationshoulda1low analysisofa widevariety of rock, typesdeposited by theflood.Tksecatasvophic outflow channelson 
Mars are much largeranalogs to the Channeted Scabtand in Wmhington state. 
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F i g  Hiph-r~solutionmosaico~thePathfinder1amling site. Ellipx i s  lOO krn x2ODkm9046 probability ellipsecentemlat 19.5ON, 32.S0W. lmagesamat 
s scale ofabout 38 dpixel. Most of h e  ellipse is covered by stereo 148' separarion anglcs) at this mlutim. 
based radar data during the December 1994-April 1995 
opposition. 
Alternative Sites Identified and Studied 
Trouvelot Dark Highlands (lZON, 14OW, 0 km elevation). 
This is a site extracted from she desire expressed at the 
workshop to sample ancient highland crust and the desire to 
sample dark sutficial/eolian deposilts. The Iccation of thc 
landing ellipse was selected to be entirely within the dark 
colian matcrial in Oxia Palus, with reasonably high-resolu- 
tion Viking images (150 mlpixcl) available for much of the 
site. 
Maja Valles Fan { I  8. BON, 52"W,- 0.5 ktn elevation). This 
site i s  also a grab-bag site with similar sampling opportuni- 
ties as site 1. A deltdfan is fairly clearly exposed at thc 
location, although the landing ellipse cannot be fit entirely on 
it. An ancient highland massif just above the fan could 
improve the likelihood of sampling ancient crustal material. 
Maja Highlands ( 1 3 . 5 O i V ,  53"W, 0 km ekvarion). This  
site war added because it would sample an ancicnt highland 
region cut by a plethora of valley networks. Landing at this 
site would not only sample the highlands of Mars, but general 
observations of the local area could help determine whether 
the valley networks resulted from rain or sapping. which has 
palewlimatic implications. Overall the site appears fairly 
smooth at Viking resolution, except for a number of eroded 
craters. It is just to the south of the Maja faddelta site. 
Other potentiat Pathfinder landing sites that were elimi- 
nated during the selection process are listed below (in no 
particular order). All are large uniform sites of unknown 
composition (except for the Elysium llavas site, which is a 
large uniform site of known composition). 
Dark Hesperian Ridged Plains f 14'N 243OW). This site 
was added after the workshop to sample the important mar- 
tian geologic unit known as ridged plains and dark eolian 
surface material. The site appem smooth in araitable Viking 
images, with few wrirlkle ridges. giving it a vety uncharacter- 
istic appearance for ridged plains. 
Marte Vallis (E7"N, 176OW). This area was suggested by 
a number of participants at the conference. At this location 
Pathfinder would sample either a young channel or young 
basalts. If i t  sampled channel material the sediments in the 
channel would bc Hesperian and Amazonian in age. 
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Hypanis Valley Network (1 1.5ON, 45.5OW). This site is 
sort of a hybrid. which includes a grab bag of the local 
highlands at the mouth of a highland valIey network channel 
system. Rocks are likeIy to be more locally derived than for a 
large outflow channel. The site is afairly smooth depositional 
surface with some knobby terrain in the eastern part of the 
ellipse. Unfortunately, high-resolution Viking imagery is not 
available for this site. 
Isidis PIanitia (15ONq 275OW). This site was proposed at 
the workshop to sample late Hesperian plains sediments. 
Tartarw Colles { I  1 S O N ,  1980 W). This site samples both 
HesperiadNoachian material and the dark eolian material. 
At the available Viking imagery coverage (moderate resolu- 
tion only) the site appears very rough-a mass of knobs. 
Elysium Lavas ( J 3 O N ,  203OW). This site was proposed to 
sample known Elysium lava flows. It is also in the dark eolian 
cover. 
Landing Site Validation 
Following initial landing site seIection in June 1994, work 
has been going on to validate the landing site. First, the initial 
A r e s  Vallis site has been studied in greater detail to provide 
information on the safety of the site (e.g., Golombek et a!., 
1995). These data include crater and hill size frequency, 
albedo, color, thermal inertia, rock abundance, and elevation 
referenced to an atmospheric surface presure. In addition, 
the Ares Vallis site is just to the east of the site initially 
selected for Viking lander I .  This site was rejected on safety 
grounds due to Earth-based radar data returns (Tyler et al., 
1976) and on imaging data. which showed an unexpectedly 
complex region at the mouth of this large catastrophic out- 
flow channel (Masursky and Crabill, 1976). Only one Vi- 
king-era radar track actually has its subradar point within the 
Ares site (Dawns et al., 1978), and these data have low signal 
to noise, so that the selection of this site was made contingent 
on acquisition of higherquality radar data during the recent 
opposition. Four altirnetty mode radar tracks and a single 
continuous-wave radar track have been colIected over the 
Ares Vallis site and results will be discussed at this meeting 
(see radar abstracts in this volume). Finally, a series of tests 
are being performed on critical subsystems involved in l a d -  
ing safely, which will better define the capabilities of these 
tanding systems. Two particularly critical systems include 
airbag drop tests designed to determine ?he capability of the 
airbags to Iand on large, sharp rocks without catastrophic 
failure or unacceptable accelerations and altimeter tests de- 
signed for determining the ability of the altimeter to deal with 
steep slopes and rough terrain. After the test resnlts have been 
obtained and analyzed and the radar data have been r e d u d  
and interpreted, a final decision on the Ianding site will be 
made by scientists and engineers at a Project Science Group 
meeting before the end of 1 995. 
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Abstracts 
ESTIMATES OF THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM FLOW 
VELOCITIES OF THE CIRCUM-CHRYSE OUTFLOW 
CHANNELS. R. A. Craddock! and K. L. Tanaka?, 'Center For 
Earth and PIanetary Studies, NationaI Air and Space Museum, 
Smithsonian Institution. Washington DC 20560, USA. 2U.S. 
Gcological Survey, Branchof Astrogeology,2255 N.Gemini Drive, 
Flagstaff AZ 86001. USA. 
The Mars Pathfinder landing site was chosen in part because of 
i ts potential to offer investigators the opponunity to analyze a 
variety of material from different locations [l]. To know what we're 
getting aut of the "grab bag" it is imperative that the detailed 
geology and hydraulic history of southern Chryse Planitia and the 
circumChryse outflow channel complex be understood ahead o l  
time. Crude estimates of the maximum channel flow veIocities can 
be made simply by knowing the depth and slopes of the outflow 
channels themselves. Although these characteristics have bccn de- 
rived in part by stereophotogrammetry 121, they are subject to a 
considerable amount of error, or -f 1 krn in the southern Chryse area 
[3] .  Fortunately same Enh-based radar data exist that are both 
reasanably accurate and provide the spatial coverage necessary for 
determining the slopes of some of the channels 14,SJ. Using these 
data, the bed shear stress ola flow, or the retarding stress at the base 
o l  a flow, s,,, can be estimated from the depth-slope ~ortnula 
where p is the density of the fluid, g is gravitational acceleration, h 
is the flow (or channel) depth, and S is the slope of the channel. This 
is equal to the bottom stress created by a flow, T, where 
C, is a dimensionless drag coefficient and 1 is the mean flow 
velocity. Thus, the mean flow velocity for a channel can be catcu- 
lated from 
Thedimensionless dragcoefficien~can beadjusted forgravity by the 
expression 
(4) 
where n is the Manning roughness coefficient (units of s/mjQ), 
which has been derived empirically from terrestrial observations. 
Application of an appropriate Manning roughness coefficient, n, to 
martian outflow channels is uncertain, so Robinson and Tanaka [6] 
used a range of values (0.0 15-0.035) in estimating the flow veloci- 
ties of Kasei Valles. Because these values describe most environ- 
ments free of vegetation, they appear to be reasonable values to 
apply to the circurn-Chryse channels. Estimates of the mean flow 
velocities were calculated from this method (Table 1 ): however, at 
best these represent maximum values. Large-scale gcologic map- 
ping indicates lhat most channels were subjec~ed to multiple epi- 
sodes of flooding [7-91, which suggests that the channels may not 
have been completely full of water at any one time (i.e.. bankful 
TABLE 1.  Estimates ofchannel flow velocities determined 
fmmEanh-bsed-radar-derived rneasurementsof 
channel depths and slopes. 
Roughness Flow 
m mfticienr Velocity 
Valles (km) Slope (n) GIrnts) 
Ares I .W -0.W5' 0.0 15 
0.025 
0.035 
Maja 0.6' -0.0026' 0.0 15 
0.025 
0.035 
Shalbatana 1.7" -0.0001' 0.015 
0.025 
0.035 
Simud 3.01' f0.001 1' 0.015 
0.025 
0.035 
Tiu 2.2' +0.0005' 0.015 
0.025 
0.035 
32.1 
19.3 
13.8 
52.1 
3 1.2 
22.3 
20.5 
12.3 
8.77 
NIA 
NIA 
NtA 
NiA 
NIA 
NIA 
Data fmm Downset al. 141. 
Data from Lucchirtaand Ferguson 151. 
discharge). This rnethd is also not directly applicable to Simud and 
Tiu VaIles because the Eanh-based radar data indicate a positive 
downslope gradient 14,5], which may be due to modification (e.g.. 
slack-water deposition) postdating channel formation. 
An alternative method Tor calculating lower channel Row veloci- 
ties may be in the thermal inertia data made available by the Viking 
Infmred ThemaI Mapper (RW) I1  01 and the Phobes Thermoskan 
[ I  I] instruments. These data can be used to estimate the critical 
shear stress, r,,, by assuming ( 1  ) the effective panicle size measured 
by the IRTM represents the median-sized bed materiat, D,,; (2) the 
channel k d  i s  planar; (3) the sorting coefficient (standard devia- 
iion) i s  2.00, implying that the materiat is poorly sorted, typi-cal of 
most gravel-bed streams; (4) the calculated D,, particle size was the 
minimum-sized particle in motion at one time; (5) the dcnsity of the 
material is that of basalt (3.3 @cm2); and (6) the fluid that f m e d  
Shalbatana Vallis was water at 10°C. The tacit assumption made is 
that the thermal inertia values measured in the channeI represent 
unmodified channel materials. The validity of this assumption is 
discussed in general by Betts and Murray [I I]. 
Shields [IZJ derived empirical relatiom for the dimensionless 
grain parameter, 6.. and the dimensionless boundary shear stress, 
r.. The dimensionless grain parameter is defined as 
where D i s  the particle diameter (in this case the D,, particle size 
derived from the thermal inertia data expressed in centimeters), p, 
i s  the particte density (3.3 glcrn'), p is the fluid density (water at 
10°C or -1.0 glcm"), g i s  the acceleration of gravity, and v is the 
kinematic viscosity of the fluid (1.304 x lo-' crn'ls for water at 
10°C). From the assumptions given, 5. simprifies to 
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From Shields' [12] curve, values for !he dimensionless boundary 
shear stress, r., can be determined. For values off less than -400, 
Shields extrapolated his curve. Although equation (7) shows that it 
is  unlikely derived values of T, will be ~400, White's I131 experi- 
mental daza can be used todetermine values forb in this range. The 
dimensionless boundary shear stress. L. is 
where r,, is the critical boundary shear stress needed to initiate 
sediment motion. Th is  is assumed to be the h i o m  shear stress, r, 
during the waning stages of channel formation and can be used to 
estimate lower values of the channel velocities. The shear velocity, 
u. (expressed in centimeters per second), is 
By substituting equation (1) for $, equation (9) becomes 
which also allows the depth (h) of the water in the channel during 
the low f l d  stages to be determined. This depth should lx much 
less than the full depth of the channel. 
As Komar [14,15] notes, it  i s  better to analyze the flow in terms 
of u. than 1 due tothe unceminties in estimating reasonabIevalues 
for C, However, values of E are more intuitive. These can becalcu- 
lated from the following relationship. 
TABLE 2. Estimatesofchml flaw velucitiesdetermined 
fmmOlermaI-irsettiadeti~edmeasumtsof 
channel-effectivegrain sizes. 
Flow Flow 
- Dm r Velwicity Depthl 
V d k  Inertia (cm) n (x lOs) r. 1 1 m r s )  (m) 
Ares 9.0" 0.28 0.015 1.4 0.052 
0.025 
0.035 
Maja NIA 
Shalbatana 9.Otd 0.28 0.015 1.4 0.052 
0.025 
0.035 
Simud 8.4'A 0.24 0.015 1.2 0.052 
0.m 
0.035 
Tiu 1 0 . 8 + ~ . #  0.015 2.0 0.054 
0.025 
0.035 
'Datafrom Henry and Zimbelman [16]. 
t Data fm Craddmk [10]. 
t Data from Bet& and Murray [ I  I]. 
Derived from equalions (8-1 0). 
Of course, in order toestimate values of E from. the thermal-inertia- 
derived values of u,, reasonable values of the Manning coefficient, 
n, must be used. Obvious1 y these should be the same range of values 
used to determine the channel flow velocities at bankful discharge 
(0.015-0.035). Table 2 lists the possible channel flow velocities 
anddepths determined from the available thermal inertia data.They 
represent minimum estimates k a u s e  the material contained on the 
surface of the channel floors, if unmdified. wasprobably emplaced 
during the waningstagesof flooding. Actual channel flow velocities 
probably fall between the two values presented in TaMes 1 and 2. 
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GEOLOGIC MAPPING TRAVERSE OF THE HIGHLAND- 
TO-LOWLAND TRANSmON IN A N  AREA AIDJACENT TO 
THE MARS PATHFINDER REGION. L. S. Crumpler, 
hpartrnent of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence 
R t 029 12, USA. 
Introduction: Mapping in the region between Central Chryse 
Plmitia and Xanthe Terra is of relevance to understanding the Ares 
Vallis region kcause (1)  it is the closest area to the proposed 
Pathfinder landing site for which regional 1:500,aW)-scale mapping 
and local ground-surface geologic characteristics have been deter- 
mined (Fig. I); (2) it  traverses a region of the highland-lowland 
transition at a similar latitude and in an area of similar ovwall 
geologic units as the Pathfinder site; and (3) in contrast to the 
proposed landing site in Ares Vallis, it represents a portion of the 
Chsyse Basin margin that is  relatively little modified by outflow 
channels, and thus offers the opportunity to establish the nature of 
the regional surface in the transition as it might have appeared prim 
to Ares Vallis outwash. Thus, detailed mapping in this region is 
important to both the characterization of the highland-to-lowland 
transition in aregion ofextensive fluvia1 deposition anderosion, and 
to making educated inferences about the regional substrate geology 
of the Mars Pathfinder site. 
Objwtives: Geotraverse mapping. This work builds on map 
ping recently completed in central Chryse Planitia in the vicinity of 
Mutch Memorial Station (MMS or VL-1) from centtal Chryse 
Planitia southward onto the Noachian highlands (MTM 15047, 
10047, and 05047 1:500,000-scale photomosaic sheets) in an effort 
Fi& 1. Area previously mappdincentraI Chryse Planitia(so1id boxes). The 
pmpowd Mars Pathfinder site is located several hundred kilometers tolheeasr 
in a similar regional setting. but the Xanthc-Chiyse transect may preserve 
subsadzegeologic characrwjstics tha~werewiginally present inthe Ares Vallis 
areapnortooutwashefferfs. Appnimak Eocationomighland-lowlandbormdary 
as mapped by Scott and Tanaka [4] i s  shown as asinuousdashed lint. 
Chryse Planitia - 
Xant he Terra Mapping 
1:500,000 Quads 
to extend our detailed surface geologic knowledge outward from the 
Viking Lander 1 site, where we have actual ground truth. to sur- 
rounding geologic units. The approach taken by stacking three 
1:500,000-scale quadrangIes [1,2] b that of a geologic traverse 
along a relatively narrow corridor (ttansect or gmtraverse)at alarge 
map scale from a relatively young but typical surface in a lowland 
region to the complex and older surface of an adjacent highland. The 
goal is a geologic cross section across the lowland-to-highland 
boundaty in an area where the transition is both topographically and 
geologically relatively gradual in comparison with many other lo- 
calities around the margins of Chryse Planitia. 
Regional setting. The oldest map units are Noachian to 
Hesperian surfacematerials nearthe southemedge of ChrysePlanitia. 
These continue northward where they are overlain in central Chryse 
Planitia, in the vicinity of MMS, by younger ridged plains that are 
interpreted to be outwash deposits from Maja Vallis to the west 
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[1,2]. Hesperian ridged plains me among the oldest post-Noachian 
materials exposed in the highland-lowland bundary regions, and 
the large exposure here in southern Chryse Planitia affords an 
opportunity to assess some characteristics of this surface prior to 
outwash deposition and surface scouring. The highland-lowland 
boundary strikes approximately northwest-southeast across the cen- 
ter of the map area. At 1:500,000 scate the actual contact between 
the Hesperian ridged plains and the highland material appears 
transitional En character, as numerous Iow hills or knobs, possibly 
residuals of cra ted  highland material, protrude through the ridged 
plains unit. Similar low knobs occur in the central basin east of 
MMS within the 1:500,OO@scale quads connecting this area with 
the Pathfinder region. 
Numerous mare-type ridges, generally interpreted to be the 
result of small amounts of shortening and compression [5,6], m u r  
on the Hesperian plains. Some arcuate arrangements of maretype 
ridges, near the highland-lowland bundary within the Hesperian 
plains, are clearly suprimposed on the buried rims of large high- 
tand craters. T h i s  observation implies that the highland surface may 
be p remed  to some extent beneath the adjacent plains materials. 
Several sinuoustype channels (Hypanis and Nanedi Valles) trend 
southwest to northeast within the highland part of the proposed map 
area. High-resolution images across one of these affords the oppor- 
tunity to map this channel in detail and an assessment may k made 
of the Imal evidence for the origin and modification of this type of 
channel. Bends in Mars sinuous channels are frequently character- 
ized by circular or constant radius curvature in contrast to the more 
asymptotic curvature of river meanders on Earth. This might suggest 
that factors in addition tonormal stream dynamics, such as variation 
in material properties resulting from the probable brecciated or 
cratered nature of the highlands, among other environmental influ- 
ences (re-used lava channels), may have exened a control on the 
sinuosity 171. 
Summary: Several questions of regionat. local, and topical 
significance to the Pathfinder site can k addressd through map- 
ping the Xanthe Terra to Chryse Planitia traverse: What is the 
geologic history and stratigraphy of the transitional boundary be- 
tween the highlands and lowlands throughout this region [g]? What 
is the origin of the numerous knobs within the transitional region; 
are they residual highland materials? What evidence is there fo r th  
origin and the nature of the emplacement of the Hesperian ridged 
plains? What are the gradients in thickness of the Hesperian ridged 
plains material at the boundary. and what might these tell us about 
the underlying gradients of the highland surface? Are the surfaces 
of the intercrater highland plains the same material that foms the 
lowland plains? If not, why are the crater ages similar? What i s  the 
regional geologic section and how does it relate to the regional 
topographic characteristics? And finally, what is the evidence for 
the origin of the highland-lowland bundary in this region and can 
i t  test theories [3] of the origin of the global dichotomy? 
Reference: [ l ]  Crumpler et at. (1995) 1:500,000 scale Misc. 
Inv. Geol. Map, USGS, in preparation. [2] Craddock R. A, et al. 
(1992) LPS XXIII, 227-258. [3] McGill G. B. and Squyres S. W. 
( 1  99l)lcarrcr. 93,386-393. [4] Scott D. H. and Tanaka K. L. (1986) 
USGS, 1:25,000,000 Series, Atlas of Mars, Western Region, 1-1 
802A. 151 Plescia J. B. and Golombek M. P. ( 1989) LPI Tech Rpr. 
89-04, 64-65. 161 Watters T, R. (1988) JGR, 93, 10236-10254. 
171 Mars Channel Working Group (1983) CSA Bull., 94, 1035- 
1054; Rotto S. and Tanaka K. (1993) USGS Misc. Jnv. Map 1-2441. 
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AFl'ERTAE FLOOIk A PREVIEW OFEOLIAN FEATURES 
AT THE MARS PATFWINDER LANDING SITE IN ARES 
VALLIS. K. S. Edgett, Department o l  Geology, Arizona State 
University, Box 87 1404  Tempe AZ 85287- 1 404, USA. 
After the last floods poured through A r e s  Vallis, wind was the 
main sedimentary agent at work in the Mars Pathfindw landing site 
region. Based upon field observations of the Ephrata Fan, a major 
flood deposit in the Channeled Scabland of Washington, it appears 
likely that wind should have reworked the fine sediment that was 
left after the Ares floods, whileother sediments, especially airbwne 
dust, were deposited in the area. On the Ephrata Fan, fld-depos- 
ited sand was reworked by wind to form dunes [I], and where sand 
was not present, windborne silt and volcanic ash accumulated 
between rocks [21. 
Relative to the Viking landers, Mars Pathfinder is very well 
suited to study eolian features. The origin and physical nature of 
some eol ian landforms at the Viking lander sites remain unresolved. 
For example, the particle sizeof sediments in thedrifts at the Viking 
1 site is undetermined [3,4]. Because of its ste~dmultispectral  
imaging (51 and microrover capabilities, Mars Pathfinder might 
resolve similar pazzles in Ares Vallis. If Viking P had had the 
r n i c m ~ e r ,  it could have driven out to the nearby drifts and deter- 
mined (1) if the drifts have cross beds, (2) if the drifts are cohesive 
and(or cemented sand or  dust, (3) if features identified as sand 
ripples [4] were such, and (4) If all the drifts aredark with bright red 
coatings, as suggested by the presence of one Iow-albedo drift [4]. 
If Viking 2 had had a microrover, its tiny cameras could have k n  
used to determine whether ripples in nearby troughs [6]  consisted of 
granutes (2-4-mm sizes) 141. finally, if the Vikings had had Mars 
Pathfinder's rnultispectral imaging ability 151, some information 
about the mineralogy of eolian deposits could have been obtained. 
AIbedo, thermal inertia, and rock abundance offer clues to the 
nature and distribution of eolian debris [7]. In a global context, the 
Ares landing site has an intermediate albedo and thermal inenia [a- 
101; it is not dust covered like Arabia, nor is  i t  sandy like the north 
polar sand sea. Rock abundance at the Ares site i s  similar to the 
Viking 1 site, but the a l M o  is slightly lower and the thermal inertia 
is slightly higher [9,10]. Thermal and albedo properties of the 
landing ellipse change from east to west, with darker surface rnate- 
rials (probably sand) occurring in the northeast near the margin of 
AcidaIia [lo]. The low-albedo Acidalia Planitia is thought to be 
m k y  with sand in the form of sand sheets or  drifts [7.8]. The dark 
sands of Acidalia are probably mobile and moving slowly into the 
northeast end of the Ares Vnllis landing ellipse. 
Mars Pathfinder's wind sock experiment and meteorological 
station should provide information about eoEian events that wcur  
during the mission. me July 1997 landing c m p o n d s  to Z, 141'. 
w mid-northern summer. Nonhem summer should be the least 
windy season, according to GCM work [I I]. Little eolian activity is 
to be expected during the 30-day primary mission; the strongest 
winds (needed to move sediment) typically wcur during the seasons 
that have the strongest annual winds (late northern autumn through 
winter) [12]. 
No eolian dunes will be found at the Ares landing site; none are 
observed in Vikingorbiter images. It is possible, however, that dark 
sand might 'be accumulated in eolian drifts andlor granule ripples. 
particularly in the eastern half of the landing ellipse. The two fields 
of small "crater clusters" [13] within the landing ellipse have dark 
material surrounding them. This dark materiat must be sandy to 
have maintained a low albedo overtime. and might be ( 1) sand-sized 
impact glass [I 41 or (2) an indicator that the craters penetratd to a 
lens of flood-deposited sand. 
Likeon the Ephrata Fan of Washington, the Ares site is probably 
Iocated in a rocky or gravelly facies [15J. The site has probably 
accumulated some airborne dust, forming a discontinuous mantle 
between rocks like at the Viking I site. The light-toned "etched 
terrain" [I61 just outside the southwest end of thelanding ellipse 
might be eolian scoured, similar to features Sharp [I71 descrikd 
elsewhere on Mars. If so, then the southwestern part of the landing 
ellipse might have small eolian deflation pits andlor remnant knobs 
and mesas. Other features, like ventifacts or pitted mks, might be 
found. but their presence is difficult to predict. 
The Mars Pathfinder Ianding site in Ares Vallis is not likely to 
be a vigorously active eolian environment, but may be more active 
than the Viking lander sites. The Mats Pathfinder site is probably 
most similar to the Viking 1 site. although with somewhat more 
windblown sand. The new capabilities of Mars Pathfinder will 
allow more detailed investigation of eolian features, giving new 
clues about the particle sizes and compositions of eolian sand and 
dust. In turn. Mars Pathfinder offers a chance to re-interpret the 
geology of the Viking lander sites, provided that there are features 
similar to those seen by Viking I or 2. 
References: [ I ]  Petrone A. (1970) M.S. thesis, Washington 
State Univ.. Pullman, Washington. 121 Edgea K. S. Field notes. 
1990-1995, [3 ]  Mutch T. A. et a]. (1976) Science. 193, 791-801. 
141 Sharp R. P. and Malin M. C. (1984) GSA Bull.. 95, 1398-1412. 
p] Reid R. J. and Singer R. B. ( 1  995) LPS XXVI, 1 155-1 156. 
[6] Mutch T. A. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4452-4467. Fig. 6a. 
ti'] Christensen P. R, and Mmre H. J. (1 942) in Mars (R H. Kieffer 
et al., eds.). 686-729, Univ. of Arizona. Tucson. [8] Arvidson R. E 
et al. (l989)JGR, 94,1573-1587. [9] Golombek M. P. et al. (1995) 
LPSXXVI, 48 I-482.[10] Wgett K. S., this volume. [I 11 Greeley et 
al. (1993) JGR, 98, 3183-3196. [I21 Edgen K. S. and Bturnberg 
D. G. (1W4) Icams. 112.448-464. [ I  31 Greeley R. et al. ( 1977) 
JGR, 82, 4093-41 09. [ I  41 Schultz P. ( 1994) Eos Suppb, 45, 406. 
1151 Rice J. W. and Edgett K. S., this volume. [ 161 Parker T. J., this 
volume. 11 71 Sharp R. P. (1973) JGR, 78.4222-4230. 
VIKING IRTM OBSERVATIONS OF TFIE: ANnCIFATED 
MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE AT ARES VALLIS. 
K. S. Edgett, Departmentof GeoEogy. ArizonaState University, Box 
87 1 404, Tempe AZ 85287- 1 404, USA. 
Albedo, m k  abundance, and thermal inertia derived from Vi- 
king Infrared Thermal Mapper (IR'IU) observations provide some 
insight as to  the nature of the surface materials that occur at the Ares 
Vallis landing site [1,2]. Obsewations of the Arrs VallEs site are 
compared here with the Viking 1 and 2 lander sites, which offer 
some measure of "ground truth." 
Moderare-resolution (30-Wkm-sized areas) observations are 
the best available for the Ares Vallis site, and include an WTM- 
derived a l l d o  map (1 O latitude/longitude bins) compiled by Pteskot 
131, thermal inertia (0.5" bins) from Christensen and Malin [4,5], 
and rock abundance and fine-component thermal inenia maps 
( l o  bins) derived from TT('I*M data by Christensen [6]. 
In the landing ellipse, albedo ranges from about 0.19 to 0.23 and 
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is generally lower at the eastern end of the landing ellipse, higher 
toward the west. The comparaMe albedo at the Viking lander sites 
is about 0.25 at both. 
Thermal inertia, computed using the Kieffer lthemal mdel m 
with the "2% assumption" (wherein the atmospheric contribution to 
downgoing radiation is 2% of the maximum solar insolation) varies 
between 410 (9.8) and 540 (12.9) J m-2 s 4 . 5  K-1 (10-3 cal cmd 
rO.%-l). (Note that b h  S.T. units and commonly used "Kieffef' 
units for thermal inenia are given here; the latter is in parentheses). 
In generat, thermal inertia is higher at theeastem end of the landing 
ellipse and lower toward the west. For comparison, the Kieffer 
model !henna1 inertia of the Viking I site is abut  360 (8.5) and for 
Viking 2 is about 330 (7.9). 
Rock abundance, a parameter derived fm thermal inenia and 
differences in ternperahm at 7,9, E I ,  and 20 pm, ranges from about 
2546 at theeast end of theellipsedown to abut 18% at the west end. 
The uncertainty Rereis on the orderof58 to 10% mks [61. Modeled 
m k  abundance at the Viking 1 site is abut  15 f 5%; at Viking 2 
it is 20f 10% [8].Thermkabundancesestimated for the AresVallis 
landing ellipse are similar to the rock abundances of the two Viking 
lander sites. The msponding fine-component (Kieffer model) 
thermal inertia, a by-product of the rock abundance modeling, is 
about 350 (8.4) to 460 (1019) from west to east in the Ares landing 
ellipse, as opposed to 300 (7.1) and 260 (6.2) Tor the Viking 1 and 
2 sites, respectively. 
A search was conducted for high-resolution (2-5-km-sized ar- 
eas) RTM observations of areas within the Ares Vallis landing 
ellipse. One Vikingorbitw track meeting appropriate search criteria 
(spacecraft range S2500 krn, emission angle GOo, Z, - 350"-12 5 O ,  
hour 0-6) was found to pass about 200 km to the nonh of the landing 
ellipse; the thermal inenias there were consistent with the moder- 
ate-resolution results, but allowed a more detailed map along the 
orbiter's night path. Unfortunately, no such IRTM data were found 
to pass through the Ares landing ellipse. One daytime (10-14 h) 
high-resolution RIM mck from Viking 2 was found, but accurate 
computation of thermal inenia is problematic for daytime data. In 
general, this track indicates thermal inertias similar to those in 
moderate resolution. 
Lately here has been considerable discussion about the uncer- 
tainty in thermal inertia derived under the relatively dusty atmo- 
sphere of the Viking era 19-13]. Hayashi et al. 1101, using the 
Haberle-Jakosky coupled surface-atmosphere mdel  approach 191, 
note that the Kieffer mdel  thermal inertias for the Viking 1 and 
Viking 2 sites are about 60-80 (1.4-1.9) thermal inertia units too 
high. The corresponding range of thermal inertias for the Ares Vallis 
site would also drop by about 100 (2.4) units, thus ranging from 
about 3 10 (7.4) in the west to 440 (10.5) in the east. The general 
trend from higher thermal inertia in the east to lower in the west 
remains unchanged. From the conclusions of Hayashi et at. [ID'], it 
seems that the fine-component thermal inertias (by-product of rock 
abundance) for the Ares landing ellipse would drop by about 90 
(2.2) units, to range from 260 (4.2) in the west to 370 (8.8) in the 
east. 
The Ares Vallis landing site has the potential for being sorne- 
what different from the two Viking lander sites. However, the 
differences might turn out to be as subtle as thedifferencesobserved 
when one compares the two Viking sites. The Ares site in general 
is  not radically different fmm the previous sites; this may turn out 
to be helpful for reinterpretation of the geology of the Viking sites. 
In general. the Ares site is  about as m k y  as the two Viking sites, but 
the somewhat lower albedo and higher fine-component thermal 
inertias suggests there might be more sand (or at least, less dust) at 
the Ares site. the fine-component thermal inertias suggest effective 
panicle sizes in the medium to medium-coarse sand range (300- 
600 pm) throughout the region; this assessment is consistent with 
new thermal conductivity results from h l e y  [Id]. The east-te 
west variation in thermophysical properties might indicate that 
there are coarser deposits of sediment at the eastern end of the 
landing ellipse. It seems likely that the landing site will Iook less 
like the Viking 1 and 2 sites if Mars Pathfinder touches down at the 
eastern end of its landing ellipse. The implications for eolian fea- 
tuws that might occur at the landing site are discussed elsewhere 
1151. 
References: [I] GoEombek M.P. et al. (1995)LPSXX1/1,481- 
482. [2] Edgett K. S. ( 1995) LPS XXVI, 353-354. [3] Christensen 
P. R. (1988) JGR, 93,761 1-7624.141 Christensen F. R. and Malin 
M. C. (1 988) U S  XIX, 180-1 8 1. [5] Christensen P. R. and Matin 
M. C. (1993) LPS XXW, 285-286. [6] Christensen P. R. (1986) 
Icarus, 68.217-238. (71 Kieffer H. H. er al. ( 1  977) JGR, 82,424s 
429 1.181 Christensen P. R. ( 1 982)JC;R, 87,9985-9998.191 Haberle 
R, M. and Jakosky B. M. (1991)Icarus, 90,187-204. [lo] Hayashi 
J. N. et al. (1995) JGR, 100, 5277-5284. [I 11 Paige D. A. et al. 
( 1994) JGR, 99, 25959-2599 1. [I 21 Edgen K. S. and Christen~n 
P. R. ( 1  994) JGR. 99, 1997-20 18. [ 1 31 Bridges N. T. (1 994) GRL, 
21,785-788.1141 Presley M. A. (1995) PbD. dissertation, Arizona 
State Univ.. Tempe, 237 pp. 11151 Edgett K. S., this votume. 
SIZE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ROCKS ON 
MARS. M. Golombek and D. Rapp, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
California Tnstitute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91 109, USA. 
Predicting the size-frequency distribution of rocks at different 
locations on Mass is difffcult owing to the limited dataset (ground 
truth from only two sites at the surface), but is critical for determin- 
ing potential landing hazards for future Mars landers. In this ab- 
stract we (1) review m k  frequency data at the two Viking landing 
sites and a variety of sites on Earth. with special reference to larger 
rmks that could be hazardous to a lander, (2) descrik the data in 
terns of simple mathematical expressions, and (3) provide a means 
of extrapolating the data to any location on Mars from relationships 
between the rock frequency curves and remote sensing data. 
We used rock lengths, widths. and heights carefully measured 
from the stereo Viking tanding images by M m ~ e  andce-workers [ 1 ] 
consisting OF a total of 421 and 486 m k s  in areas of 83.7 m2 and 
83.76 rn2 at the Viking 1 and 2 sites (VL 1, VL 2 )  respectively. The 
m k  data plotted in either cumulative number per square meter or 
cumulative fractional area vs. diameter have similar shapes at both 
Viking sites, displaying a convex upcurved shape on log-log plots 
that can be fit  well with simpIeexponential functions.Therock data 
do not appear linear on Iog-log plots, so that power-law functions 
(commonly used to fit crater size-frequency data) overestimate the 
frequency and fractional area covered by both large-diameter and 
smalldiameter rocks (Pig. 1). 
Similar shaped size-frequency distributions ofmks are found at 
a wide variety of rocky surfaces on the Earth (Fig. I). Data collected 
by Malin [2] for (I) icelandic catastrophicoutflow deposits, (2) Ant- 
arctic dry valley wall talus, and (3) Hawaiian volcanic ejecta, as well 
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as data we have collected from (4) Mars Hill, (5) an abandoned and 
washed alIuvial fan in h t h  Valley, (6) a presently active alluvial 
fan on the eastern sick of the Avawatz Mountains in the Mojave 
DesetZ, (7) two eroded and mass-wasted volcanic surfaces (basalt 
and tuff breccia) in the Eastern Mojave Desert (Goldstone), (8) cata- 
strophic outflow deposits of the Ephrata Fan in Washington state, 
and (9) a giant boulder field in the Leaf Basin of northern Quebec, 
in which hulders are rransprted downslope and washed in an 
intertidal zone [3], all show convex upcurved size-frequency m k  
distributions on a log-log plot. Data Tm these sites have all been 
fi t  reasonably well with simple exponential functions, which de- 
scribe both the precipitous drop-off in rocks with large diameters as 
well as the shallowing in cumulative number or area of rocks at 
small diameters. 
The VL 2 site is believed tobe ejacta from the nearby crater Mie 
[4], whereas VL 1 is  believed to be a panially covered and eroded 
lava flow surface, possibly with some local m t w  ejecta and f l d  
deposits [S]. Asaresult, they appearto have formed by verydiffeerent 
geologic proc~~ses, yet the shape of the rock size-frequency distri- 
butions at both sites are the sarne.The sites onEarth include alluvial 
fan water-rich debris flows (active and abandoned), catastrophic 
flood deposits. eroded volcanic surfaces, volcanic ejecta, and talus 
slopes, yet the rock size-frequency distributions are all similarly 
shaped. All sites show a precipitous fall-off in number or fractional 
area of rocks at Iarge diameters, which may have something to do 
with the deanh of large coherent blwks of material and the inability 
of geologic processes to transport such large bloeks without break- 
ing them into smaller pieces. 
The consistency of the size-frequency rock distributions found 
on Fsnh and the two Viking landing sites suggests that similar 
shaped m k  size-frequency distributions are applicable to other 
areason Mats. A combined fit to both VLcurnulative fractional area 
of  rocks vs. diameter data was made with a general exponential 
function of the form fk(D) - k exp{q(k) D }, in which F,(Q) is the 
cumulative fractional area covered by m k s  of a given diameter or 
larger, k is the total area covered by rocks at the site, and q(k) - 
(0.57 1 + 0.492/k). Simple linear height vs. diameter relationships, 
related to k, H - (0.25 + 1.4 k) D, were alsoderived from WD ratios 
of -318 and -112 at VC 1 and 2 respectively, which suggest that less 
rocky areas on Mars have rocks with lower WD ratios than more 
m k y  areas. Height was then substituted into the general exponen- 
tial function derived for diameter, which yielded F,(H) - k 
exp{-p(k) H} and p(k) - (0.571 + 0.49Uk)1{0.25 + 1.4 k), which 
describes the cumulative fractional area of rocks vs. height for any 
given total rock coverage. 
Viking thermal inenia measurements and models developed by 
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Christensen I61 have been used to estimate the fractional surface 
m a  covered by high thermal inertia rocks greater than about I O cm 
diameter vs. smaller particles, such as sand and dust, with low 
thermal inertia fm I" latitude by I" longitude remote1 y sensed areas 
on Mars. Because the cumulative fractional area covered by m k s  
of 10 cm diameter and iarger is fairly close to the total rock coverage, 
it can Ix used as the preexpanential constant k in the general 
exponential function fit to the VL rock data to describe the curnu- 
lative fractional area vs. diameter or height at any lacation on Mars. 
This calculation is conceptually equivalent to Christensen and 
Malin's 171 suggestion that m k  abundances on Mars reflect the 
thickness of mantling fine material. In this simple model, the maxi- 
mum rock abundances (-30%) wcur in areas withnomantling sand 
or dust, and less rocky m a s  (down to 2%) are mantled by progres- 
sively greater thicknesses of dust (up to 1 m thick). The exponential 
curves in f ig. 1 show these distributions in terms of cumulative area 
vs. diameter for any value of rock abundance, and the equations 
derived above show the decrease in WD for less rwky areas. 
Results indicate that most of Mars is rather benign with regard 
to hazards from landing on large rocks. Roughly 50% of Man has 
rocks covering only 8% or less of its exposed sufface [6]. For total 
rock coverage of 8% analogous to VL 1, about 0.2% ofthe surface 
is covered by 20 cm or higher rocks. A surface covered with 12% 
rocks has only 1% of its surface area covered by 6 s  higher than 
20 cm. The Mars Pathfinder lander airbag system is king designed 
to accommodate landing on 0.5-m-high boulders. Such a landing 
system could land on a surface covered by abut  20% wks, similar 
to VL 2, with 1% of the surfacecovered by m k s  of 0 5  rn w higher. 
Surfaces with ZQ% or fewer m k s  account for over 90% of the 
surface of Mars, so that such a landing system could be sent to all 
but the rockiest 10% of Mars with a low probability of landing on 
a 205-m-high rock. The Ares Vallis landing site being considered 
for Marshthfinder has totat rock abundances of -20% [8], indicat- 
ing a low probability of failure due to landing on large nxks. 
References: 111 Mmre and Keller (1990) NASA TM-4210, 
140; 1991,NASA TM43#,533. [2] Malin (1989)NASA TM-4130, 
363. [3] Lauriol and Gray (1980) G. Soc. Can., Pap. .80-10, 2% 1. 
641 Mutch et al. (1977)JGR. 82,4452. [5] Binderet al. (1977) JGR, 
82, 4439. [6] Christensen (1986) Icarus, 68, 217. 171 Christensen 
and Malin (1993) LPSC XXSV, 285. I%] Golomkk et al., this 
volume. 
CWARACTEUlSTICS OF THE MARS PATHFINDER 
LANDMG SITE. M. P. Golombek" T. J. Parker1, H. J. Mmre*. 
M. A. Stadel, R. E. Jurgensl. and D. L. Mitchell1, IJet Propulsion 
Laboratory.Cal ifomialnstituteof Technology, PasadenaCA 9 1 109, 
USA, 2U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park CA 94025, USA. 
The pteliminq landing site selected for Mars Pathfinder and a 
candidate for final validation is at the mouth of Ares Vallis in 
southeastem Cbryse Planitia (19.S0N, 32,8'W) [I]. Ares Vallis is a 
large outflow channel that drained the highlands to the southeast. 
The region contains large streamlined islands of older plateau 
materials and smooth outflow deposits in the channels. Many of the 
streamlined islands have terraces that may represent layering, 
downcutting stages during flooding, or bot h. Linear features extend- 
ing downstream from many of these islands may be longitudinal 
grooves [Z] or other primary flow fmtures. indicating a surface 
composed of materials deposited by the floods. Potential source 
materials for the outflow deposits include ancient Noachian crustal 
units (Npl,, Npr,), Hesperian Ridged Plains (Hr), and a variety of 
reworked channel materials (Hcht, Hch, Hchp). The 1 W x 200 km 
landing ellipse is located on a broadty undulating. level surface 
between (I) streamlined islands and knobby terrain to the east, 
(2) large streamlined islands to the south, (3) large fresh impact 
craters to the north, and (4) scabby or etched terrain to the west {Fig. 
1 ), Scabby or etched terrain appears rough in high-resolution images 
(-40 mlpixel), with 10-30-m-high scarps that may have resulted 
from fluvial plucking w eolian deflation /3]. Portions of the landing 
site are peppered with secondary craters with dark rims of either 
excavated m partly buried low-albedo material; morphologies of the 
secondaries indicate a primary or source cram to the south. 
Cratercounts in the landing ellipse indicatea Late Hesperianage 
[4] with a -2 power-law size-frequency distribution and 2419 cn- 
ters 2 1 km diameter, 445 craters L2 km diameter, 64 craters 25 km 
diameter, all normalized per million square kilometers. The follow- 
ing numbers of craters lie within the 15,700 km2 landing ellipse: 49 
~ 0 . 5  km in diameter, 38 between 2 and 3 kin in diameter, and part 
of one 10-km-diametercrater. There is about a 3% chance of landing 
within a crater at this site. 
Within the landing ellipse there are appmximately 275 small 
hills that range from 60 m (which is close to the resolution limit) to 
7 krn in diameter, although most are cl krn in diameter. Some 
streamlined islands have concentrations of hills on their down- 
stream sides, which suggests that they were carried as bedload 
during flooding and deposited w h m  flow velocities decreased: 
flow reconstruction calculations, however, suggest a maximum 
boulder of only 10 m diameter could have been carried 121. Curnu- 
lative frequencies of hills within the landing ellipse roughly fit a 
-1.6 power-law size-frequency distribution between diameters of 
0.2 and 1 km, There are 828 hills 21 km diameter. 382 hills 22 h 
diameter, and 64 hills 25 km diameter (all normalized per million 
square kilometers). The actual number of hills in the landing ellipse 
20.25 km diameter is 168. wEth 62 hills 20.5 km diameter, 13 hills 
2I km diameter, 6 hills 22 h diameter, and I hill 25 km diameter. 
Photoclinometry (symmetric method) was used to estimate the 
heights and slopes of 12 hills. Results indicate most hills have 
overall slopes of about 10". with maximum local slopes up to 25'. 
A general retationship exists between hill diameter and height h = 
-33.2 + 0.15d, where h is  height and d is diameter (r - 0.86). There 
is about a I% chance of landing on a hill at this site. 
Albedo, color, thermal inertia, and rock abundance suggest that 
the Ares Yallis landing site shares many of the same characteristics 
as the Viking landing sites. A combined albedo, thennal inertia 
(reported in 10-3 cgs units). and rock abundance dataset kindly 
pmvided by Christensen (51 was used in our evaluation of the 
landing site. Albedo varies from 0.19 to 0-23 ( I 0  bin data [6]), 
thermal inertia varies from 9.8 to 12.9 (0.5" bin data [7]), fine- 
component thermal inertia varies from 8.4 to 10.9 (1" bin data [$]), 
and rock abundance varies from 18% to 25% (lo bin data [9]) over 
the Pathfinder landing ellipse. Fw comparison, the Viking I and 2 
landing sites have values of rock abundances of 16% and 23'70, 
albxfos of 0.25, thermal ineniasof 8.4 and 7.8, and fine-component 
thennal inertias of 7. I and 6.2 respectively. Red (0.155-0.187) and 
violet (0.058-0.079) radiances of the Ares landing site using Vi- 
king orbiter frames in the 3445 series yield an average red-to-violet 
ratio of 2.3 (mge: 2.05-2.95): Viking lander I red (0.165-0.1 84) 
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and violet (0.062-0.071) radiances y idd an average red-tu-violet 
ratio of 2.6 (range: 2.4-2.8). derived from the same orbiter images. 
The lower albedo, lower red-to-viola ratios, greater m k  abun- 
dances, and higher thermal inertias for the Ares Vallis site suggest 
a slightly rockier and less dusty surface than the Viking landing 
sites. 
Surface materials at the A m  Vallis site should be similar to 
those at 'the Viking landing sites [lo]. Color radiances and their 
ratios suggest a variety of materials that include cohesive soil-like 
materials, dust, and coated and uncoated nrcks [ l  I]. Rather high 
fine-component thermal inertias alsa suggest that cohesive soil-like 
materials, compatible with successful landing and roving, dominate 
the surface, with less low-cohesion. low-strength drift material 
prevalent at the Viking lander I site. Rock abundance tskima~es 
suggest ample rm ks are present and available for analysis with the 
imaging system and the rover-mounted alpha proton X-ray spec- 
trometer. 
In conmst with the weak adar echoes received during 3.5-cm 
welength observationsfor the Vikingmission in 1976 [ I  21,stwg 
radar echoes were received from the site during 3.5-crn wavelength 
Goldstone observations in early 1995. F'reliminary analysis of se- 
lected delay-Doppler echms with subradar points between 1 9=1°and 
20.2"N and 3 1.1" and 34.6"W yields nns slopes of 4.6O f 0.7" and 
normal reflectivities of 0.057 rt 0.008. Continuous-wave (CW) 
echoes with subradarpintsalong 18.7"Nbet~een31.9~and34.6~W 
yield an rms slope of 6.4" * 0.7" and the following cross sections: 
total polarized -0.10 1, quasispecuiar -0.048, polarized diffuse 
-0.053, and d e p l a r i d  -0.020. A conservative estimate for the 
experimental uncertainty in these CW cross sections is -25%. 
Pneliminary comparisons with CW obswvations at the same 
wavelength in the southern hemisphere imp1 y that the surface of the 
Ares site may be rougher at a scale of 0.4-10 m (ms slope 6.4" f 
0.7O) and has reflectivities (about 0.058 when integrated from 0' 20 
300 [13]) that are comparable to or smaller than averages in the 
south. At these southern latitudes 1141, average rms slopes are 4.04' 
* t . 4 7 O  ( 1988 data) and 4.25" f 0.7 1" (1 990 data) with average 
reflectivities of 0.0603 f 0.0296 (1988 data) and 0.1062 rt 0.0175 
(1990 data). Diffuse echo strengths and their ratio are more or less 
n m a l  at the Ares site; spectra show little or no unusual smcture. 
Delay-Doppler reflectivities (0.057 f 0.008) are consistent with dry 
soil-like materials with poorly constrained bulk densities of 1.3 * 
0.3 gIcrn3 [I 51. Bulk densities such as these indicate a surface that 
is consistent with our interpretations of the remote sensing data 
described above--namely a surface compatible with successful 
landing and roving, with less of the drift material present at the 
Viking lander 1 sire. The average radar reflectivities also suggest a 
surface that wEll adequately reflect radar altimeter transmissions 
during descent of the Pathfinder spacecraft used for firing the solid 
rockets and inflating the airbags. 
The elevation or the landing site appears to be welt below the 
0 km elevation required to provide sufficient ahnosphere For the 
flight system parachute. The USGS topographic map 1161 I ists the 
Ares site at a b u t  -2.0 krn elevation (relative to the reference 
surface), which i s  aIso the elevation listed for the Viking 1 site. 
Earth-based radar tracks at 22.7 1 O N  obtained on January 20, 1980, 
and 22.89'N latitude obtained on January t5, 1980, cross the long- 
itudes of both the Ares landing site and the Viking lander I site 
(22"N, 46.5OW), yielding elevations of -1.7 km and -1.8 km vs. 
-1.6 and -I .R krn respectively. Othw radar mcks at latitudes of 
2 1.59W obtained on February 16, 1980, and 21.3°N obtained on 
February 22, 1980, suggest an elevation of -2.0 km fot the Ares 
landing site. Because of uncertainties in relating an elevation, with 
respect to some reference martian figure, to atmospheric pressure 
(which is what is Empottant for operation of the parachute), we have 
simply assumed that the elevation of the A t t s  site is the same as 
Viking lander I and determined the atmospheric surface pressure 
from the extremely repeatable surface pressure measurements for 
the appropriate landing season and day (6.85 mbar). 
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ASSESSMENT OF PATHFINDER LANDING SITE WITFI 
GOLDSTONE RADAR RANGING AND GOLDSTONE-VLA 
DUALPOLARIZATION IMAGING. A. F. C. Hatdernannl. 
D. 0. Muhlernani, R. F. Juqens3, and M. A, Slade?, 'Division of 
Geological and Plmtary Sciences, CalifomiaInstitute oiTechnology, 
Pasadena CA 91 125, USA, zJet Propulsion L a h t o r y ,  California 
Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 
9 t 109, USA. 
The preliminary landing site for the Mars Pathfinder lander1 
rover has ken chosen in southeastern Chryse Planitia (19.S0N, 
32.8OW) 111. The region is believed to be relatively smooth. Its 
Iwation at the mouth of the Ares Vallis outflow will hopefully 
provide a variety d sampling opportunities for the rover experi- 
ments. A moredetailed review of the landing sitechancteristics can 
be foundelsewhere in this volume [2]. The Ares Vallis site had k n  
rejected as a Viking lander site, however, due to Goldstone CW 
radar echms with low signal-to-noise (SNR). We will present an 
updated assessment based on two  type.^ of recent radar observations: 
radar ranging with the Goldstone DSN antenna and radar imaging 
with the Goldstone-VLA combination. Both experiments were at X 
band (3.5 cm). 
TABLE 1.  Dates and localions of mhu mcks on Man to be 
used in the mlar ranging pan of the study. 
kongjtude 
Date Latitude Begin End Locatim 
I8Dec. 1994 21.8 56.5 94.2 Kasei. northeasternTharsis 
25 Dec. 2 1.7 330.8 25.1 Arabia,easlem Chryse 
27 Jan. 1995 19.9 336.2 76.2 ArabiaChryse.Kasei 
29 Jan. 19.8 322.9 48.7 Arabia. Ares. Tiu 
30 Jan. 19.7 321.2 39.9 Cbid 
Goldstone radar ranging measurements were performed during 
Mars' most recent opposition in the winterof 1994-1995, when the 
planet was at a distance of abut  0.6 AU. Five radar tracks of interest 
for the primary landing site were recorded and are listed in Table 1 .  
Three of the tracks pass over the site itself or its immediate vicinity. 
The Goldstone radar system is now 12 dB more sensitive than it was 
at the time of the Viking landing site assessment, so we expect that 
a correspondingly more detailed assessment can b~ carried wt. 
The dataare in the form of delay-Doppler views. which fall along 
a subradar track on the planet. Views are collected during 10-min 
receive cycles separated by 10-min radar transmit cycles. Each view 
has about a 4 s integration time. and are summed in groups OF 4 to 
improve S N R .  The Doppler frequency resolution provides a longi- 
tudinal resolution of about 4 km, while the delay resolution makes 
for a latitudinal resolution of abut 100 km. The data are of g d  
quality, and should certainly provide consistent topographic pro- 
files, which will be cornpates to the Mars digital elevation model 
[2]. The topographic profiles will be used to assess the kilometer- 
scale roughness in the landing site region. 
The delay-Doppler data can be fit with radarmdels, in particu- 
larthe Hagfors scattering law, toextract reflectivity and the Hagfors 
C parameter, a proxy for rms slope. The reflectivity relates tb the 
dielectric propenies of the upper meter, and contain infomation 
about the bulk density of the material and some information about 
chemistry, e.g., mafic vs. silicic material. Ft will be interesting to 
find out t t ~ w  ell these material propeny assessments are borne out 
when the lander and rover return results. The C parameter can Zle 
used in a comparative manner no assess surface texture orraughness, 
both on the scale of the wavelength and on scales large compared to 
the wavelength. The texture may be expressed on the surface, and 
thus is evident in visual images, or may be covered by up to a meter 
of soil and appear smwth in visual images. Our investigation will 
make comparisons of the radar results with Viking imagery, and 
these analyses may drive some choices of model parameters to aid 
the fitting routines. Tndeed, the study will require careful analysisof 
the applicability of the Hagfors scattering model, and the limits of 
its interpretation (see for example [3]). 
The second dataset at our disposal was produced by interfeto- 
metsic imagingak the VLA of radarechoes from Mm.This isa huge 
dataset, which first observed the Stealth region on Mars, an essen- 
tially radar-absorbing region to the southwest of Tharsis [4]. These 
data were atso used to obsewe the radar promies of the manian 
poles [5 ] .  The resolution of these images Is only on the order of the 
tanding site ellipse, but the image data cover a much largerrange of 
incidence angles than the delay-Doppler data, and will thus be 
extremely useful to constrain the models used to fit the delay- 
Doppler data. 
Further, the Goldstone-VLA image data are in both circular 
polarizations. Polarization characteristics are a vital but mmplex 
part of the radarexperirnents. The details of the surface morpholagy 
are encoded into the polarization properties through multiple scat- 
tering, critical angle internal mflections, Imally coherent scattering 
prwesses, and effects we have yet to imagine. Particular polariza- 
tion signatures have been exploited for Mars [4], and will further 
provide constraints on the interpretation of the regional variation in 
wavelength-scale roughness. The results will k presented at the 
workshop. 
Rererences: [ l ]  Golombek, this volume. [Z] USGS (1993) 
Mars Global Topography CD-ROM, v.7. [3J McCollum and Jakosky 
(1993) SGR, 98, 3 173-1 184, [4] Muhleman D. 0. et al. (199 1 )  
Science. 253. 1508-1513.[5] Butler B. J. et al. (1994) LPSCXXV. 
RADAR SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF ARES 
VALLIS AND ENVIRONS FROM ARECLBO OBSERVA- 
TIONS. J.K.Harmon1 andl3.A. Campbel12,1AmibObswvatory. 
AreciboPR00613, USA,?NatimalAirandSpaceMuseum, Washing- 
ton DC 20560. USA. 
Quasispecular radar e c h ~ e s  can provide estimates of surface 
mughnew ( m ~  slope 8,) and the dielectric constant along the sub- 
Earth track on Mars. Such measurements were used for landing 
hazard assessmen( by the Viking 1 lander site selection team [1,2]. 
The radar B, measurrments were partly responsible for the decision 
to rejxt the original A1 site in favor ofthe smmther At WNW site. 
Since the Mars Pathfinder tandw site lies v q  close to the rejected 
VLI-A1 site, it makes sense to take a fresh look at the radar 
characteristics of this area. The subEarth track crossed the Path- 
finder siteduringthemost recent Mars opposition inearly 1995, and 
preliminary results from Goldstone 3.5-cm ranging observations 
indicate high radar roughness (Or > lo0) over the landing site 131. 
Although telescope upgrading work prevented us from making 
similar observations at Arecibo in 1995, we do have some Aiecibo 
12.6-cm radar data from earlier oppositionscovering portions of the 
Ares Vallis region. Here we present some results from thase obser- 
vations. 
In Fig. 1 we show @, values estimated from Arecibo ranging 
observations at 20.6ON in 1980 (filled lmxes) and at 23.2'"N in 1982 
(open boxes); each of these points is obtained by fittEng a single 
delay template to the region within 4" of the sub-Earth point for a 
given 30-s data blmk. Also shown aw Orestirnates from C W  obser- 
vations taken at 23.1°N in 1976 (solid line) and at 22.5ON in 1967 
(dashed line); both these lines are adapted from Fig. 1 of Tyler et. 
al. [2]. These data all agree in showing that the Chryse plains are 
rough compamd to the ridged plains and cratered plains to the east 
and west. Superimposed on this general trend are more localized 
roughness variations that can only be properly analyzed by making 
template fits to narrow Doppler dices. For example, the delay- 
Doppler m y  in Fig. 2 shows a "hole" at the central leading edge 
that corresponds to relatively weakechms from the main channeI of 
Ares Vallis at 23.2ON, 3 lo W. Template fits to this channel feature 
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give 8,- So for an assumed reflectivity of p, - 0.07, indicating that 
at this latitude Ares Vallis i s  rougher than the terrain to the east, but 
not particutarly rough in an absolute sense. tn Fig. 5 we show a 
delay-Doppler plot taken at a sub-Earth point of 20.6W, 36.5OW. 
closer to the Pathfinder landing site. The single delay template fit 
to this entire array gives 8, - 7.2" and p, - 0.068, values typical of 
one approaches the lander site from the west at this latitude. A 
template fit to a lhppler  slice centered at 32,a0 gives 0, - &.So for 
an assumed p, - 0.068. This i s  significantly rougher than the 
northern branch of the Ares Vallis channel at 23.2ON. It is  smoother 
than the 0, > 10" reported by the JPL group from their track across 
the lander site. but we do not consider this difference as very 
significant given that (1) the Arecibo scan is 1"N of the lander site, 
(2) the observations were made at a longer wavelength, and (3) we 
have had to assume a p, value because we do not have sufficient 
longitude coverage at this latitude to do the same "Downs-style" 
scattering analysis as was done on the 1995 Galdstone data by the 
JPL group. 
In addition to these quasispeculm results, we have coverage of 
thechryse area in depolatized d e c t i v i t y  maps from 1990random- 
code observations, Depolarized enhancements are indicative of 
surface roughness at wavelength (decimeter) scales, i.e., scales 
smaller than those influencing 8,. The strongest such enhancements 
are found on the Tharsis volcanos and flows and in the Elysium 
Basin and outflow channel. ln the Chryse channel region the stron- 
gest enhancements are found in Maja Vdlis and the plateau border- 
ing Simud Vallis. We find no s t~ong feature at the Pathfinder lander 
site, although we do see a modest enhancement within the Ares 
ValEis channel south and east of the lander site. This indicates that 
the Ares Vallis channel is mkierthan the crated and ridged plaEns 
through which it flows, but d m s  not have the sort of chaotic texture 
typical of themajorvo~canicpmvinces. We wilt discuss results from 
the dcpolarized maps in more detail at the workshop. 
ReTerenm: [ I ]  Mmursky H. and Ctabil N. L. (1976)Scienw 
193,8094 12. [2] Tyler G. C. et al. (1976) Sciem, 193,812-815. 
131 M. Slade, private communication. 
Chryse in genemLTherighthand edgeof this plot c m p o n d s  to the 
point where the sub-Earth hack grazes the north edge of the Path- P O ~ ~ m ~ ~ m  oF CONmmN~ ROCK 
finder landing site ellipse. and the weakness of the echms at this AT MARTIm mGmLo~LAm E30NTACT. G, G
point in the plot me consistent with some increase in roughness as Kochemasov, IGEM of the Academy of Sciences, 35, 
Staromonetny, Moscow 109017, Russia. 
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"Stream sediment sampling" was proposed in 1979 as a rational 
tool for collecting and studying various rock fragments on the 
martian surface (9th Gagarin reading on aeronautics and aviation) 
and was again discussed in 1988 (18th Gagarin reading) [I]. This 
idea was based on the author's experience in stream sediment. 
heavy fraction, and rock fragment sampling as a geological pros- 
pecting tool in various African and Asian environments. A particu- 
A 
Ei lar parallel was drawn between the manian environment and that of 
- mountain deserts of northern Africa (Anti-Atlas) where eolian con- 
3 tamination is rather pronounced and which has to be borne in mind 
w during the martian rock-sampling mission. Experiments in the Anti- 
P Atlas have shown that significant eolian contamination exists in fine 
(<0.5 mm) dry mountain alluvial fractions. Hence, relatively luge  
rock and mineral fragments are more safe for"on-the-spot" study of 
a catchment area and preparing a return collection. 
The majority of planetologists believe, based on remoie spectral 
studies, that the difference between lowland and highland rock 
types is not very great (as the difference between the fresh and 
0.0 
40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 weathered basalts-palagonites [2]). We think that this conclusion is 
controvmial, considering, for example, an enormous albedo differ- 
ence between Arabia Terra and Syrt is Major Planit ia-probabl y 
likely the highestdifference in the inner solar system. It wasrecently 
Fig. 1. 
shown that there is regular change of crucial planetary crust c k c -  
teristics with inmasing solar distance ([3] and references therein). 
This resonance behavior i s  related to wave tectonics, which consid- 
ers the interference of lithospheric (geospheric) stationary waves 
warping planetary spheres in four directions (orthogonal and diago- 
nal) and having lengths proportional to the planetary orbital periods 
(Mercury lrW 16, Venus nW6, Earth zW6, Earth nW4 Mars nW2, 
where R is a planet's radius). T h i s  "intricate weaving" produces 
"rounded" tectonic Mocks and surface relief. both increasing with 
solar distance. Subsided (man ic )  and uplifted (continental) seg- 
ments of the planetary crusts, composed of relative1 y dense and light 
materials (the principles of blmk angular momentum conservation 
govern this behavior) tend to have density contrasts growing in the 
same direction (Fig. 1). 
Tracing the chernishy change of basaltic plains is most reliable 
as their soils were studied directly on Earth. Venus, and Mars. Iron 
content, and hence the density of mare basalts, correlates with the 
planetary relief amplitude or  the amplitude of p d u c i n g  its lithos- 
pheric wave (e.g., the deeper primary Pacific Ocean has more Fe- 
rich tholeiites than the shallower secondary Indian and Atlantic 
Oceans, which helps us to understand the governing principle). 
Basalt contents of  the E a ~ h ' s  primary Pacific depression are (in 
weight %) FelSi 0.38 and FdMg 1.89 [4]; martian basalts, respec- 
tive! y. 0.64 and 2.53 [4]; venusian ones 0,3 1 and 1.10 151; and 
rnercurian ones 0.16 and 0.32. For Mercury we took into account a 
mean estimate ofFe content in the surface rocks (5%), the high Mg 
content of its mantle, and the closeness of its crust composition to 
anorthosites with small allxdo contrast between "mare" and "'hgh- 
lands" 141. Figure 1 shows ratios of the above Fe parameters com- 
pared to the terrestrial ones taken as I (solid line-relief, dashed 
I i n e F e l S i ,  dots-Felhag). 
Highland compositions: andesitic terrestrial [6] changes to alkali 
basaltic venusian [S]. 'lhe c~mposition of the highland regions of 
Mercury (bright cratered plains) is taken to be somewhat more 
anonhitic or less dense (enstatite anonhosite) than that of the 
"'smooth dark plains." Decreasing highland densities with increas- 
ing solar distance predicts the "lightest" continents on Mars, which 
is supported by the very sharp albedo contrast between "mtered old 
terrains" (bright m a s )  and ptains (dark areas), indications of vis- 
cous magmas. and low-densi ty rocks (gravity data [7]). "White 
rock"'I8f with its very high (resembling ice) alkdocould be albitite-- 
a light acid variety of plagimlasite. High Si02 in this rock and in the 
bulk highland sock, equal to the SiO, content of albite (70%), 
follows From 60% SiO, in the bulk crust (9 martian dust enriched 
in feldspar [43) and 45% S i 4  in the lowland basalts covering one- 
lthird to two-fifths of Mars' surface. Albitite could k magmatic or 
metasomatic inorigin.The formation ofthis acid Na-tichplagioclasite 
is consistent with high pressure caused by warping Mars lithos- 
pheric waves (high and anisotropic pressure squeezing the planet). 
As the lowland m k s  recede from the Sun they become more Fe 
rich and dense (anorthite enstatitite 2.93 glcrn3; Mg basalt 2.95; 
tholeiite 3.0; Fe basalt 3.1); the highland rocks. inversely. b o r n e  
less dense (enstatite anorthosite 2.90 gkm3: alkali basalt 2.85; 
andesite 2.75; albitite 2.65). The density contrast between the 
highland and Jowland rocks increases: 0.03; 0.1; 0.25; 0.45 glm'  
(Fig. 1, dotdashed line, reduced to the terrestrial contrast 0.25 gl 
crn3), correlating with the relief range. Such regularity is caused by 
the action of the te Chatelier rule, according to which equilibrium 
disturbance brings fwces creating obstacles to it: increasing surface 
warping (relief range) brings increasing density contrast between 
lowland and highland rocks. This tends to level angular momentaof 
rising and falling blocks. 
We suggest that at the lowlandlhighland contact in the Ares 
Vallis outflow area the Pathfinder could encounter rocks of the Fe- 
tholeiite family mixed with light (not dense) rocks rich in Na such 
as albitites and syenires (some resembkance with mangerite-an- 
orthosite and anorthosite-granite formations on Earth). 
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CATASTROPHIC PALEOFLOODING A T  THE PATA- 
FINDER LANDING SITE: ARES VALLIS, MARS. G. 
Kornatsul2 and V. R. Baker1h3, [Lunar and Planetary Laboratwy, 
Univesity ofArizona,TucsonAZ8572 I ,  USA, 2Geological Institute, 
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, 'Department of Geosciences, 
'University of Arizona. Tucson AZ 85721, USA. 
Palmdischarges for the manian outflow channels have been 
estimated by several researchers [I-31 using a modified Manning 
equation. This study updates our preliminary work 141. The flow 
vetwity (v) can be estimated by the Chezy equation, v - C (ds)'" 
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TABLE 1. Flow reconstruction using Manningequation. 
Section 10 Section T 
- - 
ManningCM~ient 0.032 0.032 
Depth (m) 398.40 985 
Slope 0.02 0.m I 
Velocity ( d s )  t 48.9 1 25.43 
FmudeNumkr 5.46 0.49 
Discharge(l0gmlls) 0.57 0.57 
in which C is the Chezy coefficient, C - (2g/C,)1n lln (d)lfi(where 
g is gravity, Cf is the friction coefficient, n is the Manning coeffi- 
cient, and d is depth) and s isenergy slope. The Manning coefficient 
for Mars (n,) can be related to the empirical terrestrial Manning 
coefficient (173, by the equation n, - n,(g$gMjlfl - 1 .62~1~ (where 
gE is terrestrial gravity and g, i s  martian gravity). More realisti- 
cally, the empirical Manning mfficient on Earth ranges over a 
factor of about 2 and, for our application, the influence on the final 
resulr is minimal. me Manning cmfficient chosen For Mars In,) 
p a l e o f l d i n g  is 0.0324 (nE = 0.02). We selected a reach where the 
channel is well defined and unusually deep. For simplicity, the 10 
cross sections of the Ares Vatlis are assumed to represent the 
palmgeometry of the channel at the time of flooding 14. Ttte slope 
between cross sections 1-8 is toa smdI to measure, so we have 
assumed it to be 0.0001. Because high-water marks, such as trim 
lines and deposits, are not apparent on the available Viking imagery, 
we assumed that the water surface reached the rims of the channel. 
We also assumed that the flood did not overflow the rims of the 
channel. The peak discharge was calculated for each cross section, 
and we tmk the lowest peak discharge out of the 10 as the best 
estimate for the entire reach (Table I), 
The resulting peak discharge is 0.57 x 109 mYs. This discharge 
rate is of the sameorder as the estimates for the Kasei Yallis 121. For 
this discharge, the flow velocity ranges from tens of meters per 
second to over 100 mls. Froude numbers suggest that. at the steep 
section, the flow was supercritical and, at the less steep section, the 
flow was subcritical. We expect that the water may have incised the 
channel and. therefore. may not have filled it to the rim. Tn this case, 
the discharge could well have been much lower than the estimated 
peak. Calculations by 151 show that flow velmities oftens of meters 
per second transport basalt fragments of one t o  several meters in 
diameter. A 100 mls flow would transpon basalt boulders larger 
than 10 m in diameter even by suspension. However, basalts are 
prominently jointed due to cooling, and fragmentation during the 
transportation would causeconsiderable reduction of boulder sizes. 
The above calculation was applied to the deep section of the 
channel to estimate the peak discharge. The next U.S. Mars mission, 
Mars Pathfinder, has its primary candidate landing site located 
about 100 krn to the north of L e  mouth of t h e h s  Vallis, which is  
one of several huge oufflow channels debouching into the Chryse 
Planitia. At the landing site, the flmd levels were estimated to k 
lower than the constricted section. This is  the result of the pro- 
nounced expansion of the channel reach. However, the rich evi- 
dence of erosional landforms around the landing site suggests that 
even on the outwash fan deposited in this expansion. the peak flood 
power was stiEl very high. The maximum flow velocity may still 
have been several tens of meters per second. As the flow velocity 
decreases, the w i n g  of sediments occurs. The sediments trans- 
ported through constricted reaches will settle on the outwash fan of 
the expanding reach. Hence, on the outwash fan, it is considered that 
the largest-sized boulders accumulated near the mouth, and the 
grain size should have decreased away from the mouth of the 
channel. As the flood level lowers toward theend of the nodeven t ,  
the sediment transport decreases. This leads to depositionof smaller 
grains. As a result, the fled deposit stratigraphy probably displays 
an upward decrease of grain size. Moreover, the flooding may have 
occurred in multiple events, which would have caused redistribu- 
tion of flmd deposits. The preservation of the original flood deposits 
is also subject to modification by other geological processes, inctud- 
ing glaciation, impact cratering, and eolian processes. m e  size 
distribution of the boulders and smaller grains obselved at the 
landing site depends on these factors as well as on the primary flood 
depositional processes. 
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MARS PATHFINDER: GEOLOGY OFTHE LANDING SITE 
ELLIPSE. R. 0. Kuzrninl and R. Greeley2, 'Vernadsky Institute 
of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of 
Sciences, Kosygin Street, 19, Moscow 1 17975, GSP-I, Russia, 
1Department of Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe AZ 
85287- 1404, USA. 
N i n e t m  years after the last successful landing on Mars by 
Viking, the Mars Pathfindw mission will provide new data for the 
martian surface and atmosphere. An imponant advance will be the 
inclusion of a microrover for sampling and imaging surface rocks 
111. 
The Mars Pathfinder landing site must satisfy engineering con- 
straints such as topographic level, surface roughness, and latitude to 
provide maximum solar pewer for the lander and rover. For scien- 
tific goals, the landing site should Ix in a region that has, a wide 
variety of mcktypes in a small area. From terrestrial experience 121, 
such a site is typical for channel and canyon deltas that drain 
highland or mountain areas of various ages and r w k  types. For 
example, the Furnace Creek a lhv ia l  fan in Death Valley contains 
basalt, rhyolite, diorite, quartzite, limestone, and gabbro within 1 m 
radius of a simulated landing site. These rocks were transported 
from the surrounding mountains by intermittent streams. There is a 
g m d  probability that a similar depositional regime can be found on 
Mars in deltas of the large outflow valleys. Ares and Tiu Valles m 
among the largest outflow channels on Mars. Their watersheds 
include various ancient Noachian highland materials and Hesperian- 
age ridged plains. Consequently, the delta-fluvial deposits of these 
channels, selected as the nominal site for Pathfinder, should include 
a wide variety of rock types and ages. 
Analysis of Viking images (30 mlpixel) for the nominal landing 
site ellipse on the delta deposits of Ares-Tiu Valles shows that the 
surface is  mostly smmth and slightly undulating, resembling the 
surface of the  Viking 1 landing site. Crates counts of the landing site 
ellipse suggest a late Resperian age. The surface of the site i s  
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complicated l m l l y  by streamlined islands that have terraces. About 
eight twrace levels are recognized on the flanks of the streamtined 
islands. The terraces could result from erosion of layered highlands 
or  from ffuvial deposition during different stages of flooding. The 
elFipse area also includes knobs and fluidized ejecta from large 
impact craters. Scabby or etched terrain occupies the western edge 
of the landing site ellipse. This terrain may have resutted from 
fl uvial plucking and subsequent eolian deflation. The main trend of 
the etched terrain is parallel with Tiu Vallis, suggesting an origin 
related to the formation of  the channel. To the north, the etched 
terrain grades into incipient chaotic terrain, indicating that the 
etching process may have been enhanced by ground-sapping pm- 
cesser f5l. 
Large Mocks, ranging from the limit of resolution to 1 km, are 
found in the northwestern part of the ellipse. Some blocks may be 
remnanzs of crater rims and highland material; others could be 
remnants of erded fluvial deposits. Craters and blocks constitute 
about 4% of the surFacearea [4]. Locally,rnany small impact craters 
(100-200 m in diameter) have dark halos, suggesting that they 
excavated dark-albedo subsurface material. 
Albedo variations on the plains of the landing site ellipse may be 
due to variations in thickness of sand anddust. Typical values of the 
thermal, inertia in the area range from 9.8- 12.9 [6] to 8.4- 10.9 [7] 
for fine-component rnaterial.This suggests possible particle sizesof 
500-2300 pm [8J. typicat sizes for medium and very coarse sand. 
Thermal remote sensing data of Mars [9] suggest a rock abundance 
of the landing site to be similar to the Viking 1 landing site, except 
for the fine-component material. Ttte current modification of the 
landing site by eolian pmesses is  demonstrat4 by crater streaks 
and fine lineations on the surface. 
The Ares-Tiu Valles delta is chmcterized by weak radar echoes 
1101, high values of fine-component thermal inenia, and moderate 
rock abundance. We suggest that a reasonable explanation for this 
discrepancy is that sand-gnvel-mky surface material is interbedded 
with finer deposits and scattered m k  fragments, and that the 
thickness of the fine component is less than the penetration depth of 
the radar. On the Earth, such a surface structure is typical for some 
fluvial plains and desert pavements. 
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GROUND ICE AT '1[71E MARS PAI'FW'INDER LANDING 
SITE. M. T. Mellan, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field CA 94035, USA. 
Watw on Mars is of central interest to many areas of martian 
research, ranging from climate studies to geologic evolution. Ice in 
the martian subsurface (ground ice) is proving to be an important 
and dynamic reservoir. Its presence during went geologic history 
may have had some influence on the geomorphic character of the 
Pathfinder landing site. The presence and implications of ground ice 
will k discussed. 
At present epoch, ground ice is not likely to be stable at the low 
latitude of the intended Pathfinder landing site. In addition to low 
latitude, the relatively high average thermal inertia and low r l k d o  
typical of this region p d u c e  surface and subsurface temperatures 
much in excess of the atmospheric frost point. (The frost point is the 
temperature at which atmospheic watervapor would condense and, 
below which subsurface ice is stable with respect to sublimation and 
loss to the atmosphere). With the exception of higher long- ten  
atmospheric water abundances than have been observed (raising the 
frost point) and small, lmalizpd regions of unusually low thermal 
inertia (lowering mean ground ternpetatures), ground ice present in 
the near-surface regolith would rapidly sublime, diffuse to the 
sutface, and be lost to the atmosphere. 
In the recent geologic past. however, the situation was probably 
very different. Large oscillations in the mmian orbit would have 
caused considerable changes to the pattern of insoiation and to the 
martian climate as a whole. Aimarily, an increase in the obliquity 
(tilt of the spin axis relative to the orbital plane) would increase the 
amount of solar energy being deposited in the polar regions, white 
simultaneously decreasing that in the equatorial and midlatitude 
regions. An increase in polar insolation would have increased the 
rate at which water sublimes from the polar caps during the summer 
season and genemllg increased the atmospheric water content and 
the frost point temperature. Similarly a decrease in equatorial solar 
heating would have lowered the regolith surface and subsurface 
temperatures. allowing ground ice to k o m e  stabIe (and rapidly 
condense from atmospheric vapor) in regions in which it was previ- 
ously unstable. This would haw been the case for the intended 
Pathfinder landing site. Such episodes of stability have m u d  
periodically throughout history when the obliquity reaches moder- 
ately high values, the last episode occumng mearly 500.000 yr ago. 
On Earth ground ice present in regions of permafrost influences 
the geomorphic character of the surface, producing such periglacial 
landforms as ice-wedge polygons, thennokarst pits, and solifluction 
lobes. The episodic presence of ground ice at the Mars Pathfinder 
landing site may have had a similar impact. It is possible that the 
formation of thermal-tension fractures in the ice-cemented martian 
permafrost may have produced polygonal terrain on a scale similar 
to terrestrial counterparts. Polygonal temin has been suggested in 
the Viking lander 2 images and may be observed in Pathfinder 
images. Although such polygons will not be active at the Pathfinder 
landing site in the present absence of ground ice, abundant ground 
ice at high obliquity would facilitate their development, which may 
in turn leave a geomorphic signature until the present epoch. In 
addition, periodic inflation and deflation of the ground due to "frost 
heave," which may be associated with the episodic condensation 
and sublimation of ground ice, might have produced themnokarst 
topography (differential collapse related to differences in regolith 
structure and composition). 
The Pathfinder landing site may exhibit a geologic character, in 
part due to the influences of ground ice. Certainly. other processes, 
such as eolian and impact, are in force. These processes will com- 
pete with perigkacial processes, particularly since the last accur- 
rence of ground ice., making periglacial landforms difficult to iden- 
tify. Despite this difficulty, !he impact of gmund ice may beevident 
at the lander site. 
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WHkT WILL PATHFINDERSEE AND DO ONMARS? H. J. 
Moore, U.S. Geological Suwey. Menlo Park CA 94025, USA. 
Experiences of the Viking landers are excellent guides for Bath- 
Tinder. Lander 1 operated for nearly four martian years after landing 
on July 20, 1976. Like the Viking landers, Pathfinder will observe 
materials, sample them, deform and disturb them, estimate their 
physical properties, witness their response to manian winds, and 
measure things, Major differences between the Viking landers and 
Pathfinder include the camwas and analyses sampling techniques. 
Cameras on both spacecraft have similar resolutions and stereometric 
capabilities, but spectral capabilities are better for Pathfinder. Sam- 
piers on the landers acquired and delivered samples to analytical 
instruments aboard the landers, but the Pathfinder microrover will 
carry an analytical instrument t o  soil-like materials and mks. 
Things that Pathfinder might see and do are illustrated below with 
Viking lander observations and mults. 
Bright drifts, deflated by w i d .  are striking features seen in 
lander 1 images. These drifts, with cross laminations that dip 
northeastward [I], are superposed on a rocky substrate. In the 
distance, a couple of undeflated dunefonns rest on the rocky sub 
strate. The substrate includes a cohesive soil-like material atop and 
admixed with rocks and rock fragments ejected from nearby impact 
craters; there may ke outcrops of bedrock [2]. Rmks are striking 
features seen in the Lander 2 images [3]. Among the rocks are crusty 
to cloddy soil-like materials and thin deposits that appear to be fine 
grained--like drift material. 
Estimates of the mechanical propetties of soil-like materials 
were derived from the responsesof the materials lo the footpads and 
sampler 141. In order of increasing strength, the sampled materials 
are ( 1) drift m d e r  11, (2)crusty tocloddy @der2), and (3) bIocky 
(Lander I). Drift material is fine grained with grain sizes near 0. l -  
10 pm [5,6]. Friction anglesestimatcd from deformations in front of 
the sampler during trenching are near 18" and imply that drift 
material is porous with a low bulk density; its bulk density in the X- 
ray fluorescence specmeter (XRFS) analysis chamber is 1 100 f 
150 kglrn' 176. Cohesions range from 0 to 3.7 Wa. Disruption of 
crusty to c lddy  materials produces crusts and fines in places and 
more or less equidirnensional prismatic c lds  about 0.04 m across 
and less in other places. Local surfaces are littered with small 
clcdlets (a few millimeters across), but surfaces of crusts are also 
seen at the surface. Individual mineral grains are In the 0.1-10 pm 
range [6,8]. The friction angle is about 3 4 O  and compatible with 
moderately dense soil-like materials. Cohesions range from O to 
3.2 Wa. Disruption of blocky material produces strong prismatic 
clods. Smooth, tamped, and compressed surfaces in some sample 
trenches of blocky material argue for the presence of particles 
generally finer than 50 pm, but large cornminutor motor currents 
suggest that significant amounts of strong millimeter-sized objects 
(such as rocks) are present. Some small unweathered rocks may be 
imbedded in blocky material k a u s e  several centimeter-sized ob- 
jects deposited on the XRFS funnel are dark gray with color 
reflectances consistent with mafic igrteous rocks 191. Blmky mate- 
rial is the strongest of the three soil-like materials, chiefly because 
of its cohesion, which is near 5 kPa. Its friction angle is about 31'. 
Mction angles and cohesions of blocky materia[ are compatible 
with moderately dense loess on Earth. 
Chemical compositions of the soil-like materials determined by 
the XRES are remarkably similar at lwth sites [ 101 although the sites 
are separated by abut  6500 km. The mineralogy of the: surface 
materials are unknown, but the surface materials may be weathering 
or alteration prducts of mafic igneous rocks or smectite clays. 
Palagonite was suggested as an analog for the soil-like materials 
because of its spectral properties [I I], but palagonite dms not 
reprduce the results of the Viking Labled Release experiments 
[1 I ] .  The weight percents of SO, and C1 in soil-like materials 
correlate directly with their visual classification and relative me- 
chanical strengths of the materials. The gas chromatograph mass 
spectrometer detected water and CO, in the soil-like materials [12]. 
It appears probable that adsorbed water and C02 are present in the 
soil-like materials. 
Little is known about the rocks at both sites because they were 
never sampled by Viking. Textures and appemces of the rocks 
vary [I 31. Most of the m k s  have irregular shapes but a few appear 
to be rectangular prisms. Surfaces of most rwks are pitted, others 
are smooth and unpitted, and others are knobby. The surface sam- 
pler did not chip, scratch, or spall surfaces of the rocks, so they do 
not have thick, weak, punky rinds [I 41. The rocks are probably like 
terrestrial m k s  with bulk densities near 2600 kglrn3, cohesions 
near 103-1W kPB, and friction angles in the range of 40-60'. Many 
surfaces of rocks have red colorations, while others are decidedly 
less red and nearly gray [l S]. Red surfaces are consistent with 
coatings of a palagonite-like material on unaltered rocks pduced 
by eolian deposition,weathering, or both, Gray surfaces suggest that 
the underlying m k  is mafic. Hopefully, Pathfinder will obtain 
chemical compositions of both red and dark gray reek surfaces. 
Modifications OF the surface by natural processes were mild. 
Two small slope faibres occurred on steep slopes of drifts at the 
Lander 1 site. A few to tens of micrometers of bright red dust were 
deposited fmtn great dust stonns in the falls of the first and fourth 
years and the winter of the first year. Mild winds from local dust 
storms reworked thin layers of dust during the second and third years 
[16l. At the hnder 1 site, a local dust storm =curred during the late 
winter of the first year. Late in the winter af the third year, a local 
dust storm emled trenches, conical piles, and other surface materi- 
als around Lander 1 1161. Finally, a great dust storm was in progress 
in the fall of the fourth and final martian year [17j, 
Surface phenomena were different at Lander 2 because ices and 
dusts were deposited during the first two great dust storms [18]. 
During the second winter, ices and dusts were again deposited on 
the surface but no great dust storm was in progress. The ices 
evaporated and a few micrometers of dust remained behind. No 
strong winds capable of erding the surface or the conical piles of 
loose materials placed on and among rocks by the sampler ever 
mun-ed while Eander 2 observed Man. 
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VIKING STEREO OF THE ARES VALLIS SITE: 
SEDIMENTOLOGICAL IMPLICATJONS. T. J. Parker, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory,California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 
CA 91 109. USA. 
'Ihe Ares Vallis site has one very important advantage ovw other 
potential grab-bag sites on Mars that might be accessible ta the 
spacecraft. Because this site was one of the first choices for Viking 
Lander I, excellent, same-orbit stereo images were acquired early 
in the Viking mission. These stereo pairs are on the ordw of 40-d 
pixel fl:solution with a separation angle between looks of abut  
corresponding to about a 40-m venical precision for topographic 
measurements based on parallax displament. Subtle topography 
on the plains is most easily viewed in stem, and is indispensable 
to studying the geology of the landing site and surrounding region. 
In addition, it will be extremely useful in determining the exact 
lwation of the Pathfinder lander on the martian surface after the 
landing, by potentially providing a correlation ktween objects 
viewed on the horizon with a three-dimensional aerial view at least 
several months earlier than Mars Gbbal Svtveyor images could 
"find" the lander. 
The Pathfinder landing ellipw was placed within a plains region 
won$ the mouth of Ares Vallis to avoid large topographic hazards. 
But this plains region is not without its interesting, and in some 
cases very problematic, landforms. The ellipse contains the follow- 
ing features: (1) primary Impact craters; (2) small s e c o n w  impact 
craters; (3) streamtined islands and (4) longitudinal g m e s  [e.g., 
I]; (5) "scabland"or"etched terrain [e.g,, I ] ,  mostly outsideellipse 
to west); (6) pancakelike shields, (7) dikelike structures [e.g., 2,3], 
and (8) knobs or "buttes" [e.g., 31; and (9) a previously undetected, 
subtle undulating or hummocky topography to the plains surface. 
The nature of thcse landforms has important bearing on what we can 
anticipate Pathfinder may see once the first images are transmiAed 
to Earth. 
But why is  there even the least confusion about the nature of the 
landing site? After all, it lies just beyond the mouth of one of the 
largest outflow channels on Mars, orders of magnitude larger than 
the Channeled Scablands on Earth. Shouldn't we expect a Ruvial 
sedimentary deposit? Probably. But a number of things could have 
happened to the site to change that in the more than 1.8 Ga since the 
latest Ares Vallis f l d ,  including ( 1 )  eolian reworking or burial; 
(2) permafrost modification: (3) burial by lacustrine or marine 
sediment; (4) desiccation; and (5) burial by volcanic plains. Points 
(2) and (4) would have little effect on the lithology at the lander 
scale, since they involve the least modification of the p t f l d  
surface. Points ( I  ), (3). and ( S ) ,  on the other hand, could drastically 
affect the kinds of materials Pathfinder would examine. Thankfully, 
due to the relatively high thermal inertias (see discussions else- 
where in this volume) any eolian or fine lacustrine blanket is not 
likely to be thick enough to preclude access to surface rocks. 
To further complicate the picture, even without subsequent 
mdifiers, fluvial pmesses may leave behind IF) fluvial deposits; 
(2) relatively unmodified, pre-existing terrain (sediment "bypass- 
ing"or throughput); m(3) an d e d ,  pre-existing bedrock surface. 
Thedifferences ktween these three are determined by thechannel's 
energy at this Iocation dative to reaches both upstream and down- 
stream. High-energy flows will transport sediment through the site 
or scour the existing bedrock surface, whereas a drop in transport 
energies beyond the mouth of the channel will result L sediment 
deposition. Again, based on these considerations, we should prob- 
ably expect a fluvial sedimentaq deposit. What abut  the probtem- 
atic landfoms? How does the range of interpretations for these 
featwes affect what Pathfinder i s  likely to find? Taking these one at 
a time and based on a preliminw examination of the stereo pain, 
I offer nine suggestions. 
(1) and (2): Large craters ate relatively few within the landing 
ellipse. Small secondaries are much more abundant and occur in a 
number of large clusters a c m  the ellipse. Small craters probably 
won't pose a serious landing hazard. Landing near, even within, a 
crater may increase the grabbag potential of the specific landing 
site by providing bfmks of ejected material. 
(3) and (4): Streamlined islands and longitudinal grooves 
scattered within and around the landing ellipse suggest a primary 
fluvial plains surface not busied by thick eolian, lacustrine, or 
voIcanic depos ks. 
(5): "'Scabland" terrain to the west of the ellipse appears to be 
due to eolian deflation after, rather than fluvial plucking during, the 
flood. Etching of the plains from around a few of the pancakelike 
shields and exhumation of several dikes appears to have occurred in 
this area. In addition, at least one small crater's ejecta blanket 
appears to have Imally mod the plains surface,protecting it from 
the etching process. Other occumnces in this region of less-pro- 
nounced "scabland" temin are more intriguing. One notable ex- 
ample in Viking images -19 and W 7 9  (stereo pair) has an 
almost parabolic shape oriented -45" with respect to local channel 
scour, and therefore probably unrelated to it. 
(6) and (7): The pancakelike shields and dikes exhibit no 
evidence of either channel scour or streamlining, further indicating 
they formed after the flood. Although there is no reason volcanic 
landforms couldn't be found in a fluvial setting (they oRen are on 
W h ) ,  these occur exclusively on the plains surface in this region, 
never on the flanks or "tails" a f  streamlined islands. This might 
suggest that they are related in some way to the plains "deposits," 
perhaps as pseudovolcanic sedimentary structures, such as sand 
volcanos, mud laccoliths, and clastic dikes. Although there are no 
terrestrial analogs to these features at such large scales, the mastian 
floods were certainly capable of rapidly emplacing thick, wet sedi- 
mentary deposits that could have experienced dewatering on agrand 
scale after cessation of the flood. 
(8): The knobs may k remnants of resistant material left 
behind afterthe flood. However. most show no streamlining, whereas 
several similar-sized streamlined knobs can be found throughout 
the southern Chryse Basin. In addition, many clusters ofthese knobs 
can be found, particularly in the "shadows" of flow obstructions, 
similar to occumnces of large boulders in the scablands, but on a 
scale too large for suspension, or even bedload transport. Altema- 
lively, they could be similar to "rafted" blocks in terrestrial floods. 
Most notable of these are fragments of concrete from the Saint 
Francis Dam in southern California, which are on the ordw of 
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thousands of tons in mass and were rafted more than a kilometer 
downstream when the 47 x 106 m3 reswvoir failed catastrophically 
in 1928. 
(9): The gently undulating surface of the plains within the 
dlipse (most pronounced near its center) became apparent when I 
conerast-enhanced the Viking images to bring our subtle details 
within the plains (typically saturating sunward and shaded slopes of 
knobs and craters). This surface almost appears rippled, although 
the ripples are poorly organirad and m d  with their crests parallel 
to the flow direction. The wavelengths are on the order of a few 
kilometers and amplitudes are up to a few tens of meters. They may 
be hummocks or lobes of sediment deposited by the flood. 
References: [I]BakerY.R.(1973)GSASpe~.Paper144,39. 
[2] Greeley R. et al. (1977) JCR. 82,4093,131 Hodges C. A. and 
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THE GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF THE ARES VALLIS 
REGION. J. W. Rice Jr., Department of Geography, Arizona 
State University, Tempe AZ 85287-0104, USA. 
Geologic mapping is king conducted at a scale of 1:500.000 on 
the Ares Vallis outflow region in southern Chryse Planitia. Ares 
Vallis is a 1500-km-long outflow channel that drains the cratered 
highlands to the south before debouching into the vast, topopphi- 
cally enclosed Chryse Basin. This a m  contains b t h  erosional and 
depositional landforms (streamlined islands, fld-flow-modified 
impact craters and assmiated ejecta Mankets, terraces, and knobby 
and etched terrains). 'lhe identification of deltaic deposits on Mars 
has been documented I1.21. However, a more detailed account is 
being put fonh for the depositional and erosional history of Ares 
Vallis based on the mapping king conducted. 
The region mapped contains the landing site (19.S0N, 32.80W) 
for Mars Pathfinder. This site was chosen by Mars Pathfinder 
science personnel in June 1994. The Ares Vallis site was originally 
proposed by Rice and Kuzmin et al. in April 1994 [3,4]. ?his 
mapping effort will aid in the analysis and interpretation of land- 
forms and surFace materials found at the landing site. me landing 
i s  scheduled for July 4, I997. 
The 1:500,000-scale mapping of Ares Vallis is  an order of 
magnitude better than previous maps of this region [5,6]. Viking 
orbiter images with resolutions on the order of 40 dpixel are being 
used to define the various materials p s e n t  in this region. Informa- 
tion on physical properties [7-101 are also being incorporated into 
this map. Finally, a more complete picture of the depositional 
history of the Chryse Basin is emerging and a facies model has h n  
proposed 11 I ]  that should help explain b t h  the Viking I and 
Pathfinder landing sites. 
Rereream: 111 Rice J. W. and Scott D.R (1993) L P I  Tech. 
Rpt. 93-06.45-46. [2] Rice J. W. and X)e Hon R. A. (1995) USGS 
Map E-2432. [35 Rice J. W. (1994) LPI Tech. Rpt. 94-04 36. 
1 4  Kumin R. 0. et a!. (1994) LPI Tech. Rpr. 94-04, 30-31. 
[ 5 ]  Wilhelms D. E. (1  976) USGS Mop 1-895. [6] Greeley R. et al. 
(1 977)SGR, 8,4093-4109. [7] Golombek M.P. et al. (1995)LPSC 
XXVI, 481-482. 181 Edgett K. 5. (1995) LPSC XXVI, 353-354. 
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FACES ON MAIIS: A MODEL FOR THE CHRYSE BASIN 
OUTFLOW SEDFMJNTS BASED ON ANALOG STUDIES 
OF ICELANDIC SAMlAR AND THE EPHRATA FAN OF 
THE CHANNELED SCABLAND, WASHKNGTON. J. W. Rice 
Jr.' and K. S. Edgett2, IDepartment of Geography, Arizona State 
University, Tempe AZ 85287-0 104, USA,zQepmment o f h l o g y ,  
Arizona State Univerrity, Tempe AZ 85287-1404, USA. 
Nicholaus Steno introduced the concept of facies to the study of 
geology in 1669 111. Here, we describe "facies" in terms of laterally 
adjacent coeval sedimentary units. In this p a p  we extend the facies 
concept to the surface of Mars, specifically the basin of Chryse 
Planitia. This shouEd aid in the inteqretation of the MarsPathfjnder 
landing site. Mars Pathfinder is scheduled to land on the Ares Vallis 
flood plain on July 4 1997. 
A sedimentary facies model has been developed for Chryse 
h e d  on the combined analysis of geomotphology, albedo, and 
thermophysical properties. Seven major outflow channels debouch 
into the topographically enclosed Chryse Basin. We are develop- 
ing a racies map to illuskate the am11 extent of the sedimentary 
deposits exposed at the surface (those that result from the most 
recent outflow events in Chryse). A facies map indicates the distri- 
bution of different sedimentary facies over a geographic area for a 
specified moment or interval of geologic time [2]. Such maps are 
important for interpreting ancient depositional environments and 
paleogeography . 
The sandar of southern Iceland and the Ephrata Fan of the 
Channeled Scabland, Washington, are the analog surfaces used in 
this study. Smdar deposits flcelandic glacial outwash fandplains) 
cover extensive areas (up to 800 km2) of the Icelandic coasts. Most 
of these deposits were laid down by jokulhlaups, which occur 
frequently and atpl caused by the abrupt drainage of ice-dammed 
lakes w subglaciaI volcanic eruptions [3,4].The high c u m t  veloci- 
ties and discharges associated with these outbursts are very signifi- 
cant factors for sediment transport along these fans. Discharges 
from these f l d s  can be up to 100,000 mYs and can last for several 
days [4]. Sandar deposits display a succession of facies character- 
ized by differences in fan gradient. dast size, bat morphology, and 
sedimentary structures [S]. These facies are described as follows: 
(1) "proximal facies," composed of steep gradients, large clasts, 
longitudinal bars, and few sinuous streams; (2) "mid-fan facies," 
typified by mderate gradients, clasts ranging from tens of centime- 
ters to sand size, longitudinal bars, and numerous anabmching and 
bifurcating szrearns; and (3) "distal facies." characterized by low 
gradients. mostly sand-sized material, linguoid bars, and branches 
that merge and form very wide shallow streams. 
Sandar are relevant to martian out flow channel deposits because 
they are the direct result of rapid sediment deposition from an 
expanding flow after leaving a constricted area. This is observed at 
the mouth of Majs Vallis, where the channel emerges from its 
constriction in the highlands and empties into the vast Chryse Basin 
161. Another important point to note is that discharge rates on sandar 
vary greatly. Discharges into Chryse were also probably variable 
due ta the sudden and sporadic release of water associated with the 
production of the chaotic terrain. 
The other analog surface is the Eghrata Fan. This fan is an 
extensive come gravel unit deposited subfluvially 171. The Ephrata 
Fan was emplaced as flood waters emerged from the Soap Lake 
constriction, located at the mouth of the tower  Grand b u l e e ,  and 
expanded outward into the Quincy Basin. Clast sizes on the fan 
surface range f m  house-sized boulders in the proximal fan zone to 
the sand of the Moses Lake dune field lwated in the fan's distal 
zone. We postulate that the Eghrata Fan in Quincy Basin is a very 
small analoglmodel of the outflow deposits in Chryse Basin. 
R w k  abundance, thermal inertia, albedo, and geornorphic evi- 
dence indicate that the Chryse Basin fol!ows the general sedirnen- 
tar- facies modelsof Tcelandic sandar deposits and the Ephrata Fan. 
The transition to distal facies in Chryse Basin is most easy to 
recognize; it is  indicated by the change in albedo from Chryse 
Planitia (0.2 1-0.26) to Acidalia Planitia (0.14-0.16). The lower 
albedo of Acidalia results from the presence af windblown sand [$I, 
similar to the presence of eolian-reworked sand in the Moses Lake 
dune field on the Ephmta Fan. Viking 1 lander investigators in the 
1970s commented on the relative paucity of sand at the landing site 
[e.g., 91; we argue that this is because very little sand was deposited 
at that location; instead, the outflow f l d s  washed most sand 
further out into Acidalia. Today. Acidalia is both sandy and rocky, 
probably owing to eolian msion that has exposed buried rocks and 
possibly stripped away sand (prhaps transponed to the north polar 
dune field). 
Both the Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder Imding sites occur in 
what we map as the mid-fan facies: these areas are rocky with little 
sand, and the rocks tend to trap windblown silt and dust. That the 
Viking 1: site might once have ken inundated by floods is apparent, 
considering its proximity to the mouths of Naja and Kasei Valles. 
Our facies model for the last flood deposits in Chryse Basin is 
outlined as follows: (1) The proximal facies zone extends from 
chaotic terrain (channel sources) to the mouth of channels. a dis- 
tance of - 1000 km; (2) mid-fan facies zone Ittansition zone) extends 
from channel mouths toabout 800 km into Cbryse Basin; and (3) the 
distal facies zone begins at the albedo change ktween Chryse and 
Acidal ia. 
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A SOJOURNER'S PROSPECTUS: PROVENANCE OF 
FLOOD-TRANSPORTED CLASTS AT THE MARS PATH- 
FINDER LANDING SITE. 1. W. Rice Jr.' and K. S. Edgett2, 
]Department of Geography, Arizona State University, Tempe AZ 
85287-0104, USA, 2Dcpartment of Geology, Arizona State 
University, Tempe AZ 85283-1404, USA. 
Introduction: Mars Pathfinder and its microrover, recently 
named Sojourner (after the 19th Century civil rights figure So- 
journer Truth), will examine rock and soil composition at the b s  
Vallis landing site, centered at 19.5"N, 32.SoW. The Ares site was 
chosen because it may provide a "'grab bag" of flood-transported 
rock types !I 1. This paper discusses terrestrial examples of deposits 
and p m s s e s  in catastrophic flood and periglacial settings on Earth, 
and how these lend credence to the conclusion that the Ares site 
might provide a rich sampling of diverse materials. The putpose is 
to generate discussion on the nature of the Ares "grab bag." 
What Racks Might Have Been Sampled?: The units cu! by 
Ares Vallis, according to Scott and Tanaka 121, are "Hesperian 
ridged plains material" and two types of "Noachian plateau cratered 
material." Tiu Vallis cuts the same units. An older Noachian proto- 
Ares ValFis cuts similar units and may have stretched from the 
Nereidum Montes through Uzboi, Ladon, and Margaritifer ValIes to 
Chryse [3]. The Hesperian ridged plains are likely dominated by 
mafic or ultramafic lavas, perhaps interbedded with sediments and 
volcanic ash. The Noachian units likely include impact breccia$ 
interbedded with lavas, pymlasts, and eolian and lacustrine sedi- 
ment. Hydrothermal mineraldrmks might be among the materials 
at the Ares site [4], as well as "hardpan" or other low-temperature 
diagenetic debris [5]. The only clue we have to  the composition of 
Noachian rocks is the Allan Hills 84001 orthopyroxenite meteorite, 
which might be a-CGasamplefrom themmian highlands [e.g.. 61. 
Missoula Flood Depasits in Washington and Oregon: The 
Missoula flood deposits suggest how a diversity of lithologies can 
k deposited in a location like the Ares site. The late-Wisconsin 
sediments in the Quincy Basin, Washington, came mainly from 
f l d s  that poured through the Grand Coulee (see field guide in this 
volume, and references therein). Most of the larger clasts (cobbles, 
bulders) were deposited in the Ephrata Fan. Obsetvations made in 
June 1995 (with M. Golombek [7]) show that about 95% ofthe rocks 
on the surface of the fan are basalts, -5% are granodiorites, and 
<<I % a,,,, others (metamorphic and sedimentary m k s  [g]). The two 
dominant rock rypes outcrop in the Grand Coulee [9]. m e  sand 
dunes south of the Ephrata Fan have a wider variety of f l d -  
deposited clasts: h a I t  (-5581, metamorphic m k  (-6%), quartz 
(-30%), and other minerals [lo] derived from rocks that outcrop as 
far away as Idaho. At the Ares landing site, we expect that the 
smaller clasts are most likely to include m k  fragments that were 
carried the greatest distwces by water. 
There is another way For a flood to carry large clasts great 
distances. The Missoula flocd deposirs indude ice-rafted debris. 
The most spectacular ice-rafted features occur in the Willamette 
Valley, Oregon [ I  I]. The bouldem in Willamette Valley include 
metamorphic, plutonic, and volcanic rocks transported from out- 
crops occurring from Lake Pend Qreille, Idaho, down to Portland, 
Oregon ( I  11. Amazingly, one ice-rafted boulder was the Willamette 
Meteorite, a 14,000-kg nickel-iron that was originally incorporated 
into the Cordilteran ice sheet, transported down the Purcell Trench 
glacial l o k ,  then brought to Oregon by a flood-borne ice raft 1121. 
We think that some of the large (-I-km) knobs (which lack stream- 
lining) at the Ares landing site could be ice-rafted blocks. 
High-Latitude 'fluvial F l d  hocesws on Earth: Rivers in 
high nonhem latitudes provide additional insEght as to mechanisms 
that transport and deposit clasts from a variety of settings. In  addi- 
tion to ice rafting, whole, thick sections of frozen rock and soil may 
be trartsported by water following bank collapse. Bank collapse can 
wcur  all along the course of a fluvial system, such as the Colville 
River in Alaska, and is usually initiated by thermo-wosional under- 
cutting of  an ice-rich bank by the warmer water In the stream 
[13,14J. Some high-latitude fluvial systems discharge into ice- 
covered seas: the ice cover allows sediment to be transported great 
distances (tens of kilometers on Earth), This process i s  well docu- 
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mented at the Colville Rivw delta, where springtime flood waters 
maet the still-fmzen Beaufort Sea [15]. Although controversial, this 
process could have o~curred at the Ares site if an ice-covered sea was 
ever present. 
Diversity of Rwk Types at Viking 1 Lander Site?: The Ares 
landing site is thought to be a "grab bag,'' with rocks and perhaps 
intact soil units that have been transported by floods. The Ares site 
may offer new insight into the Viking 1 lander site, the geologic 
history of which remains controversial. Here we note that the mks 
at the Viking 1 lander site appear to have a variety of lithologies 
[e.g., 161. Perhaps what will be found at the Ares Vallis site wilt heIp 
us reinterpret what was observed at the Viking 1 site two decades 
ago. 
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SPATIALSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS OFTHE ARES VALLIS 
REETON FROM VIWNG ORBITER AND WORST-CASE 
SCENARIO FOR SUBPIXELSCALE ROUGHNESS. M. K. 
Shepard', E. A. Guinncss2, and R. E. Awidson2, lhpartment of 
Geography and Earth Science, Bloomsburg University, Blmmsburg 
PA 17815, USA, 21kpartment of Earth and Planetary Science, 
Washington University, St. h u i s  MO 63130, USA. 
One of the immediate concern of the Pathfinder mission team 
is the surface roughness of the proposed landing site. Is i t  a reason- 
ably safe a m  to place a soft lander? This question is a dimcult one 
to answer directly since Viking orbiter images of the proposed site 
have minimum pixel resolutions of 40 m. Boulders or precipices 
much smaller than this could cause a mission catastrophe. The 
objectiveof our research i s  to infer some quantitative measureof the 
subpixel-scale roughness in this region using techniques of spatial 
statistics. 
In an area of homogeneous terrain, i.e., terrain of one geologic 
provenance. one can expect some statistical behavior of the topog- 
raphy as a whole. When this area is imaged by a satellite sensor, the 
terrain isessentially broken into equal-sized areas or pixels. A pixel 
represents the average reflectance behavior of all the area within its 
purview. The reflectance af each pixel is a function of the surface 
composition, the topography, and shadows cast by the topography. 
In the simplest case, the reflectance of a pixel is a linear sum of the 
reflectance of the surface material and the reflectance of shadows, 
weighted by their respective fraction of the pixel area. 
Assume a surface of single composition, illuminated by the Sun 
at an incidence angle >45". If the topography of h e  surface in 
question has elements with vertical scales comparable in size to the 
pixel, those elements will dominate the pixel reflectance h a u s e  of 
the shadows present. Furthermore, the larger the topographic ele- 
ments are with respect to the pixel size, the greater the variance in 
the n u m b  of those elements and shadows present. As a whole, 
pixels in this area will show a relatively large degree of variance in 
reflectance because some will have large numbers of shadows and 
others will not. Furthermore, the greater the contrast between illu- 
minated surface and shadow, the greater the variance. 
Conversely, if the topography is dominated by elements with 
scales much smaller than the pixel size, then any given pixel will 
have (statistically) the same number of these elements as e v e q  other 
pixel. Therefore, as a whole, the pixels in this area will have less 
variance in reflectance. 
In areas where the surface is not of a single composition. there 
will be variance from pixel to pixel caused by compositional hetero- 
geneity. The amount of variance caused by compositional heteroge- 
neities can be determined by examining the surface when the Sun 
is directly overhead. At this point there will be no shadows cast by 
topography and the entire variance in the scene can be attributed to 
compositional variation. This variance can hen be ''subtracted" 
from the variance in the scene at higher Sun angles, where the 
variance i s  a combination of compositional variations and t o p  
graphic shadows, thereby leaving the variance caused by the topog- 
raphy alone. The scale of subpixel roughness can be quantified by 
utitizing a combination of analytic methods and forward models of 
computer synthesized surfaces. This methodology has baen devel- 
oped and tested successfully on an Earth analog site [I]. 
Unfortunately, all the high-resolution [40 mlpixel) Viking Or- 
biter scenes of the Ares Vallis region hare Sun angles of -60". It is 
therefm impossible to estimate the variance in the images caused 
by compositional variances. Many (if not all) of the scenes are also 
plagued by a large atmospheric optical depth that significantly 
reduces the contrast between shadows and illuminated surface. 
However, by assuming that nhe surface i s  compositionally homoge- 
neous, i.e., no variance due to compositional heterogeneity,a worst- 
case scenario for subpixel-scale roughness can be developed. 
We will present the results of this worst-case scenario, as well 
as other information gleaned from an analysis of the differences in 
variance behavior obswved in different spectral windows (images 
acquired through the clear. violet. red, and green filters). 
References: 1 I ]  Shepard M. K. et al. (1 993) LPSC XXWn 
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DVAGPOtARlZATION CONTINUOUS-WAVE (CW) OB- 
SERVATIONS FROM THE ARES YALLIS SITE AND 
ENVIRONS. M. A. Slade, D. L Mitchell, and R. E Jurgens, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute ofTechnology, Pasadena 
CA 9 1 109-8099, USA. 
During the 1995 Mars opposition, CW radar observations were 
performed over the Ares Vallis landing site in order to help assess 
the type of tetrain that the Pathfinder spacecraft and rover would 
encounter. A totd of nine mnsrnit-receive cycles, or runs, were 
performed on April 17, 1995. For each run, an - 100% circularly 
t .PI  Technical Report 95-01, Parr l 27 
Mars @OY 107) Run 0 
Fig. 1. '&~Doppl~spectrumobtaimd on A w l  17,1995. whenthe mean 
s u W  longitrtde and iatilude were 32.7*W and 18.PN. T k  OC echo has 
beentlaoompod into twommponents: ( 1  )aquasispe~ularc~ho (heavy sotid 
line)originatingfroma small region. typically afewdegrees inradius.centered 
on thesubradar point. and (2)  idiffuse echo Qeavy dashed 1ine)reflected from 
theentire v i s i b l e d i s k . T h e q u r t s i s p e c u I ~ ~ c 0 ~ n t  is modeledwitha Hagfors 
law. yielding aC  parameter ot80, corresponding to an msurface slope (on 
scales much tatgetthan fieobserving wavelengtfi)of 6.4". The total OC radar 
albedois0.101.andrhequasispecularponionofIheOCradaralbcdois~.048. 
17.Zheimplic~ionsofrhisplurofthe 1W5Marsradardatasclwillbedisc~ssed 
atthe meeting. 
polarized signal was transmitted toward Mars, and echoes were 
recorded simultaneously in both the same sense of circularpolariza- 
tion as transmitted (the SC sense) and the opposite (QC) sense. The 
helicity of circular polarization is reversed upon reflection from a 
surface that is smooth on all scales within about an odw of magni- 
tude of the wavelength, but SC echo power can arise from single 
backscattering from a rough surface, from multiple scattering, or 
from subsurface refraction. The circular polarization ratio is thus a 
measure of neat-surface complexity, or "roughness," at scales near 
!he 3.5-cm observing wavelength. 
A TARGETING !!XRATEGY MIR ENSURTNG A HILLSIDE 
VIEW AT ARES VALLIS. P. H. Smith, Lunar and Planetary 
Laboratory, University of Mzona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA. 
An inspection of the Mars Pathfinder landing site at h s  Vallis 
with the stereo frames provided by the Viking orbiter cameras 
shows a nvmbw of large-scale features that may be of considerable 
intetest if they are within range of the IMP camera. This paper will 
characterize the heights of the featuresresolved by Vikingand make 
estimates of how they might appear to the IMP camera at various 
distances, with the aim of adjusting the landing ellipse to maximize 
the probability of seeing one or more hills. Certainly, the most 
distinctive features within the landing site are the stream-flow 
islands, which have a tear-drop shape and are sometimes associated 
with an impact crater. Close inspection of orbiter pictures shows 
that the slopes of these features arc layered, but little can be learned 
abut  this layering since it shows up at the limit of resoiution, 
Possible explanations include topography such as sedimentary lay- 
em, ancient shorelines, erosion from multiple s m m  flows, or lava 
flows. It would be unfortunate to miss seeing such an interesting 
structure h a u s e  the actual landing site happens to lx 20 km away, 
below the lmal horizon. 
Naturally, one cannot prevent Iimiting the horizon iFWMnder 
lands in a ditch or local depresston. However, M n g  bad luck of 
that sort, it is possible to improve the chances of seeing interesting 
steep terrain by choosing a landing ellipse within the vicinity of the 
Ares Vallis delta that guarantees large vertical features axe within 
every view circle of the landing ellipse. A view circlecan kdefined 
by the distance that IMP(the Pathfinder carnera)can resolve a steep 
slope with ktter resolution than the Viking orbiter pictures: with a 
I-mradlpixel resolving power, this distance is abut  5 krn and gives 
apixel size of 5 x 5 m. Note hat at thisdistance the surfacecurvature 
will only hide the lower t m of the feature. 
To estimate the density of sites, I divide the landing area by 
gridlines 10 km apart, twice the radius of the viewing circle. The 
major tall features within the area are apportioned to a gridbx and 
are counted. The best landing ellipse is the one that gives the highest 
probability of putting an observable tall feature within every grid 
box contained in the landing ellipse. Movements of the ellipse that 
serve tomaximize the chanceof viewing tall structures wit1 not take 
away from the grab-bag nature ofthesite nor hinder any of the other 
goals of the mission. 
Besides searching for ancient shmlines and layering features, 
there are other important goals attached to seeing local hills besides 
studying the hills for themselves, First, the landing site appears to 
have a high enough density of  tall objects that we are likely robe able 
to see two wmore separate hills. This leads to the ability to exactly 
locate our landing site within the Viking pictures using simple 
triangulation from our relative coordinate system. It may be difficult 
for the MOC cmm aboard the Mats Global Surveyor to identify 
our precise lmation on a rather featureless terrain. And second, the 
importance ofa dramatic view should not be minimized. A 300.m- 
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tall object seen at 3 km distance wilI subtend abut  100 pixels and 
would be at least 300 pixels wide: a full color image of this hill 
would be very exciting. Tucsonans know that the b u t y  of the 
desen is  revealed by the surrounding mountains. 
SEDTmENTARY STIIAT1[GRAPHY OFCHRYSE PLANITLA, 
MARS. K. L. Tanaka, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ 
86001. USA. 
Geologic/geomorphic mapping orChryse Planitia and surround- 
ing terrain 111 has revealed assemblages of landforms indicative of 
the basin's sedimentaq stratigraphy. H m  I refine the precision of 
relative ages of basin units and discuss progressive northstward 
thickening of these units based on geomorphic indicators. 
Using crater densities in units of the geologic map of 113, tate 
Hesperian and Early Amazonian ages have been cited for deposits 
resulting from flooding into Chryse Planitia. These crater counts 
were limited to areas caversd by higher-resolution images; area 
sizes range from 7 to 65 x 1 W km2. I have hgun a more comprehen- 
sive study of cramdensities for these same units (see Table I); thus 
far I confirm, with much Ibetter precision, a Late HesperianlEarly 
Amazonian age for much larger areas of the units (r2 x 1W bm2). 
Addit ionally, these ages are based on craters >5 krn diameter, which 
appear fully preserved. Craters a5 km have a somewhat lower 
density than expected relative to larger craters, which may be 
explained by obliteration by modeme emion or deposition. In 
some areas of the barin, large, partly buried, and heavily modified 
crater rims outnumber large, relatively unmdified, superposed 
craters. Thedensity of these large craters in places suggests that the 
underlying material may be much older than the basin sediments 
(Early Hesperian molder). In addition, 1 determine a Late Nmchianl 
Early Hesperian crater density for unmdified ridged plains mate- 
rial (unit Hr) in western Chryse Plmitia (Table 1). 
A R w  geomorphic clues indicate that sediments progressively 
thicken from southern and western Chryse Planitia to noriheastem 
Chryse and southern Acidalia Planitiae (in the direction of fluvial 
flow, as indicated by teardrop-shaped bars), as follows: ( I )  channel 
ham and terraces b o r n e  progressively thinner and disappear, (2) 
wrinkle ridges change from pristine to subdued to presumably 
buried in western Chryse (alternatively, they become lower in 
height and more subject to other degradational processes); (3) large, 
presedimentation crater rims form raised channel obstructions in 
Chryse Planitia (ie.. they are prows for many of the channel bars), 
TABLE 1. Cramdensities of bas'm units in Cfvyse and 
Acidalia Planitiae, Mars [afta mpping of [ 11). 
Clrmulativc no. of 
Craters per 1 D km' 
Mapunit AreaofCwnt(km1) w 2 h  w 5 1 a  RelativeAge' 
AHoc 5 14.440 280i27 60*1 L W  
AHcs 276,340 326f 34 76f 17 LHEA 
AHa 236.100 356k39 93 k20 LWEA 
Hchl 41 0.070 28Sf26 83f14 LHlEA 
Hr 230.2r10 747f 57 230f 32 LNfEH 
B d  on cmterdensity smtigmphy of [I; N - Noachian. H - Hesperian. 
A - Amazonian. E - Early. L - Late. 
then become subtle, mostly buried and mdified in southern Acidalia. 
and finally disappear farther nonh: and (4) fractures and grooves are 
sparse and primarily align in the direction of flow in southernmost 
Acidalia Planitia (including within a large, degraded, infilled cra- 
ter) and then & m e  more polygonal in p a t m  farther nonh; some 
of the grooves have wide flat floors and hare been interpreted to 
form by compaction of sediments hundrds of meters thick [2,3]. 
How thick are the sediments? Considering that channel terraces, 
winkle ridges, and degraded crater rims may be tens to hundreds of 
meters high 141, it appem that thicknesses of a few tens of metem 
may not be readily detected in most Viking imager. As thickness 
approaches 100 rn, landfoms such as wrinkle ridges, smaller cra- 
ters, and thinner channel bars may appear subdued. Those features 
would likely disappear for thicknesses of a few hundred meters, 
whereas large craters wmld appear buried and compaction fractures 
would become evident. As sediment thickness reaches several hun- 
dred meters, most large craters would disappear (given that large 
degraded martian crater rims seldom exceed 500 m in height in the 
planet's highlands 151. where they generally appear higher than in 
the northern plains). These geomorphic indicatonobserved in Chryse 
indicate progressive, northeastward thickening of basin sediments 
from on the order of 100 m war the mouths of Kasei and Sirnumid 
Ares Valles in western and southern Chryse Planitia to a few 
hundred meters into southern Acidalia Planitia 
The Mars WthFmder landing sire (latitude 19.5ON. longitude 
3 2 . 8 O )  lies on unit Hchl below the mouth of Ares Vallis. Here, the 
unit consists of a broad flood plain marked by tars and a few small 
knobs. The plain i s  likely made up of a thin veneer (tens of meters?) 
of flood deposits (none d the aWe sediment thickness indicators 
are observed). 
References: [I]RotteS.andTmakaK.L(1995)USGSMap 
1-2441, in press. [2] Lucchitta B. K. et al. (1986) P m .  U S C  17th. 
in JGR, 91, E166-E174. [3] McGilI E. E. and Hills L S. (1992) 
JCR, 97,2633-2647. I41 Golombek M. P. a al. (1 99 1 ) Proc. LPS. 
Vo!. 21,670-693. [5]  Roth L. E. et al. (1 989) Icarus, 79,289-3 0 
161 Kargel J. S. et a1. (1995)JGR, 100.535 1-5368. [I Tanaka K. L. 
(19I36) Proc. LPSC 17rh, in JGR, 91, E139-E158. 
H N P A N  AND OTHER DIAGENETIC UROCK" TN THE 
CATCHMENT OF ARES VALLIS AND SURROUNDING 
AREAS. A. H. Treiman. Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay 
Area Boulevard, Houston TX 77058-1 113, USA. 
The Mars Pathfinder Ianding site, in the outflow plains of h s  
Vallis, will presumably presenr a "grab bag" of many rock types 
transported from upstream. Based on the geology of the Valles 
Marineris Cjust southwest of Ares Vallis), the Ares Vallis catchment 
could include hardpan andotherdiagenetic '"ks" lithifid by low- 
temperature aqueous solutions. The chemical effects of diagenesis 
may be detectable with the Mm APX instrument; if present, but 
unrecognized, diagenetic effects could lead to erroneous geochemi- 
cal inferences. 
Extensive Hardpan: The "cliffs" at the wall tops in VaHes 
Marineris represent an extensive hardpan horizon !I] (Fig. 1). The 
cliffs represent a relatively resistant packet of layers: an upper 
darker layer (-50 m thick): a central brighter layer (-250 m thick); 
and a lower dark layer (-100 m thick). The layer packet is exposed 
on chasrna walls from western Noctis Labyrinthus (1 lWW, VO 
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Fig. 1. Wall-toplayering.southeast wallof HebesChasma(arrow)near top 
of  kandslidescarp(-2 krn tall,-3O0slopeangle). V0915A06 (2.2"$.73.5"W). 
scale har 10 km. 
423A75) to eastern Eos Chasrna (31°W, VO 964A22). and in 
continuous reaches of 200-300 krn of wall in Hebes, Ius, Eos. and 
Copcates Chasmae. The packet is visible on alt planar chasma walls 
(fault or landslide) where Viking orbiter or  Mariner 9 image reso- 
lutions are < 1 50 rn, and rare1 y on spur-and-gul l y walls or in images 
Fig.2. South wall ofGangisChasma. VOO I4A.70(~en~e~9.7~S,44 .BW),  
obliqueviewwlh, =alebar I OkrnEWatwall. Layering(armws)undefl~~ted 
horn plains tocrater floor under craterrim. An extra Payerto we% zhickens and 
deepens beneathcraler. 
of poorer resolution. The packet appears at the same stratigmphic 
position (d0 m from the wall tops) and thickness (400 f 200 m) 
over this huge area, independent of elevation (3-10 km), age of 
adjoining plateau surface (Noachian through upper Hesperian), and 
geological structures (e.g., impact craters, Fig. 2). 
From its continuity and consistent stratigraphy, the layer packet 
appears to  be a single geologic feature, exposed discontinuously 
over the whole Valles Marineris (4000 km E-W, 800 km N-S). Age 
relations between geology of the plateaus and the layering packet 
suggest that it did not f o m  by deposition. If the layers were depos- 
ited in Noachian times, they should dip beneath the resurfacing 
materials of the Hesperian-aged ridged plains of Lunae and Syria 
Planae. However, the layers remain at the wall tops. If the layers 
were deposited in Hesperian times, they should not k present under 
Noachian-aged plateaus; they are present. Nor can a depositional 
origin explain the continuity of the packet beneath impact craters 
(Fig. 2). 
However, a diagenetic origin for the layering, alteration of pie- 
existing material in situ. can explain its smcture transgressions, 
stratigraphic transgression, and lateral extent. Diagenetic effects 
controlled by proximity to the ground surface would appear inde- 
pendent of surface elevation, and transgress preexisting features, 
including the boundary between ~ o a c h i a n  and Hesperian deposits 
and the structures and lithologic changes beneath and inside impact 
craters [Z]. Given similar compositions and permeabilities to fluids, 
diagenetic transformations should affect all earlier materials, re- 
gardless of their ages. And diagenedc layers can be of regional 
extent, like hardpans or  calcrezes on Emh. Diagenesis has been 
invoked to explain rock shapes at Viking lander sites and clodding 
of near-surface sediment [3,4], but not for thc extcnt or thickness of 
the upper-wall layers in Valles Marineris. 
similar upper-wall layering is visible in the Ares Valliscatchment. 
although neither exposures nor image resolutions are as good as for 
Valles Marineris. The layering packet appears present at Hydaspis 
Chaos( E .6"N.29.6"W: V0083A34)andIaniCha0~(2.6"S,4R.59~W; 
VO40SB09),and in somecraterwalls(6.5"N, 19.9'W; VO745A3 1 ). 
Hardpan material from these layers could have h e n  transported to 
the Mars Pathfinder landing site. 
Hardened Fault Zanes: Some graben-bounding faults on the 
plateaus. adjacent to Valles Marineris appear to continue as ridges 
on the walls of chasrnae. These ridges are most prominent at the 
boundary between Ophir and western Candor Chasmae (Candor 
Labes. 4S0S. 7ZDW), and are now under study. The ridges are 
probably relict fault zones, cemented and hardened by precipitates 
from aqueous solutions leg., 51. 
Conclusion: Rocks and regolith in the Ares Vallis catchment 
may have been chemically and structurally affected by aqueous 
solutions under diagenetic conditions. On Earth, hardpans can be 
cemented by Ca carbonate, Ca sulfate, salts, iron oxide hydroxides, 
clays, and silica. The chemical signatures of the first three cements 
may be directly detectable with the Mars Pathfinder APX instru- 
ment [as C, S, and Cl). Chemical signatures of the last three may not 
be detectable directly, and could lead to geochemical m r s .  For 
instance, an ironstone hardpan developed in basalt could masquer- 
ade as a fcrroan ulmmafic lava. 
Referenws: 111 Treiman A. H. et al. (1995) JGR, in press. 
[2] Mclosh (1989) Impoct Cratering. [3] Fuller and H a r g m s  
(1978) Icarus, 34. 6 14. 141 Jakosky and Christensen (1986) IGR, 
91,3457. [ 5 ]  Mozety and Goodwin (1895) Gcology, 23,539. 
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&I July 4, 1997. Mars Pathfindw ip Bcheduld to land near 
195ON, 3289W, in a @on of h Vallis. The landing ellipse 
cwcrs a huge (IOQ x 200 km) area that appears u, include bDth dc- 
positional and etosimal landlorn tread by one or more gin* 
catastrophic floodg (Golombek et al. 1995). 
One of the best known megmial d o g s  to m d a n  outflow 
channels (such as kres Yallis) is the region Iwm as the ChmeFd 
Scabland (Pigs. 1-4; Baker and Mil ton, 1974). The Channeled Sca- 
bland and other asmiated landforms in the states of Washington, 
Idaho, Oregon. and Montana, were caned by mu1 tiple ca~trophie 
releases of water from the Ice Age Lake Missoula (Fig. 1; Baker and 
Bunkex, 1985). 
This guide some of the geommphological fattines of 
the Channeled Scabland md adjwent Lake Mimula break-out area 
near take Pend Oreillc, Idaho. The guide is prepared for two f ~ l d  
&ips that accompany the Mars Pathfmder Landmg Site II Workshop 
in Spokane. Washington. September 28-29. 1995. field Trip J is 
based in M o w  Lake., Washington, m d m  September W 2 T .  1995; 
Field Trip n i s  b a d  in Spokane, Washington, wd rn on 
September 30,1995. 
FkM Trlp I- The Channeled Scabland 
Field Trip L to the Chame1ed Scabland of Washington, includea 
aircraft ovdights of rhe Channeled Scabland region in conjmctim 
w i t h a g r o ~ t r i p b y ~ b u s . T % e ~ o f  tht f~ ldhpis  
to investigate landforms and g0~10gi~ featllfes an Earth that me 
similar to thow present at or near the Ares Y a l b  lmding site. The 
field wip is expectsd u, provide a gmmqhic md visual h w m k  
for i n t q d n g  the Arcs VdEs s i k  in 1997. The aimaft overflights 
are crucial to unchtanding the full M h e n s i o n a l  context and 
history of the immense l a n d f m  produoed by the Misgoula F l d .  
as well as the much larger f l d  features in Areg Vdis (Fig. 4). The 
combination of overtlightp and ground pips m FieldTrip I will help 
the p d c i p t r  gain an intuitive mierstanding of the relationship 
W e e n  the f l d  gmmorphoIogy that is obvious when sen horn 
above, and more subtle md difficult to intapret when seen Erom h e  
ground. Most of the field stops in this guide were chosen to give 
participants an oppommity to visit, m person, the taraim that are 
hrhcharacwisticoftheCh~ledScablan4 andmightormuatthe 
Ares Vdlis landing aita Areas of the Scabland te be investigated 
include the stramlined loerss islands and flwd sediments of the 
Cheney-Palouse area, the Dry Falls, gimt cmmt ripples, and the 
deposits of the FF-z :m. 
FleM M p  I Education Ou-b 
Field Trip I is designed to bring tog&thc~ M m  Fathfinder &en- 
tists and engineers. K-12 educators h Wtuhington and Idaho, snd 
other interested m m h  of the Mars scientik c o m m ~ t y .  Eleven 
K-12 educators (and five alternates) were competitively selected m 
April 1995 to particip* in Field Trip I on the basis of planned 
FIE. 1. A m  m the rmd~westem U.S. affc#d ly mmtqhicflooding duringlhc laarc* Age. 'lie (hrrmclod %bland c w m  mucb o f a n d  d canem 
Washington, and resulted mainly f m  drainage of M e  MiapMlla. Figurc swm: Baker md Bunka (1 985). 
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educational follow-up activities involving studen& teachers. and 
p m t s  in their home oommtmities. (Pm II of his Technical rep or^ 
to be printed in late 1995. will include additional infmation on how 
the educators were selected and the results of their education out- 
reach efforts.) This meeting of K-12 edllcators and Mars Pathfmder 
scientists and engineers is $Itadd to provide a forum for direct 
interaction between the two pups. Education ouheach and en- 
hancement is m imprtant goal of the Mars P a t h f i r  project and of 
NASA in general (e.g., NASA, 1992; Edgea and Chistensen, 1995; 
 edge^ et al., 1995). We hope that h e  professional relationships 
fostered on this field h p  will lead to additional interaction between 
educators, students. wd communities. with NASA/ Mars Pathfinder 
pasomel (and other Mars scientists), koughout the course of the 
Mars Pathfmder mission. 
meld Trlp II- Lake M h u l a  Bmak-Out 
Field Trip Il examines catastrophic flood landfonnr associa~ed 
withthe break-outareawhereMeMissodawasdammed byglaciaI 
ice. Like Field Trip I, this bus pip examin- lmdfom that may be 
similar to leature~ in Ares Vallis. The landfms include streamlined 
islands. giantcurrentrippls, bum-and-bsshscabm and slackwa- 
ter sedimats frm Lake Pend M l l e  downstream through Rath- 
dnun Prairie, Spokane Valley, and into the Cheney-Pdouse wa- 
bland The trip is designed rn provide pmple who did not participate 
in Field Trip I with a sensco C the immense flood landforms produced 
by cataseuphic floods, while at h e  same time 0ff~iIlg Field Trip I 
participants an appommity to see the region through which much of 
the Lake Missoula n o d  water aaveled kfm caning the rest of the 
Channeled Scabland. A highlight of the bip will be the examination 
of f?d fentures near the southern end of Lake Fend OreiUe, Idaho, 
OqConnmand Baker(1992) cdculated that at peak discharge. at least 
17 million m31s of Lake Missoula water poured through h e  Rath- 
drum valley From L!E break*ut point near Lake Pend OreiUe.The ice 
d m  which contained Lake Migsouladuring the late H e i s m e  was 
part of the Purcell Trench b b e  efthe CoFdilIerm Ice Sheet. Resent- 
day Lake Pend Oreille was ma cavered by the PWEU Trench h b e .  
andmuch of LakeMissoula's flmd waters emanated from this- area. 
More Informatton on Scabland and Mars Pathfinder 
This field trip guide is deliberately geared toward interpretion 
of landforms that may be p'e8e~r at the Mars PaMmder fanding site 
In Ares VdIis. Em moredetailed information. readers should consult 
the refatnceq parhcularly other field guides about the Channeled 
Scabland and Lake Missoula flaods features: Baker and N m e d a l  
(1978), Breckendridge (1989a), Othberg and Breckemidge (1992). 
Waitt et d. (1994). md O'comor and Waitt (1995). A recent non- 
technical articleabout h e  Channelad Scablad was written by Parfit 
(1 995). Non-technical b k s  about the Channeled Scabland include 
those by Allen and Bums (1986) and Wies and Newman (1989). 
Reviews regarding martian outflow and other channels include: 
Baker (1 9821, Mars Chmel Working Group (1983), and Baker et al. 
(1992). Mars Pathfinder and landing site selaclion was p d y  de- 
tailed in a technical repwt edited by Golombek (1994). and in the 
abstract by Golombek et al. (1995). Recent non-technical articles 
about Mars Parhfmder include those by Rokrtmn (1994) and 
Bullock (1994). 
Eleld Trlp Road lags 
The road logs m this field guide were compiled in June 1995. 
References to artificial landmarks (road signs, sraars of mad pave- 
menL &.) were accurate as of June 19%. Unib of rneanrre through- 
out are a mixture of English and mettic units. English units are usad 
to indicate miles that vehicles must lravel andparticipants must hike. 
English units are used in the road log because odometers in U.5. 
vehicIas measure distances in miles. Metric units are used when 
describing the dimensions of l d m  or human-made strucmes. 
Some of the stog descriptions in the rod logs are surnrnsrie~ of 
matwid in field guides b y N - 4  (1978) and Waittet al. (1994). 
Flew Trtp ResponslbllEty and Acknowledgments 
Both field trips areconvenedby Kenneth S.EdgettandJmm W. 
Rice Jr. of Arizona State Univtzsiv, a d  led by Victor R. Baku of 
the Universiiy of Arizona Educariollal activities associatad with the 
field trips are coordinated through the ArizonaMars K-12 Education 
Program (Arizona State University) Mars Global Surveyor Thermal 
Emission Spectmmctu h jcc t )  with assistan= from lo Dodds of 
O'Leary Junior High School, Twin Falls, Idaho. The roadlogs were 
compiled by K. Edgett and J. Rice with assislance and advice from 
V. Baker and Matthew P. Golombek Photoraphs in this guidenot 
credited to another 5oufce w m  taken by K. Edgett, h e  7-1 5.1995. 
The field trips are spommd by (in alphabetical oder) h a  Stak 
University (Tempe, Mi). h e  Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasad- 
ena, California), the Cunm and mmetary Institute (Howtort. Texas), 
and NASA Headquarters (Washington, DC). 
The editors are grateful to M a m n  Harder for assistan= with 
Eield Trip I. Day 3 sites; H e m  Harder for showing us the mural 
land bridge on his property in the Cheney-Palouse Scabland, md 
Virginia H a d u  for aocess to h e  loess island. We algo thank M i  
Kisson of the Ice Age F l d  Institute md Eugene P. Kiver and Dale 
F. Strsdling of Eastern Washington University for suggestions and 
advice on sites te visit in the Channeled Scabland. We thank kff 
Alaidge of Columbia Pacfic Aviation for his role in setting up h 
overfligh&. Philip R. Christensen. Deb Wakefield, Brigitte Rigberg. 
Kelli Mellgrm, Kathy Patoni, md Rebecca RoweU at Arizona State 
University are achowledged for thek assistance with the education 
progsam. Finally, we express many thanks to LB-a Simmons of 
the Lunar and Planetmy Institute for help in arranging rhe field trips. 
THE SPOKANE FLQOD CONTROVERSY 
Bretz's Outrageous HypotbesLs 
73e Spokane F l d  contmvasy is both a stwy of ironim and an 
~ l ~ t i n g  display of the schmc methd in action. In a seri- of 
papers prblighed between 1923 and 1932, J Harla Bretz sturmedthe 
geological comrnunl~y withhis workon anenormousnetwolkof p- 
glacial channels which were incised into the l o a s  and basalt ol the 
Columbia Plaeau in enstem Washington. B r e t ~  nmed rhis region 
the "Chmeled Scabland." This mea contained erosional and de- 
positional features that were unique among fluvial phenomena 
@re& 1923). It should be remembered that the field work done by 
Bretz was accomplished without the aid of aerial photopaphs and 
adequate fopgraphic maps. He argued that the landforms present 
could only be explained as the  duct of an enornous but brief 
fld which he named the "Spokane Flood." One look at a satellite 
image of the Channeled Sceblsnd (Fig. 2) reveals the complex 
pattem of mastotnosing channels. cataracts, md 1-5 islands which 
typify the region. 
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ARernattve Explanatfons ?or the Scabland OrIgln 
Bretz met doubt all along the way with hi hmry about the 
Spokane R d .  In 1927, W. C. Alden w m d  ofthe difficulties with 
the flocd theory wen though he had no perwnal field expwience in 
the region. Alden (1927) suggested that the rock b i n s  might be 
collapsed lava caves. 0. E. Mcinzer (1927) claimed hat the glacially 
swollen Columbia River could have cut the Dry Falls and deposited 
the huge gravel fan of the northern Quincy Basin. E, T. McKnight 
(1927) also subdbed to the glacially diverted Columbia River 
theory as the erosive agent responsibIe fm the resultant llandims of 
the region. Yet another who was upsel with Bretz's hypothesis was 
James Gilluly. Even though he hadnot been ta the Scablad, Gilldy 
(1927) swted that the unusual landform6 present in the region were 
crearad by long, continued erosion of psent -B id  s ~ m s .  GiUuly 
would later change his mind when many years later he f d y  visi ted 
the Charmeled S c a b l d .  He was said to have amunenk& "'How 
could myone have been so wrong?" 
J.T. P d e e  found Break f l d  hypothesis tu bequiteinbmsting. 
Pmdee had been sent by Alden, who wwas the Chief of Pleistocene 
Geology for the U.S. Geological S w e y  a tk time, to study the 
Scabland region Communication h w m  Brea  P a r k ,  and Alden 
suggests that Pardee was considering the hypthcsig that the sca- 
f i g .  2. Landsat image of he Channdcd Scabland of Washingtun, obtained (m Scp~crnbu 29,1992; u d y  thm ycam to h e  week before the f d d  trips 
described in rhis guide. Image m r e d  ar 47' 27' N, 118' 49' W. F m  h c  U.S. Gcologid Survey EROS Data CeMer, Sitnu Falls, Swlh Dakom, Entity 
TQ Nh LM5044027009227390. 
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ng. 3. Regimal pdcohydraulic fcamrcs of the Chmded Scabhd. Mean flow vtlocitiu wm datnnind fmn high-water mark cvidena d . c h d  
gmn-~cray by Baker (1973). Alw shwm k the regional muaural puem for the Columbm Plateau. Suuctuir: played an i m p ~ ~ n t  mle in dttcminhg where 
the chmcIs flowad and whetherthar w s s d ~ t i m  wmsion. This figure g h d d  beuscd as a reference- 60 ~ p c w i l h  Fig. 2. Figurefm Baka(l97ga). 
bland might indeed be related to drainage of s large Pleistscene lake 
that he h d  studied in westem Montana (Pardee. 191 0). Pardee's 
observations would pradate Bretz's work in the area by 13 years. 
However, Aldendissuaded Pardee hmreprtingonthis hypothesis. 
Eventual Aceeptamce of the Spokane flood Theory 
One of the major comp1aints with Brea's Spokane Flood theory 
wm the dificulty with identifymg the source of thig great f l o d  
Bretz finally solved the source problem in 1928. Bretz (1930) later 
published the discwery that scabland flooding resulted h m  the 
rapid failure d an ice dam that formed glxial Lake Missoula. 
Finally. Pardee (1942) shared hi observations of glacial M w  
Mimula. which firmly established the lake's role as the mume of 
catastrophic floods that went h u g h  thescablands. Evidence for the 
ice dam failure includes 6everal scoured mmbictions in the Lake 
Missoula basin, enonnous bars of current transprted debris. and 
giant ripple marks with heigths of 15 rn and spacings of 200 rn. Thus. 
glacial Lake Missoula k a m e  the obvious source for the cata- 
s q b c  fl& required by Brea's hypothetical origin of the Chan- 
nelcd ScabIaml. However, Pardee did not state the obvious m e = -  
tion. perhaps leaving that point generously to B m .  In I956 Brea. 
H. T. U. Smith and George Neff answered with extensive detail all 
pwious criticisms of the flcmd hypothesis. New topographic maps 
and excavations p v e d  that the gavel hills called "bars" by Brea 
were h fact subfluvial depositional bedfom. The most obvious 
m h a t i o n  of the f l d  hypothesis was the identification of giant 
c m t  ripples an upper bar surfrces. Tlaese observations indicated 
that bats 30 rn high werecompletely submerged by enornous f l h .  
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TKE SCABLAND REGION 
The Charmeled Scabland of eastem Washington is mpid of 
complex anastornosing channels, c- loess islands, snd im- 
mense gravel bars, all of which were mated by c ~ m p h i e  flwial 
crosion ofthe Ioess and basalt ~ B C + B  of the CoIwnbia Platenu. The 
erosion and deposition that produced the scablmd topography re- 
sulted from the failure of the ice dam impounding glacial Lska 
Missoula. This lake dischmged as much as 21 3 x 106 m3/s into the 
vicinity of Spokane Valley (Baker, 1973). 
Freeman et al. (1945) Iorrnalized the physiographic divkions of 
the regions covered in this report (Fig. 5). The entire field area La in 
h e  CoIumbia Basin Subprovince of the Columbia Intmmmtam 
Physiographic Province. The Columbia Basin is a regional lowland 
surroundd by the Blue Mountains to the south, C d e  Mountaim 
to the west, the MEanogan Highlards to the north, md the momtaine 
of northem Idaho m the east. 
The western part of the ColumbiaBasin, called the YakimaFob 
consists of a series of mtichd ridges nnming amward from the 
Cascade Mountains. Sevaral of these ridges are Qmsected by the 
Columbia River. From nor& to south, these ridges are: the French- 
man Hills. Saddle Mountains, and Horse Heavm HiIls. 
The far eastemernportion ~CtheColumbiaBasinipchmackrhiby 
relatirely undefmed basalt ovalain by as much as 75 rn of 
Pleistocene loess. The loess has been dissected to form a rolling 
landscape termed the Palouse Hills. Elmdon of the Palouse Hills 
declines from b u t  750 m on thenortheastem margin to IW120 m 
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in the southwest This gradient reflects the regional dip of the basalt 
t o w d  the center of the Columbia Basin. 
The Y a k a  B d t  comprises the bedrock in dl but a few parts 
of the Clm-1~14 Scabland. Thia basalt unit is part of the extensive 
Neogme (23.7-1.6 m. y. a. (million years ago)) aptions of pIateau 
basalu that cover over 250,000 km2 in plrrts of Washington. Oregon, 
and Idah. Mast of the lava was erupted in th Miocene E p h  
(23 .?-53 my. a.). The flows are thick. and werd can be axed fur 
o v a  150 km. SmrcruraI md lithologic variation can be found in he 
basalt sequence, including pint patterns, pillow-pdagonite com- 
plexes. and sedimentary interbeds from Miocerme lakes. 
I)lrring the Pliocene (53-1.6 rn. y. a.). extensive basalt deforms- 
tim wamd The entire Columbia Plateau was regiondly tilted 
from an elevation of 760 rn in the northeast to about 120 m in h e  
mthwest  near Pmm, Washington. The east-wesr fold ridges (the 
Yakima Folds) rtre wrperirnposed on Lhis regional srmcme. The 
upraisednurthem rim ofthe plateau issigniticantfor the flood hisby 
of the Channeled Scabland. because only a truly phenomenal amount 
of water could fdl the pest cmyon of the Columbia River beawm 
Spokane armdGoulec Dam. That filling would havehadwatmqdlhg 
over the northern rim of h e  plateau and flowing d - w e $ t w a d ,  
caning the huge scab1and clmrm1s. 
Some f l d  wmts in the Scabland pwMc the mast raxnt 
(WEsconsL 7 5 , ~ 1 0 , 0 0 0  years before present) ice age floods 
caused by Iake M i s s d ~  The earliest ep- of f l d g  in the 
Channeled Scabland  prior to hedepositionof the extensive 
Palouse Formation (Baket. 1973). The earliest Missoula Flood 
deposits are overlain by younger p P d o u s e  l o w  and p e d c i c  
soil. The early Qiincy Basin nod depsits came from w &own 
source tothe west acmgs~eB~kRidge .Thesef ldaepOsi tsarc  
overlain by other f l d  deposits of Bull Lake age (Illmoian) which 
were also derived bwn a western source @aka, 1973). Catastrophic 
SURPROVINCE 
OEUR D'ALENE 
EMBAYMENT 
Ftg. 5. I n k  map of Mtiu in he Columbii Plateau mgion. Figure WE: B k  and NmnmcM (197%). 
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flooding fiom LakeBonnwiUeaIso affected the southem margins of Loess lsEMds. Theerosional loess I.emnsnts are the ma obi-  
the Charmeled Scabland about 24,!Wl years ago (O'Connor, 1993b ous l a n d f a  of tht Chewy-Falouse gcabIand tmt Thege - 
The 1st major flood episode ocamd beween 17,000 and lined hills have sharp upbeam prow steep faotted flanks. and kmg 
l2$lM pars ago. It probably consisted of at least two major out- tapaing wiIs (Baker andNurnrnedal. 1978). There are threediffaent 
bursts b m  Lake Misoula (Baker, 1973). The older flood affected forms of seeamlined istarads: submaged, partially submerg4. and 
Moseg Coulee, the Grand Coulee. and the eastern Channeled Sca- unsubrnerged (Fig. 7). 
bland The s m d  outburst involved less volume than the fust and 
coincitlBd with the retreat of the Okwogm ice lobe @asterbrook, 
1976). The very last phm of flooding dm involvad mtastrophic 
flow down the Grand Coulee. Momt St. H e l m  Set S ash occurs as 
couplets and hiplets in h e - p i n e d  elastic sediments called "slack- 
water" 'deposits. MuIlineaux et d. (1 978) have stated: that tephra Set 
S dam h e  last major Scablmd f l d  They supprt the age estimate 
of 13,000 years for the flmd with aradiocmbondateof 13,080f 350 
on peat dirmtly overlying h e  P d a n d  delta, e Missoula noad 
deposit Iocated at Portland, Oregon. Waitt (1977) offers detailed 
evidmce for late Pleistocene catastrophic flooding wavelli i  down 
the Columbia River. hrough the area blocked by the Qkanogan ice 
lobe mtil 13500 years ago. Ice-rafted erratic hulders and dipping 
mssM in grave1 indicate that this flood was up to 400 rn deep. 
Bretz (1969) pmposed as many as eight 9eperatescabland floods; 
this was based on h e  physiographic evidence. However, Baker 
(1973) stated that gome of the physiographic relatianships which 
BEE ~tudied  muld be explained by a single flood, The number of 
late-Wisconsin age floods which pwrd through the region rcmains 
quitewnlroversial today. Waia(1980) fwndrhythmite beds (formed 
in slack-water deposits) around the Scabland which suggest that 
there was on the order of 40 late-Wisconsin floods. Atwater (1986) 
counted about 89 separate flood events, and Wain et al. (1994) 
suggest that "a round number of 100 i s  cwenO y h e  best estimate of 
the number of Missoula floods during thelate Wisconsin glaciation." 
LARGE EROSIONAL AND DEPOSWEONAL 
LANDFORMS OF THE CHANNELED SCABLAND 
Erasloaai Landforms 
Seguencc of e m s b ~ l l a t $ .  The v s e s  which formed 
the scablands are very similar to thwe in modem rivers. but they 
acted on an enormous =ale @(Raker. 1973). The progressive erosion 
of a typical scabland divide crossing is envisioned as follows (see 
Fig. 6, on next page): The initial: f l d  water that ovatops the 
crossing encounters soft Palwse loess (Phase I). The high v e l d  ty 
water easily  erode^ the loess md expoaes the underlying basalt. T h i s  
process leaves behind siremlined loas hills ( h e  II). The now- 
exposed basdt entablature then yields to longitudinal grmvc devel- 
opment (Phase JQ. This process is associated with longitudinal 
roller v d c e s  and vertjcal vonices (Ialks) hat plcack away at the 
basalt colonnades. 'Ihe enlargement and foalescence of the resultant 
potholes surfaces then leads to the formation of the butted-basin 
topography that chsracterizes the Channeled ScabIand (F%ase IY). 
The rrnal stage of this pmgression a€ landforms i s  the formation of 
a p m i n e n t  inner channel (Phase V), 
Bu#c-and-basin t o p p p h y .  This is the most common land- 
scape in the scabland Fact. The usual develop men^ is small chmels 
and rock basins mounding buttw and mesas. The total relief of this 
topography is on the order of S 1 0 a  rn @dm and Nummedd, 
1978). 
Flg. 7. b s s  hImd forms in tht Cheney-Mouse mblrnd.illmidng tk 
three major morphologic t p .  (A) Subnuvi*lly eroded lmit island, 
(B) RrtjdEy submerged island, wilh m r m  indicating subflwirl artas. 
(C) Unsubntrgcd loesa u h d .  'Ihc wve l  pstlern denotes d@md 
mrtcriml. These map art b a r d  on .dual nrmples found in Ihe b b b n d .  
Scum: P a m  md Baker (1978). 
by catastrophic fl nods, a characteristic form m p p m  in the form of a 
series of elongate grooves pig, 8). Thegrowes have their long axes 
parallel to the s m ' s  flow. Their average dcph is on the order of 
5 m md width is 50 m (Baker, 1973). 
Ca&ac& and inner ckanntIs. The calaracts and irma chan- 
mls of the Scablmd, particularly in the Dr)r Fatls mea, amstitute 
m e  of thernmtspctacularlmdfm in heregion Dry Falls is the 
most impressive; it is 6 la wide and 120 rn high Bretzetal. (1956) 
observed that most cataracts form subnuvially (instead of plunge 
p o l  undercuthng like at Niagara Falls in New York and Ontario). 
The headwmd reweat of cataracts creates the inner chmm1s. 
Depositional h n d f o m  
Giant mmn# rippks. These landforms me& a pattern of 
pmallel ridges and swales (Figs, 9-11), and were tamed "giant 
m n t  rippldby Brea et al. (1956). The giant~ l r rent r i~1es  are 
the most im-t b e d f m  used in paleohydrp~uzic re~rrsrmction 
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Elg.6. HypMhetiEll~enadfIooderaionformt)rpicalrcrblmddjviImsing.~&gran~bc~in ' ' " g t b t ~ w b i I  
mad M f m a  in the Grand Coutct md C h q - P a l m  SEablmd, fw exunpIe. Baker md N~~ (1978). 
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Flg. 8. Oblique acrid view of the lmgirudinal grooves eroded into basalt 
north of Dry Falls. Tht g m e s  are spaced eboul 50 rn apn Swrce: 
Nurnmcdd (1978). 
of the final mapr scabland fl d (Raker, 1973). Thwe are over 100 
sets of these M o m  in Missoula R d  channels. There ripples 
havechordsrangingfm2e2WmandheightsCmm 1-15rn@aker 
and Nummdal, 1978). The ripples have asymmetric profiles, w i h  
h e  d o w n s ~ m  facing slopes (lee sides) averaging 18-20 degrees; 
Ihe upstream slopes (stoss sides) me 4-8 dcgrecs. The giant current 
ripples are very difficult to recognize on the p u n &  they are k t  
Fig. 10. Oblique k a l  r icw of Malnp, W & ~ ,  ghtcumnt ripplea 
at bow incident sun angle. Phau, by l h v i d  A. Rhm, fmn Baker md 
Nummadal(1WS) wizh pcrrnission of V. R Baker. 
seen horn b e  air. The sediment making up these ripples ranges from 
15 m to granule-gravel size material. The median size pmicles fall 
into the pebble class (Fig. 12). 
Pendoat bar& Pendant bars (Fig. 7) are not confined ta any 
c a i n  geomorphic settings within the h e y - M o u s e  scabland 
tract. These bars me found in all sizes of chamnels, but me rarely 
found in h e  deepest charmek. Pendant bas we commonly f o n d  
dong the sides or margins offlow and whereresistant bdticlmobs 
create flow obsmuctions h r n  which the h cw accumulate (Baker 
Rg. 9. Oblique aerial view of the West Bar giant current ripples. with the Columbia River 10 tbt lef~ Photog+ 5595 by J o b  S. S h d w  o h i d  from 
Baker and N m d d  (1978) with permisaim from V. R. Bsker. 
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Rg. 11. Giant current ripples a Spirjt Lake. Idaho. These ripples are 
ovetgmw with pine uccs, which help 10 cmphask the Pocalitn of ripple 
trwghs in rhis oblique view. Source: Baker and Nmedal(1978). 
and Nurnrnedd 1978). Pmdant bais may extend downshem l .S h 
or more from their points of anachmmt, and hiwe gravel accumula- 
tions fmm 1&30 rn ~ c k .  
Expanson barsbars Expansion bars are extensive gravel deposits 
immediately downsbeam from channd expansions. These bars are 
usually Imaied wheremany small channels exit from an assemblage 
of loess islands. The flow expansion as well as shadowing effects of 
islands creat a low velociry zone in the flow; fik results in the 
deposition of a bar (Baker, 1973). Other bars of this rype form 
downstream of cataracts w where the channel is exrremely wide. 
Both pendant and expansion bm commonly have giant current 
ripples superimposed on their surfaces. It should dm be menrimed 
that the graveE bars lmted in the eaptem sections of the Cheney- 
Flg. 12. Gmin aim din~ribution for sdimmt mtained in gimr current 
ripples in the Channeled Scabland. T h  numbers forripple scu are key& o 
Imtimt describd by Baker (1973). Note that thc ripplu nre v q  am- 
grsined. 
Fkg. U. Ftight plh for m b e r  25-26. 1995. ovenlights. Aircraft heads southcat fmm Gram County Interntimil Airpon n 6dM am., and tcPJrns 
cmcc to Lhc aim for a mt stop. The fight h e i s  choscn mprwidc lowSun angle views of atnrmcled Scabland hdfomt. Baw map is a ptim of the 
h d s a ~  image shown prwiously in Fig. 2. 
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Palouse are smder rhan those fad in tha west. The re- For this 
is the lateral sveading of the flood water, which resulted in lower 
flow depths than those of the great coulees of h e  western Columbia 
Plateau (Baker, 1973). 
Ephraca Fan.The EphraulFan is an extexsive. come gavel unit 
deposited subfluvially (under water). The fan was emerges into the 
Quincy Basin horn theSoapLakeconstrietion at the rnouthoffiand 
Coulee. The maximum b u m  thickness of the depasit is about 40 m 
@lea et al., 1956). The surface of the fan displays a series of lobate 
deposi~ondLulirri,bo~ded cmtheirdownslremmgutsby s1i~f~1:e.S. 
The Ephrara Fan appears to have k e n  built by bar-slipfaoe migration 
(Numedal, 1978). The sediments of the fan include a variety of 
Ii thologies brought from upstream locations to the Q u k y  Basin by 
the Missoula Floods (Gulick, 1990). Clast sizes range h m  house- 
s i d  huldersnear the fishhatchery on Rocky Ford Creek to h e  smd 
of the Moses Lake durte field (see Field Trip I, Day 1, guide below). 
FIELD TRIP I CUT1)E TO OVERPWGHT, 
S B P T E ~ E R  25 AND 26, rws 
To begin to understand the context md history of h e  Charmeled 
Scabland i t  is necessary to see the region from the air. P q l e  have 
h i v e d  intheSeabIandregimfwmmethan 10,000yeam,butitwasmt 
until aerialpholopphsof the region became availablein the 1920's 
and 1930's hat scientists began to realii that the terrain was carved 
by giant, catasmphic floods. 
The overflights that accompany Reld Trip I are critical to under- 
standing the full context and history of the gigmtic landform 
pioduced by the M e  Missoula flaods. The intuitive understanding 
that wiU begained by experiencing the Scabland terrain from both he 
air& p u n d  will bessential forinterpretingthenaatrcof theMrtrs 
Pathfinder landing site in Ares Vallis. The relevance to his Vdlis 
is especially i w t e  owing to the £act that Mars Pathfmder will not 
obtain descent images--the- scientist andengineer alike will need 
rely on the exishg medium-resolution Viking images (-40 mlpiel; 
Golornbzk et al., 1995), coupled w i h  images taken from the lander 
on the ground. to interpret the geological context of h e  landing site 
m July 1997. 
There are two identical overflights of the Charmeled S c a b I d  
one on Septemk 25.1995. the othw on September26.1995. Both 
depart from the Grant County Airport, Moses Lake, Washington. 11 
6:M1 a.m. The f l i g h ~  esch carry 18 participants and the field inskuc- 
tor. V. R. Baker. The flight path if indicatd on h e  Landsat image 
shown in Fig. 13. The flights rewn twice to Grant County Airport. 
once for areststop,once for return at h u t  9:00 am. Total flight time 
is a b u t  2 hrs. 20 mins. 
Featma seen on the fight include the following lm order of 
appearance): (1) Palouse Falls zit Palouse and Snake Riverjunction, 
(2) sueamlined islands and giant current ripples in the Cheney- 
Palouse Scabland, (3) Sprague Lake, (4)CrabCreekchaMe1, ( 5 )  Dry 
Falls, (6) longitudinal grooves above Dty Fdls, (7) M e  h w e  1 
bwer  Grand Coulee, (g) Soap Lake consbiction point, (9) Ephram 
Fmbou~derdepositp,(lO~WestBargim~mcurrentiippl~(ll)mouth 
of Moses Coulee, (12) Potholes Cataract, and (13) Moses Lake 
basaltic smd durn field Many of these site6 are also visited on the 
gmvnd during Field Trip I. 
FIELD TRlP I GUIDE: SEPTEMBER 24-27,1995, 
CHANNELED SCABLAND OF WASHINGTON 
Day O-- September 24,1995 
Moses Lnke, Washtngton 
Orientation Session k00 pm. to 9:QO p.m. 
Day 1- September 25,1995 
Mosm Lake, Wushlngton Area 
= Overflight D e p m  530 km.. Returns 990 a.m. 
Ground Trip Departs lQOO am, Re- 6$!0 p a  
Informal Discurrsion Session, 6:30 p m  to 7:30 p a  
Day 1 Ground M p  
Purpose. To follow along a major channel q s k m  (he La- 
Grand Coulee) kom erosional. h u g h  depositional, srmd then re- 
worked deposits h m  Dry Falls, mss h Ephrata fan, n d  into the 
dunes of the Quincy Basin. The Ephrata fan is a major depositional 
unit that includes sediments of a variety of clllst sizeg md composi- 
tions. Part of the Ephrata Fanmight k a miniature armlag of the Ares 
Vdles landing site. 
R d h g  and~top~escriptbns. (3n September 25.1995, thip 
field trip departs &om the hotel King u d  by the pdcipmte. How- 
ever, h e  road log begins and ends at the Interstate 90 d o f f  ramp 
Exit 176. 
Mlkage 
cum. Inc. 
0.0 I n m e  90 off-ramp at Exit 176. on west side of 
Moses Lake. Wmhington. Take W. Braadway Rd. 
toward demrtorm Moses Cake, 
2.9 2.9 Left on Skatfmd Rd. (On rpome it is INE Rd.). 
4A 15 Notegravelpittoright.Yehickisdrivingoverahuge 
gravel deposit, the Ephrata Fan. Sediments were 
deposited by the catastrophic Mimula Floods. The 
Ephrata Fan emmates from the &and Coulee. Much 
of today's field aip is f m u d  on the Grand Coulee 
and Ephrata Fan; together thwc form a miniawe 
d o g  to Ares ValSis and theMamPathfmder1md"mg 
site reg im 
9.9 55  Note~altcohunruinoutmpmrigh~CoIumns 
famed when the Columbia Platemu W t s  0 1 e d  
(Fig. 14). Thc Columbia Riva B d t  Grnup f l d  
b d t s  were deposited over a pW;d of time from 
about 17 million to 6 Mi y m s  ago ( ~ g ,  Tolan et 
P., 1989). Similar flood basalt5 ocns on the M m  
and probably on Mars. 
233 13.4 Cmer of Smtfd Rd, and 22.7 NE Rd. Sbatford 
grain elevators should be to right. Tun left. 
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Flg. 14. Basalt ~ l u m n s  in small mesa Iocated near Deep takt. Washing- 
ton. P e m  for scale. 
235 03 Tum left onto 23 NE Rd. Note vehicle is traveling in 
Crab Creek channel, a major conduit of Missoula 
Flood waters. 
243 0.8 Intersection of 23 NE Rd. and 5.R. 28. Go skaight. 
across S.R. 28. Stay on 23 NE Rd. 
252 0.9 Turn right onto h t o  Ridge Kd. 
29.7 4.5 Overlook site. Slow vehicle and obsewe the view. To 
left in distance see west wallof Lower Grand Coulee. 
Siraight ahead in distance is B& Lakq formed by 
Dry Falls Dam Dry Coulee is to immediate teR. 
33.7 4.0 Cross Main Canal of he Columbia Basin Project. 
This anal began delivering water born Banks Lake 
ta fmintheColumbiaBasinin 1951 (U.S.Bureau 
of Reclamation, 1978). 
39.5 5.8 "Fum left onto Main S t  in Coulee Cify. 
40.2 0.7 Turn right at 6 SL. before grain elevators, 
403 0.1 Run left onlo WaInut St., which curves tu right and 
k o r n e s  T NE Rd. 
40.8 0 5  Turn left onto U,S. 2. Drive across Dry Falh Dam. 
This earth-fill dam is 2987 m long md 375 m high. 
The darn contains Banks Lake, the mainteservoir for 
irrigaiion in the Columbia Basin (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1978). 
425 1.3 Turn left on S.R. 17, 
445 2.0 Turn left into parking lot. Pmk vehicle. 
STOP 1- DRY FACLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER. 
The Dry Falls is he main cataract which fed 
Missoula Flmd waters dmm the Uppa GrandCoul~ 
to thehwer Grand Couleesystem (Fig. 15). The tky 
Falls are on the order of 5 km wide and 125 m high 
(twice as high and a third wider than N i q m  Falls in 
New York and Ontario). The cataract developed as 
f l o d  waters incised dong h e  axis of the Coulee 
Monocline; the falls cut back into the rock bfrom h 
Soap Lake area to the present location of the cliffs. 
The lmt ion  md shape of the b w e r  Grand Coulee is 
largely oonmllod by the s m w b m  of the momcline. 
The weakened rocks on the steep (45'60") east- 
dipping slope of the m o n o c h  were more w i l y  
eroded by MMisula F l d  waters than the more flat- 
lying basalt beds to the east The lakes at the b s e  of 
Dry Falls were plunge pals, and many k g e  bouders 
are found imnAisteIy dormsi~eam of these p l s .  
The Dry Falls Interpretive Center o p e d  in 1994. 
Esrtnored stay = l hr. 
Depart Dry FallsInterpretiveCente~, -lefton S.R. 
17 (heding mutt). 
T m  left into Sun Lakes State Park. Now on Park 
Lake Rd. 
Tum left m med to Deep Lake. 
Keep to right, proceed onto road with white gare. 
Note basalt w l m  to left and righi (Fig. 14). 
Pull into parking lot and stop vehicle. 
DEEP LAKE. 
This sropoffemanoppxtmityto v i e w t h e h e r  
Grand Coulee from the inside. Deep Lake (Fig. 15) 
was scoured by the Mi mula Fl& . Remnmf buttes 
of basalt are seenin hevicinity. Longitudinal grooves 
m u r  on the surfaces upstream. above Qmzp Lake. 
The grwlvcs ccannot be seem from the lake. one must 
h i e  up the cliffs. Fig. 8 illustratt~ the longitudinal 
grooves in thevicinity.The spacing between longitu- 
dinal grmves range from30 to 60 m. and hey are up 
to3rndeep(Bakerer 1989).Esth1dedstay=45mLrr., 
includes time fw lunch. 
Twm left onto Park Lake Rd.; follow around the cast 
side of Park Lake (lake is te right). 
On right. note hanging valleys an we8tem canyon 
wall (Fig. 16). Hanging valleys me V&u@ md m- 
dicate earlier flwial flow dorm the slope of the 
Coulee Monocline, which was later eroded out to 
h m e  Lnwer Grmd Coulee. 
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Rg. 15. Topqgmphic mup of Dry Falls cataraa Dry Falls Interpdvt h w r  @top 1) ir I m e d  near tap cenwr of figrat, Dacp Lrkc (Stop 2) is at the 
cmra right. Contwr inlewd iu 10 h Each box in the grid is a 1.6 km quare. North is up. Swrce: US. G w l o g i d  a l w y  and Nummedd /1978). 
humsns in uast 10.000 yeam. TQ rim gpectanhar 
Rg. 16. Hanging vallcy (armw) in western w d l  of Lower Grand Coulee 
a- Park take (foregmnd). Valley indicates fluvial cmdilions prior IO 
Missoula Rmds. 
54.9 1.7 On lek note gravel bar blocking the mouth of Jasper 
Canyon. 
5 5 3  0.4 Tum left. back onto 5.R. 17, heading south. 
57.4 2.1 On left, note graver bar bIockiig the mouth of Dry 
Ceulce. 
60.5 3.1 Lenwe M e .  Slow vehicle, this is a g o d  photogra- 
phy site. To left, Lake h o r e  caves, inhabited by 
- - -  
hanging valleys on canyon wall (Fig. 16). 
Soap Lake. Soap lake occurs at a constriaion point 
Dormstreem h this lmtion. Missoula Hood 
waters poured out onto the Ephrata Fan as if hrn a 
noded garden hose (Fig, 17). The flood-scoured 
bo'ttom of SoapLske is 62.5 m below thelake surface, 
although this surface is in nim overlain by 335 m of 
later f l d  gravels. F l d  water emerged from the 
Soap Zake conseiction to Create the Ephrata Fan to 
the immediate south The topography of the flood &- 
posit slopes upward from Soap Lake to rhe bouldery 
portions o f  the Ephrata Fan m the south, attesting to 
the nozzle-like behavior of the f l d  that pouted 
h g h  LIE amstriction point B k  (19T8a) specu- 
lated that r hydraulic j&p mau~ed at this site. Soap 
Lakegetsi~namefrm itsa1kalini~;theprimrrrysdt 
in the I&e is N&rCQ,. 
30.0 3.0 lnterpectim with S.R. 28. Prooaed seaight through; 
remain on S.R. 17. 
70.1 0.1 OakeBre~.Fdginheareaimmediarelysouthof 
Soap Lake is made possible because of rich h e  soils 
deposited in post-Missoula Rood Lake Bretz. To the 
south, the surfax is covered by bu1di.m. h Lake 
Brelz, boulders were buried by P i  sedimmts. 
70.9 0.8 T m  left onto 19 NE Rd. 
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Flg. 17. Tqqnphic mllp of Ephnu Fm v l e x  in the uppcr Qumq 
Basin. A m r  indicate jnlensd surfam flow direcljonr. Cmwr interral is 
50ftNotc1hechangcin w r a p h y  franlowmhigh goingauulhfmmSaap 
Lske mmlhefm. Almnotc thar Mllses Lukcwmpies partottheRo~ky Ford 
Crcck chmntl. Figure fm Nurnmedd (1978). 
72.8 1.9 19 NE Rd. m e s  sharply to right and bewmes B5 
NE Rd. M. 
735 0.7 Along B5 NE Rd, note boulders in the farm fields 
and those along the margins hat  were c l d  from 
the fields. Boulders sre gome of l)se eediment depos- 
ited in Quincy Basin &om the Grmd Coulee. Vehicle 
k driving on the Ephrata Fan. which extends from 
Soap Lake southward past Moses Lake. 
75.8 23 B5 NE Rd. n w e s  sharply ta right. Pro& down 
into Rocky Ford Creek area. Note hulder field on 
plain to righ. 
76.0 0,2 PUUoverasmuchas saMypssibleathelastoutcrop 
on right. 
STOP 3- EPHRATA FAN ROAD CUT. 
This o u m p  illus~ates the W i g  of the Ephraa 
Fam deposit, and alxl shows the range of grain sizes 
depositad within 10kmof &Soap Lakecons~ction 
point. Fig. 18 shows that the outmp exposed at this 
site above the Rocky Ford Creek fish hatchery in- 
cludes both forset beds and channeI fill. The forseu 
are dipping wuh-southeast, whereas the charmel fill 
mawrid cuts through the forse~ M units and is 
generally dipping toward Lhesouthwat. Clasts inthjs 
exposure range up to 0 5  m m diameter (Fig. 18). 
The Ephntta Fan is thwght to have dwdoped 
Irugelylmdefw~fef~Thehighestpanofthsfm~de 
90 rn higher than the swured httarn of Soap Laka 
The Fan consists of a series of lobate depositional 
bars which advanced along slip fzes  (resulting in the 
forset bedding obsened). 
Take a moment to look wpstward. out wer the 
Ephrata Fan from this relatively high vantage point 
Note &at there are many large h l d e r s  m the fan to 
the west, and hat the surface ammtrariom of W- 
ders is variable. Compare this view with Viking 
lander images of h e  martian surface at Cluyse Plani- 
tia and Utopia Planitia. E ~ h e d  stay = 45 &. 
Flg.18, EphrnuFrnmodcmabmthtf irhhr~inRoclryPoalM.  
This location shows Iht naturc of gravel bad8 in the fan. Note forset beds 
dipping to sw~h (righi), wilh mwnfonnaMe charme1 ad m Ihc I& Nde 
that s o m t  of the clasts ue ar big ar Ihc person's head 
76.0 DepartStop3 and mcirmedownhilIpast Rocky Ford 
Creek and fish hatEheq. 
76A 0.4 Turn right onto Hrttchq Rd Rmd uphill. Note 
bouldmy surfam, reminiscent of the Viking lander 
images of Mars. 
77.8 1 A Pun o v a  to right m d  park vehicle. 
STOP b MONSTERS OF ROCK SITE, 
Rocky Ford Creek through which the vehickh~ 
just passed, is thought byBaker(l973) tolx theresdr 
of draining of he Quincy Basin, The drainage was in 
the f m  of high-veImityr amrents pwring south- 
ward, carving out Rwky Ford Creek, which includes 
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Flg. 19. Giant bsdt M d e r  near Rodcy Ford C w k  is 18 rn x 11 m x 8 m in s h e .  This chst m e  f m  IIE Grand Cwlm and was vansportad *t least 
& km f m  the Soap Lake constriction point. Location is R I N .  I127H, SlRJE. 
the Muses Lake M, Wdtt et al. (1994) and Breaet 
d. (1956) prefer to interpret the Rocky Ford channel 
as the result of multiple, smdler Missoula R d s  hat 
poured over the Ephrata Fan later in it!- history. 
Regardless of origin. flow &ugh this channel has 
concentrated large boulders at the surface in this 
lmation. 
The largest boulder on the Ephata Fan is shown 
inFig. 19 . I t i s18mx11mx8miss i ze ,andh~a  
prominent scour crescent in the sediment around it on 
thenorthwest (upstream) side of the boulder.The size 
of this boulder, and the fact h a t  i t  is located at least 8 
km h m  any potential source are& attests Io the 
power of the Missoulr Floods as they poured through 
the Soap Lake conseiction pint Some of the bod- 
ders at this site were measurd in 1995 (by M. 
Golornbek. J. Rice, md K. Edgett) as part of a study 
of terrestrial d o g s  to martian landing sites and 
f l d  depsitp (Coloml& md Rapp, 1995). The put- 
facesn?premted here aremoremky than theViking 
lander sites on Mm. Estimafed stay = I hr. 
77.8 Stop 4 mntinue west on Hatchery Rd. 
785 0.7 Tumleftml0S.R.17.NoteFhangesmbwlderpopu- 
latiom as vehicle d+es south along 3.R. 17. 
823 3.8 Turn right on SR. 282, drive toward Ephrata. Wash- 
ington. Again. obswre lmu1der populations (or lack 
thereof). 
85.0 2.7 Notesiltmom&(Fig.2U)mleRandrigh~'lhearigin 
of such silt mounds has not b resolved, although 
they are found thoughout b e  Chme1ed Scabland 
Flg. 20. Silt m m d s ,  also sumetimcs called "Mima m d s "  (see text). are m m o n  Ihroughou~ the Qlanneld Scabland. 'Iheir origin is t m h ,  but 
vqetaticn trappmg of windblown silt b a likely explanation. The mound thown here is loca~d cn private pmperty at T19N, M8E, S23SE. PtTMXl is OP. 
editor, J. W. Rice Jr. 
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region. ~ p r c s t n x  i n  noted ~ v e r a l  thm m this 
mad log.) The silt mounds am typically c1osely- 
& several meters in diameta; and stand 1-2 m 
high. They wntaitk mostly silt with Borne sand md 
~ w m m o n l y  ~edMMimamunds,"gftersimiIar- 
shaped feamm on the M h a  Rairie wuth of Olym- 
pia, Wshington. True Mima mounds appear to be 
periglacial featura and they amtain coarser materi- 
als (sand, pebb1e.s) than the silt mounds in the Chan- 
neled Scabland Accmd'mg to h e  summary by Waitt 
et d. (1994). m e  possible wigins for the mounds 
include gopher colonies, nlnsff  erosion of silty 
deposits. frost wedging or desication cracking, md 
vegetation ancho~g .  Washburn (1988) favored the 
combined effects of surface nm-ciff and anchoring by 
vegetation ascauses for themom&. Olmskad (1963) 
suggested that the mounds result h m  amlian accu- 
mulation of siIt in depressions (because of higher 
moistureoontent), with subsaquent vegetatim grow- 
ing on the gilt deposits, anchoring additional wind- 
borne silt. 
863 13 Cm&dgravelpittoleftwasusedas4Stop3"on 
the 1978 NASA field trip to the Channeled Scabland; 
(see Nummedd, 1978). 
86.8 05 Turn lehonto Dodson Rd. Tutn is before themihad 
-- 
89.0 2 2  Prooeed m t h  along Dodson Rd. Areas fmed along 
his mad denote the iransition from rmky and mane 106.5 
EphrataEan sedimm~~ tofmer. moresandy sediment 
Farms are typically located in meas where there are 
1065 13 
STOP 5- 
few boulders to clear from the fields. 
lhdmn Rd wmpss~~ Interstate 90. Conhue south 
en Dodson Rd. 
Note dark, m e w h a t  vegetated sand dune to left. 
Vehicle has entered western part of Mosts Me gand 
d m  area. Dunes are reworked horn sand-sized sedi- 
ment deposited at distal end of Efiata Fan. 
Pull over to right and park vehida 
BASALTIC AEOLIAN S A N D  DUNES. 
These parabolic dunes by the side of h h n  Rd. 
represent a fixtion of the larger Mow Lake dune 
field. which extends approximately 30 km from west 
to east The dunes are unusual because they conlain 
604k8046 basalt fithicfragmemts; theremaining sand 
is mostly q u a  (Petsone, 1970). The mafic compo- 
sition conmts with quartz dunes (of similar mor- 
phology and histmy) that are located 40 3un south in 
the Pilsco Barin on the U.S. Department of Energy 
Hanford Nuclear Site (Sd* 1992).TheMosesLake 
thGMissaulaRoods.TheM~~edrmtsrepm 
sent the distal fm sediments of the E p W  Fan 
(Nlmunalat 1978). 
The mafk duns me a &tianat d o g  to 
dlaeg snd windblown sands on M m  (JMgdt m d  
h a t e r .  1 993). M d m  dwm ma typicdly dmk- 
hued. and w a r  to amtain reduced iron and pymx- 
me nthaals, indi&g m a f ~  cornpsitiom (e.g., 
Sing- et al.. 197% Thomas, 1984; Mustard et al.. 
1993; Edgeti and Christeslsen. 1994). 
W'mdb1own sand and dmt were a wmmon pmb 
Iwn fm bmestesders in the Moses Lake areaduting 
the first few decades of this century (Zickler and 
Ribail, f 983), but aeolim activity has been d m -  
ing since the. 1952 consmction of the O'Sullivan 
Dam which contains the Potholes Resehvoir(Pebone. 
1970; Edgetr. 1994). The Potholes R-oir flooded 
a w o n  of the dune field. The region was also 
recenzly affected by volcanim; the 1980 mpions of 
Mount St. Helens, located about 230 h tb the mth- 
west. blanketed the dune areawithu cm of Tme ash. 
Theash stillcovers inactireprbons of hedune field. 
Acaive dues contain a layer of ash at the location of 
theu 1980 slip face (Edgett. 1994). The ash layer is 
e x p d  in some of the dunes at  this stop along 
W n R d . ( R g . 2 l } . h - t y e a r s ( l m ? ) ,  
earth-mwing equipment has k n  used to remove 
m e  of the sand h m  thc dunts at this lwation. 
Est&ed stay = 30 mhs. 
D e p ~  mdnw south on Dodscm Rd, 
dunes formed by aeolian reworking of mostly lmal- 
tic sediments eroded ern the Grand CouIee which Flg. 21. Zlyer (whire) of Mormt St. Hdau 1980 u h  expwed in Mosca 
set04 in water wed by the Quincy Basin during Lake W l i c  d m  near Ihlzcm Rd. 
Noteridgestrpightduwk the Frenchmen HilLP. Ridge 
is formed by anticline fold in the Columbia bssdts. 
This ridge is one of gwernl in the region hat  have 
been omsidered a~ malogs to "winkle ridges" found 
on Mars md the M m  (e.g, Watws. 1988; Reidel et 
d, 1989). Such ridges m cansidered to fonn by 
compression (e,g., P l d a  and Gdombek, 1986). 
w w m e d i n t ~  rheEplmmFmdtrringlfaer~ 
stages of h cahstruphic I- Age W. 
145.0 LO Keep right, IcaveInmmteW atExit 176. EndofDay 
E Field Trip. 
Day 2- September 26,1995 
hake, W ~ t f l g t ~ l l  A m  Tum left onto b h m e n  Hil R d  
Tum leRon S.R. 262, also calledO'SullivanDamRd. * Overflight Departa at 530 a. Re- 9:30 am. 
Ground Trip M~TB 1k00 un, Re- 600 p m  
Mandatory Discussion Sessiolg 630 pm. to 7:30 pm. 
Day 2 Croutld Trfp 
Putposts* To examine additional giant a o s M  atld & p s i -  
t i d  landforms associated with the Misswla Floods m and mar she 
Quincy Basin, pdcularly giant current ripples, slackwater sedi- 
ments, scour and catarxt features, and a giant lmdslide deposit. It is 
possible that some of these f e a m .  such as giant current ripples. 
might be present at or near the Are3 Yallis landing site for Mars 
Pathfiteder. 
RoadLogdS top  DsscripHo~~~. On Sepmbw 26,1995, this 
field trip from he hotel k ing  used the participants. 
However, the road log begins st the Interstate 90 d o f f  ramp. Exit 
176. This trip inwolves much dtivmg; thus it Is essential for mci- 
pmC5 to stick to a tight schedule in order to see all of the geologicd 
features. 
Slow vehicle. look left past farmed areas. Ridges and 
hills visible here are the s a d  dunes, M s r  to L ~ E  
dunes at Stop 5. Also cm see PothoIes R e m i r  
toward the fronuleft. 
En* O'Sullivan Dam Potholeg Reservoir k to 
left. l 3 r u m h U ~  Channels m right. The O'SuKvan 
Dam. 5.6 h long and 61 rn high, ormtains the 
Potholes Resetvok. Built in 1952, the dam and reser- 
voir catch nmoff from irrigated farmland. and allow 
the water to be recycled once more. fm f m  to the 
south. befort rejoining the Columbia River system 
W.S. Bureau of ReclamarEon 1978). The Potholm 
Reservoir floods an area that used to have active sand 
dunes in the north, and the I)nunhelFer ranch on 
Low= Crab Creek in the south (I3rmhe11er, 1982). Mllage 
cum. Inc. Thechannels te the right of the dam are named for the 
I)rumheUer family.The humhe1Ier ChanneIs formed 
as a spillway as f l d w a t e r s  pourad out of the Quincy 0.0 Int-e 90 on-mp at Exit 176, m west side of 
Moses Lakc Get on Interstate 90. k d h g  wegt Basin wer this low, eastern end o l  the Frenchmen 
Hills ridge. 
23.7 23.7 Get off Interstate 90 at Exit 151. Turn right, head 
mward S.R. 281 (nwth). Good view of Dmmhe,Uer channels to right. Note 
dipping of basalt layers, indicating the folded anficli- 
nal nature of the Frenchmen Hills. 
Another good view of Dnunheller C k w m l s  to right. 
333 7.7 In Quincy, hrm left omo S.R. 28. Teleff. LindCoulec enters Porholes Resenoir. Some 
of he wata  that on= filled Quimcy Basin during the 
Missoula F l d  came through Lid Coulee (Fig. 3). 40.7 7.4 Tum left a! Crescent Bar Rd. Follow Bigns for"'creg- 
cent Bm Recreation Area" 
Turn left, onto S.R. 17. 
41 A 0.7 Vehicle parking and tum-md is on right. 
Crossing Lind Coulee. 
SrOP 1- WESC BAR GIANT CURRENT RIPPLES AND 
SLACK WATER QEPOSlTS. Teleftp~tfilrmed~notehkdmeridgesof the 
eastem end of the Moses Iake dune fidd. Overlook and  lackw water outnop are on left, 
about 0.1 mi. back up the road. 
Turn left, on-ramp for Intersrate 90. Giant current rippIes are pbabIy du mmt con- 
vincing fc~ture that indicates the magnitude of the 
mastrophic Missoula Fl&. This viewpint h v e  View of Moses Lake. The lake formed by dmmhg 
of Rocky Ford md Crab Creeks by the eastward 
advance of the sand dunes, located to the wurh 
(Peaone, 1970). The charmel filled by M o s ~  Cake 
the Columbia River offers an o-ty to 6ee one 
of the best-developed rippIe bars in the region, Uu: 
swnd stop on this trip b l o w )  d m  participants a 
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Fhancetowalkon aimilsrrippIes. WestBarislwated 
on the western side of the Columbia River, It is best 
to visit h e  site early in h morning, to see the 
topographic relief at low sun-angle (Fig. 9). 
The West Bar ripples are about 8 m high and 
spaced It0 m apart. The gedments in these ripple 
consist mainly of gravel awl hulders np to 1.4 m in 
diameter (Baker, 1973). The maximum depth of the 
flood waters that poured rhrough this region and over 
the ripple bed was about 200 rn. 
Crescent Bar, another coarse gravel deposit, is on 
the w t  side of the river, W t h  this viewpoint Thc 
gravels of Crescent Bar have an werlying set of 
rhythmite bedF.Therhythmites are he-grained (sat. 
aand) slack watm deposits. representing a time of 
low-energy flow as might oonu in an area where 
Mimula Flood waters w a e  pmdd Such pondmg 
occurred at this site. The slack warn sedimen!~ indi- 
cate multiple p a i d  of flooding in the region. There 
was more than on, Miswula Flood. Indeed, Waitt 
(1980) showed evidence suggesting t h a ~  them has 
been more than fotty floods in the Charmeled Sca- 
bland system. Fig. 22 shows a layer of volcanic ash 
exposed htheslrmckwaterdeposi~s.This~~hisparto~ 
theMount St HeIensSetS ashdated at about 13,000 
years bcrorepresent. See Baker ( 1  989) for addjtimal 
information about this site. Est W e d  stuy = 45 mlw. 
41.4 Depart Stop 1, go h c k  therevememute. u p C m m t  
Bar Rd to S.R. 28. 
422 0.8 Tum left st stop sign, onto S.R. 28. 
Flg. 22. Sla&water dimmu on enst side of Colmbim River gorgenear 
Creaeent and West Ban. Whip layer m middle of photograph is m e  of Ihe 
lhreeMcunt St HdensSetuS"~h,da~atapp&a~ly I3,Wlyesmsgo. 
This dalc given sane mstraint on the age of W n w l a  Floading. 
71.2 0.4 
STOP 2- 
On lefr, Y iew of West Bar gimt nment riple8. 
Anorher view of West Bar r~ left. A h  mte that 
vehicle is driving down into tht Colmbin Riva 
gorg= 
To right, vehicle is entering the mouth of Moses 
Coulee, a Migwula Flood charmel that fed M y  
into the Columbia River system. 
Note hanging raUey~ in Mow Coulee walk a right 
T h e  V - s h e  w i n g  valleys rqmmnt d m  
charmels that emptied into Moses Coulee. prior to 
massive f l d .  
RockZslad Dam comes intoview. RockIdand Dam 
was armpleted in 1933. and is located at the site of 
rapids which p m d  wer pre-flwd larmdslide d e p -  
its of giant basalt h l h  tha~ came km rhe w a t  
side of the Columbia River valley (Wain d Atwa- 
term 1989). 
Note basalt colunms to right. 
To left note wtcmps on the other side of the CoIum- 
bia River are no longer basalt, but other rocL Itypes. 
Vehicle has driven out of Columbia Bsalt  area. 
Traffic Iight at Orant Rd -on. Contirme 
saaight on S.R. 28. get into left lane and follow signs 
toward Wenatchee. 
Keep left. go m a  Steveh~ St Bridge. Stay in left 
Iane. 
Turn leftontoMigsimbt, following s i p  toMalaga 
Turn left mto Marr St Sign m right says "Mdaga- 
Alcoa*' 
At stop sign, turnright onto Wenatchee Are Vehicle 
is now headed wruthwd cm west side of Columbia 
River. Wenatchee AwakmmMalaga-Alcoa Wwy, 
Tumright onto WestMalagaRd. R a a d n n v ~  &atply 
m right within 0.05 mi. 
MALAGA GIANT CURRENT RIPPLES. 
The Malaga rippIes (Fig. 10) are mainly m- 
posed of pebbl~b. Waitt a d. (1994) mted that there 
somegneiss and quartz di&te bwldets in the &- 
p s i ~  FIS well. Thc mix- af lithoIogits reflmts the 
composition of bedrock ups- which in this area 
does not include much basalt These ripples are 
thought to be young relative t o o h  Scabhdripples; 
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they & not have an overlying Glaciw Peak ash 103.7 10.8 
deposit 'that is dated at a h t  11,250  pas^ b~fm 
present (Wain and Atwater, 1989). 
This site was selected to offer @+ts an op- 108.3 4.6 
@ty to walk m a  getofgiant currentripples.The 
perspective gained a this site could prove useful if 109A 1.1 
Mars Pathfinder h a m  to land on asimilar deposit 
Estimated Slay = 45 minr. 
110.2 0.8 
712 Depart Malaga ripple site. Turn left onto W e t  Ma- 
Taga Rd 110.4 0 2  
71.7 05 Turn left, back mto Mdaga-Alma Hwy. 111.1 0.7 
77.6 5.9 Turn left onto M m  SL 111.4 03 
77.7 0.1 Tum right onm Mission St, S T O P S  
77.8 0.1 T m  right onto Stevens St, drive back across, bridge 
overrhe ColmbiaRiver. Keepright, follow signs for 
S.R. 28. 
83.0 5.2 To ri& note MaIaga giwt current ripple5 can be 
seen in profda h n  auoss the river. The riverward 
side of the ripple field has been mmcated by later 
fluvial action. 
92.9 9.9 Moses Coulee visible. to 3eR Continue fonowing S.R. 
28 up out of Columbia River gorge. 
k right .t sign for "Public F e  hblic H a t -  
mg." Grsvtl rod, m s s  te left almost immedintely. 
Keq kft. 
Turn ria& park vehicle. 
POTHOLES CATARACT. 
Hike appximately 0.20.3 mi. m right (mth- 
west). See Fig. 23 for map. Poh1w Cataract is me 
of four main spillways by which flaad waters ponded 
in Quincy Basin poured out of the temporary lake in 
which the Ephrata Fan was deposited. There me 
c ~ a c t  sites (Frenchmen S*gs, PothoIe~, and 
Crater Coulee) plus the Dmmhe11a Channefs muth 
of Potholes Reservoir, 
Like Dry Falls. the Potholm Catarm might have 
been initiad d e r  water. The distinct horgeghoe 
shape is caused by hdward erosion of the lndrmk. 
The cataract wm p b b l y  an eff~ient humel dllring 
FIg.23. ToposrapAicmrpdthePaho~~naCan~iushnpewirhthaofrhcDryFrIlrinFq.lS.~uClt.Mfamodby~afQaincr 
Basin &rit fiiltd with hfissoula flood w ~ n :  D 8 s d  lint indicates hike for Stcrp 3. Conunrr intcnnE i n  10 R, u& box cn the grid is abaZ 1.6 bn. M a t h  
ir up. d US. Gwhgigical Survey md Baker and Nummcdd (1978). 
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128.3 2.0 Columbia River is in gorge to r igh~ 
131.6 3 3  Keepright. 
Flg. 24. View to west-roulhwest of Dusty Lake from edge of #wrbem 
Potholcs Cataracl. 
rnaxhum flood conditions, drawing the water m- 
facesharply down overthecntaractscmp and pduc- 
ing intensely mured reas M o w  (Baker, 1978b). 
7his site is the muthem of two Potholcs Cataracts. 
The lakes in this area an frnmed in scoured zones. 
The Iake down below the cliff at h i s  site is Dusty 
take (Fig. 24). i%inraXedstay = I hr,pwsibk l m h  
stop. 
111.4 Depart Potholes Cataract site. turn right 
1 13.4 0.7 Keep left (mad curves to left). 
113.6 0 2  Turn right onto U NW Rd. 
1 18.3 3.7 Turn left on Bev. Burke Rd Follow signs to "1-90." 
118.9 0.6 Turn right an S.R. 281. Follow signs to "1-90." 
120.4 15 Turn right. On-ramp to Interstate 90, going west. 
123.7 3 3  On lefi, note Frenchmen HilIs, a"wrinkleridge"ana- 
log. as discussed in Day 1 (mile 1075) field notes. 
1263 2.6 On right, in distance. note of white mamial. 
These are outcrops ofdiatomaceous rock (diatomite) 
interbedded with Columbia Basalts. The diatomite 
indicates h e  presence of a lake in between episodes 
of basalt f l d i n g  during the M i m e .  Stop4 (below) 
will also relate ta h e  existence of lakes and ponds 
between lava flow events. 
Go right, leave h m t a a  90 a? Exit 137 to S.R. 26. 
Keep left, stay on S.R. 26. Notaqua-kh climbing 
sand dunes to IeR The &ern Columbia River 
hansportr, q u m  gand h m  the north sand 
conbasts with the bapdtic srmds of the Moses Lake 
dune field. 
Cmfully pull over to right. Get wt of vehicle, and 
vmy carefully crosr the road to visit wtcrop on left 
Watch for high-speed trficl 
The outcrop m the left c a n t a h  excellent ex- 
amples of basaltic pillow lava shwtures. Pillows 
fm when basalt flows underwater. This outcrop is 
an indication of the presence of lakes on the Colum- 
bia Plateau at the time of b d t  emplacement. 
While this site is not diectlyrelated to the name 
and histmy of the Missoda Floods. the outcrop of 
basalt and palagonite is dirmtly relevmt to ~ m - a n d  
the Mars PaMidm mission. Palagonire is an amor- 
phous (non-crystalline), iron oxide w d  silica gel that 
forms when basalt is avpted into a water-rich mvi- 
mnment or when basaltic ash is weatherd. In this 
case. the basaltwssentpteddktly intowam. Palago- 
nite so far appears to k the k t  visible and near- 
infrared sptra l  analog to much of the surface mate- 
rid onMars (seereview by Sdablom. 1992; also see 
Roush and Bell, 1995). The Imager on Mars Path- 
finder (IMP)should be able to distinguishpalagonidc 
materials et the landing site, if present (Reid and 
Singer, 1995). Eslimded stay = 30 &. 
133.6 Depart Stop 4. continue east on S.R. 26. 
137.9 4.3 View of Saddle Mountains straight ah& Ftemh- 
men HiL to left. Both are anticlinal fold ridges cited 
as possibIe analogs to "wrinkle ridges" on other 
planets (e.g., Reidel et al., 1989). The Viking 1 lander 
landed on a wrinkle ridge in Cwse Planitia (Binder 
et d., 1977>, and a wrinkle ridge wms at the eastern 
ermd of Mars Pathfider's landing ellipse in Ares Vd- 
lis. 
157.9 20.0 To right, Cmfu Lwndslide on &e Saddle Momrains 
comes intoview-Next stopwdlofferschmtoview 
the landslide area 
160.8 0.1 h U  aver to right and park vehicle. 
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LNDlVlOUAL SLIDE OOUNOARY: DASHED WHERE S I U H I C I C I I W  
AMOUM OF  SLID^ MATERIAL REMOVED BY E ~ O S I O N  
--A 
0 1000 ZOO0 FEST SCALE I lJ f .3M 
-
(I 300  100 METERS 
PLOW LINE 
- 
TRACE OF f lESTLlHL OF l l l W E  OR HUMMOCK INDIVIDUAL SLIDE O C l l ~ M A T I O H  IN RELATIVE 
IN  LAHDSLtDf  DEBRIS CHROHOLOGIC ORDER R A I L R O A D  
F16 25. Co& llnn&lidc At 1-n 24 sqmwe hnddidu O E C P ~  here foUOwing MisMnla R d a  M4u w u  to tbc nath (up). Slr& from 
Lewis (1985) with perinhion of thenif &sot, V. R. Baker. Linw marltod A-A', B-B', and C-C mdicae arwr reaionr, na ~hown. 
STOP 5-- VIEW OF CORFU LANDSDE, 
The C h  W I i &  on Ihe Man slope of the 
Saddle Mountains resulted bom a mbination of a 
relatively wetclimate and repeatedcatastrophic flood- 
ing in the CIhanneIed Scabland. Lewis (1985) esti- 
mated that nemly 1 h' of basalt md sedimentary 
rock slid off of the SaddIe Mountains in a series of at 
least 24 separate trents (Fig. 25). The giant f l m d  
events probably undercut the slope, allowing for 
slumping to occur. Smaller floods modified some of 
the landslide deposits. Some 1andsIides were pmba- 
bly induced by seismic events. The earliest Corfu 
landslide deposit if about 13.000 years old. the most 
recent ones f o d  about 3.000 y e m  ago (Lewis, 
1985). Estimated sfay = 30 A. 
160.8 Depart Corfu M I i d e  viewing site Continuenorth 
on D SE Rd. Along the mad M i g  the drive uphill. 
sumeerratichulders,mfd to the siteby ice floesin 
the Mmula M w-, can be identifi J m the 
mthwn slopes of the h h m m  Hills. 
165.7 4.9 Twn right onro 12 SB Rd. 
169.8 4.1 k l e R o n  HSE Rd. 
1723 2.5 Slow vehicle and lwk toright for wewiew of h- 
heller C h d s .  Review Day 1 mad log (mile; 122.1 
and 122.4) for more i d m a t i o n  
1728 05 Slow vehicle. View of DnnnheIkr Channels to right, 
Pathaleg R m o i i  sbaight a)tead Islands at the 
north a d  of the m o i r  (m distance, a h d )  were 
once active. basaltic smd dunes.lhc dunes wacsub 
sequesltly fldd and erodedndy flat by the wind. 
173.3 0 5  hwleaddo~.obseningthclandscapeah9adand 
to the right. 
5 4 Mars Parhflnder Landing Sire Wurkphop I1 
175.2 0.8 Entering O'Sullivan Dm. Review rodlog komDay 
1. The purpose ofcumlng this way again is to place 533 1.7 
the Day 2 stops back into context with the geological 
features seen on Day 1. 
185.1 9.9 kIeftatstopsighonmS.R.17.  
55.0 1.7 
195.0 9.9 Turn left for on-ramp to lnwstare 90. 
198.1 3.1 Ktcpright.leavcZntcrstake90at Exit 176.Endof Day 
2 Field Trip. 555 0 5  
Day & September 27,1995 
RItzvilleSpokane, Washingtan Area 
G r o d  Trip Departs Mow LBkC a 8:30 am 
Arrive in Spokane, Washington. 300 pm. 
- Field Trip I ends in Spkane at 3:00 p m  
Day 3 Ground Trip 
Pupose. To inveotigare erosional and depositional landforms 
of the upper Cheney-Palouse Scabland ma, The lmdformf include 
scoured bapalt flows and s!mmlined islands capped wilh loess. 
Participants will climb up onto a streamlined island to gnin a 
perspective on the name of lhese important landforms. Similar 
islands and mur features are apparent in Viking orbiter images of 
the Ares Vdis  l ad ing  site area on Mms (Greelcy t t  al, 1977: 57.8 12 
Golombek et al.. 1995). 
RoadLQgadSiop D=cr@ivn& Qn September 27.1995. this 593 15 
field trip departs from the hotel being used by the participants. How- 
ever, theroadlogbegins atthehtersrate90on-rampat Exit 176.The 
trip ends at the Division St. exit in Spokane. Interstate 90 Exit 281. 59.4 0.1 
Participants are delivered to hotel or ahpn after the trip. 
595 0.1 
Mllagc 
rum. he .  603 0.8 
0.0 Interstate 90 on-ramp r west side of Moses M e  60.4 0.1 
(Exit 176). Get an I n t m ~ a k  heading east. 
STOP 1- 
445 445 Keeprlgh&leaveInterstate96atExitZ1.TumleA 
on WarhntcnaRd which hamesBauman Rd ahead 
at the M c  light Continue spraight on Baumlm Rd.. 
through the 4-way slap. 
45.4 0.9 Twn right at stop sign, onto Wellsmdt Rd 
48.3 3 3  Beetle sculpeure te right. 
50A 1.7 Turn right onto McCd1 Rd* 
505 0.1 To left, m disknce, note Fvst view of butte-end-basin 
type wbland and suamhed 1-s islands. 
Note silt mounds to left Review Day 1. mile 85.0 
now for more i d m a t i o n  on silt m o d .  
Entering butte-and-baem topogiaphy of the -- 
Pelawe Scabland bact ?his ares was scoured by the. 
Missoula Fl& a x p m g  and d i n g  the undaly- 
ink Columbia basalts. 
Note maadhd loess i s l d  ta lef~, right, and 
ahead Stredined islandsoccur m and nem heMars 
Pathfmder landing tlIipse in Ares Vallis. 
Tum right onto Marengo Rd, heading south Vchicle 
will drive up and over a lopss island. 
Roadcut throughlotss depositvisibIeanlight h 
is h name given to windblown silt deposits mist- 
ing mainly of quartz, feldspar, mica, clay minerah, 
andcarhtegrains(Pye, 1987) .hs i scommdy 
made up of grains in the 2 M 0  p n  range, and thick 
&psi& usually farm cohesive, vatical cliffs (Pye, 
1987). The Palouse loass of mtem Washington. of 
which this kland surface is composed, originated 
largely by glacial mu, probably foIlowed by trans- 
port in glacial meltwater -& followed by en- 
~ainment and depositionby wind. The loess &ps i& 
provide excellent, moisture-retaining soil for farm- 
ing. Windblown dust deposits are ~ n n m o n  on M m  
(Christerrsen. 1986). thus the propenies of loess am 
relevant to the exploration of Mars (Framis, 1988). 
Slow vehicle. aood view of 1- islandg to leR. 
Rod goes from pvbd b gravel. Tran righ~ follow- 
Ing signs m w d  "Harder's H&ety." 
Stop sign at railroad massing. 
T m  righ~ follow sign t o w d  "Harder's Hatchery." 
Pull over to right 
MARENGU W O A D  CUT. 
Theoutcropisonprivate~operty(notownedby 
the railroad). Obtain permission to visit the ~ite. The 
raiboad cut is located approximately 02 mi. to the 
righ~upadirtroadovergrownby grasses. Hieupthe 
road to the old mihad bed, TLnn left at he railroad 
bed. outcrop is risible ahead. 
This site provides excellent cvidmm that mors 
than one flwd passed through the Chemy-Palowe 
Scabland andprovidainsightintofhcfactthatsome 
of these floods predate the Wisoonsin glaciatian 
h a t e d  with the most recent Mimula F l d  
(17.OML1~000 years ago). Lacs deposits on top of 
ancient gravels in a variety of locations in the Ch- 
eney-Palouse scabland suggest at Least six major 
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episodes of pre-late W m i n  floods (hfchdd 
and Busacce. 1988). The earliest such epimde is 
thought to have marred more than 790,000 years 
ago, the most re~ent  jxe-Iate Wisconsin floods hap 
pened about 42,000 to 36,000 years ago (Busacca et 
al.. 1989; McDonald md Bussrxa, 1988). 
The railtoad cut goes through apmdmt bar at the 
m t h  end of a large loess island about 1 km From 
Marengo. Washington. The outcrop mtains two 
coarse f l d  gravel lay- sepmted by three layers of 
loess and calcic (cdche) mil horizons (Fig. 26).The 
lower flood gravel rqmsents pewisconsin age 
floods. The upper gravel ig from the most recent 
f lod i i ,onIyab~ut  13,OOOyears ago.Baker(1978c) 
discusses the Marengo outcrop in more detail. 
With respect to Mars. this sire is im-t be- 
cause t serves as a reminder as to the nafure of the 
deposits on the tail end of a saeamlined island (Ma- 
ton, 1973; Baker, 19T8d). The streamlined islands on 
Mars Iikely contain gravel and hulders deposited by 
floods. Esrimoted stay = I Ar. 15 mim. 
60.4 T m  vehicle mmd, depart Step 1 by going reverse 
route, back rn McCall Rd. 
65.1 4.7 lntasection of M m g o  Rd. and McCall Rd. Note 
that McCdl Rd. k m n e s  Benge Rd to right. Turn 
right. 
SOIL cepmhYlw Q r E m P T I I N  
H O R f ~  
67.0 1.9 Railroad masing. Note Ioegs island to right at ap 
proximately he 2:M) position This i d d  will kths 
site of Stop 2. 
69.2 2.2 Turnright onBengeRimdIeRcL (Note that themad 
the vehicIc WEIS on b now called M d a l l  Rd wain). 
69.4 0 2  Tum right onto p e t  road. (Bengt-Riaville Rd 
navs shsrply to left a d  is paved). 
70.7 13 End of p v e l  mad at gata. 'hn vehicle amund h e  
(it might not be obvious, but h p e s  have tmd 
around here in the past). 
STOP% STREAMWINEDLOESSISW. 
This island m on privateprrrperty pig. n). 
Obtain permissia ta visit the site. With permimion. 
p ~ s  through gated fmceonleft (east sideofroad) and 
walk up, onto the island along w a v e r e d  dirt 
mad. 
A topgraphEc msp of this relahely smalI island 
k s b w n i n F i g . ~ . l t r i s e ~ 3 7 m a b o v e t h e ~ -  
ing scabland main. The islsnd is w e d  with 
Plg. 27. Twrupbic rmp of the lous d m d  visited in S t q ~  2Iht ~ * r d  
Flg. 26, Stratigraphic 4 a 1  at h e  M r q o  railrod crk The loess md is lwtcd on private property. QnsM m r  rmih qqmxhe1~plh toclimb 
lower p v e l  uniu qmscnt f ld ,  wind, snd soil-forming tpirodes that ialand. Cmmur inlewd u 10 k, large h is Id km Nonh is u p  $auce: 
predsk the l a - W i i n  M i a m l a  Floods. Souroe: Ntrmmodd (1978b U, S. Gwlogical Suncy 75 min. M m g o ,  Wldrmglon QudrmgIe, 1464. 
56 Mars Pattginder hndinp Site Workshap lf 
grass% md is sometimes planted with v. The 
island is one of many remnants of the Palourn loess in 
the Cheney-Palouse Scabland. Suepmhed islands 
simiIar to this ocnu in the A m  Vallis M a s  PPath- 
fmder landing site region (Golmbek et al., 1995; 
Kornabuetal, 1995).Itispossiblethattlrespaoecraft 
willlandnearmeoEtheseislandP.Noticethatnmer- 
ous other Iwss islands can be szm from the vantage 
point of the top of the island at Stop 2. Perhaps Mars 
Pathfinder will have a similar view after it I d s .  
Theloas islands of the Chmey Palow Scabland 
wicdy hwe sharp and steeply-sIoped upsweam 
ends. steep. faceted flanks, and long. tapering down- 
smem tails (Patton md Baker, 1978). Some of these 
streamlimed islands were me~1mp1ctely submerged, 
others were partly submerged or nor gubmerged by 
the catasbophic floDds (Pattan and Baker, 1978). 
This particular island was probably not submerged. 
E s l d e d  s i q  = 2 hs., h c l u d e ~  ;k for I w h .  
Deparslassisland site. Retrace mute back to M&aU 
Rd. 
Turn right at intersection between McCd Rd. and 
Benge-Rimille Rd. 
On left. noteroad cut through gravel bar, with cdiche 
layesattopofseaion. Sedirnentsbeneathcalicherep 
resent d i s c o n s i n  aeolian and f lmd evenu. See 
Patton and Baker (1978) for more infomation about 
thewtcmps along McCall Rd intheCneney-Palouse 
Scabland. 
McCall Rd. becomes a gravel road. 
Buband-basin h e r  c h e l  of McElroy Cr& 
NcCall Rd. becomes Lammt Rd, ahead 
b o n t  Rd, and R e v m  Rd. mt-tion. Keep left 
(paved rod). Drive though town of h o n t .  
Tum left onto S.R. 23, head north toward Sprague. 
Tum rigkt to on-ramp for Interstate 90, north of Spra- 
gue. Head east toward Spokme. 
Nose saeamlmed islands to right and l e b  
NOW Btraamlirted islands and Granite Zakc(fol10wed 
by Willow Lake) to tefc Lakes repraent flood- 
mmed -. 
Keep right, leave herstate90 at Exit 281. the Divi- 
sionStexitinSpokm.EndofDay3 FieldTrip.End 
ot Field Trlp I. 
FIELD TRIP IT GUIDE SEPTEMBER 3 4  1995, LAKE 
MISSOULA BREAK-OUT, WASHlNGTON AND IDAHO 
Day 0- September 29,1995 
Spokane, Washington 
Way 1- September 34 1995 
Northeasterm Washington, Northern Idaho 
Purpoge. This ' h i p i n v d g a ~ ~ h i c ~ f e a h p e s  frmn 
the MeMissaula breakat srea at take Pend Oreille. Idaho. dam- 
swam through the Rathdrum Prairie, Spokane Valley. and into the 
Cheney-Palouse Scabland. Glacial Cake Missoula was p d e d  be- 
hind md broke through ice d m  in the vicinity of muthem M e  
Pend OreilIe. to carve the Channeled Scabland. Participants will 
examine landform similar m those that might be found in the Mars 
Pathfinder landing site region in Ares Valles. rmch as giant currertt 
ripples and sawdined islands. Participants will also observe fea- 
tures created by the powerful scouring and erosion caused by the 
Missoula Floods, Multiple flmds might have nnmed in someof the 
martian outflow channels (e.g.. Rice md DeHon. 1995; Mmre et al, 
1995). thus participants on this field trip will alw have the oppom- 
nity to ponder evidence that multiple f l d  pured through the 
Spkilne area 
RoodLog andStopDrscriptbns. On Sepember30,1995. this 
field aip d e w  frwn the hotel be'mg used by the participants. 
However, lh is  road log begins md Ends at the Interstare 90 on/off 
ramp at Division St. in Spokane, Exit 281. 
Mileage 
rum. lac. 
0.0 Gct m Interstate 9Q at Division St. m-rsq ( K t  
281), heading east. 
299 29.9 L a v e  Intmtate W at Exit 12 in Cantr D' Alenc, 
Idaho. Kcep left, get on Y.S. 95 h d i  nmth. 
48.4 185 Turn right onto S.R. 54. 
523 3 9  Traftic circle. Follow signs towmd Famagut Srate 
Park. 
52.7 0.4 Keep right, then bft, to Fmagut State Park Visitor 
Center. Idaho. 
52.9 0.2 Parking lot ar Visitw Center. Park vehicle, driver go 
inside, pay day-use f e ,  obtain putk map. Field b-tp 
padcipmts on September 30,1995. do ncd have time 
la see the Visitor Center. It pmidrrr m infomatiom 
relevant to the Missoula Roods. 
D e p t  Visitor Centerpuking lot. F m g u t  Stat~Park 
opened as such in 1966. From 1942 to 1945, this 
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MONTANA 
I 
CORDILLERAN ICE SHEET 
Flg28. Cilaei*ILrlw~~+behindmioedrml~ad~tthcwedend~fLeQlftMh~=L.kcPeadChdaeblocuod'beawh 
the ice labe rnarkd'lCE DAM." 'Ihcttgian rrormd Spokm Wasngtgm,ir lpbclcd "Smdy a ~ " W r e  thir f i ~ m  ames fmm a US. Gcdogicrl Smvey 
rcpat on the SpokuK. Aquifer by Molmasr (1988). 
loeation was ttte site of tk Fanagut Naval Training 
Sration The Navy base wasr convertad into n college 
that was usad between 1946 and 1949, then the land 
was deeded to the state of ld&o as a nature presexve 
before becoming a state p k  (Merriam. 1975). 
53.1 03 Twn right anto South Rd. 
5 6 1  3.1 k r i g h t  at'Slmrise Day Urn Area" sign. Keep left. 
toward ' W i o w  Day Use Area" 
56.4 0.2 Pmk vehicIe at Waow Day Use Area. 
STOP 1- LAKE PEND OUETUE AND LAKE MISSOWLA 
BREAK-OUT AREA. 
The catarbophic floods which w e d  the Chan- 
neled ScabIand of Washington began with the drain- 
ing of take Misgoulr The h I 1  Trench Lobe of h e  
Cordilleran Ice Sheet a-tly advanced sweral 
times inta the location of pmlt-day h k e  Pend 
Oieille, bloelring off rlst Clark Fork Rivavnllcy that 
enters P a d  Oteille in the cast (Fig. 28). Thc glncial 
lobe formed an ice dam. This dam broke and re- 
formed several times (the ex- numk is d l  &- 
b a t & ~  WaitretaL (1994})duhghperiodahut 
12,000-17.000 y e m  ago. Each time that the dam 
broke, UeMhulaww&aindMmhofthewater 
pow4 right through the gouthwegtern end of Lake 
Pend Oreille, whae this field stop is locatsd It is 
useful laere to examine smap such as shown in Figs. 
1 and 28. rn see themtext of Lake Pend Oreifleas the 
break-out site for the Migsoula Eloods. 
Lake Pend OreilFe is m e  than 350 mrus d q ,  
a d  is impounded by gIacial m& atthis site. The 
lake has a U-shaped floor. thus it is likely that the 
b l E  Trench ice lobe was in part responsible for 
caning out this lakc 
This material is: swmarized h m  Brockcmidgs 
(1989b) and Othberg and Breckemidge (1992). Esri- 
70.0 1.2 
STOP 2- 
w e d s t a y  = l hr, 
k p m  Willow Day Use Area. 
TSum right onm Soulh Rd, 
Slew vehicle. Overlmkathke Pend W i l e  toright. 
Slow vehicle. Overlook to right. 
Tum left a~ stop sign in Bayview. 
Sbw vehicle. View of take Pend Oreille ta left. 
Road reenters Farragut Stare Pmk. 
Road curves to right, becomes Smylie Blvd. (also 
S.R. 54). 
Follow traffic circle around toward left, toward town 
of AlhoI, Idaho (stay on S.R. 54). 
A m  Idaho. Intersection between S.R. 54 and U.S. 
95. Go seaight, stay on S.R. 54. Fig. 29. Road cut thrwgh m t  of a gimt c u m  ripple sr Spirit L8ke, 
Idaho. Cum shows general ghape of rhe ripple nwt A m w  indiclnes 
Entering Spirit Lgkegiantnmentripplefield. Watch persln for scale. 
for giant ripple forms out left and right windows. 
Giantcmen~ ripples are hemost convincing features 
relating LO h e  origin of the ChmeId  Scabland, 
because hey contain clash that range in sizes born 
pebbles to boulders bat could only have been mans- 
ported in catasbophic floods, 
Signal to turn Ieft. Parking will be on left. Do nor nun 
vehicle around. Watch for traffic. 
SPIRlT LAKE GIANT CURRENT RIPPLES. 
Site is a road cut through a giant ripple crest. 
Examine the size of clasts included in this ripple (also 
see Figs. 29,301. These ripples are on the order of 
6-10 m high, mdcovered with apine forest(Fig. 11). 
TheSpirit Lakeripples formed inare1atively"bw 
energy" envimnment as Missoula Rood water di- 
verged at this lwation around the mounhimus area 
to the west which includes Rathdnun Mountain and 
Spokane Mountain. The soulhcmchgnneI i s  the Rath- 
d m  hairie. The road log next takes the panjciplmr 
south though his channel to an overlook site (Stop 
3, bclow). E . d h e d  Staj = 30 minr. 
70.0 Depart Stop 2 Continue in original direction (west) 
on S.E. 54. Note dcph of t~oughs between giant 
ripples. 
73.4 3.4 Turn left on S,R. 41 ar the slop s i g n  Leaving Spirit 
Lakeripple field. Note that the body of water known 
as Spirit Lake is located about 0.25 mi. to the right 
(west). but it cannot be seen though the -5. 
Fig. 30. Phuwgraph of radimcmn cxw in the d cm thrca~gh the crut 
of the giant current rippIt show in Fig. 29. Most of thmc pebblu md 
cobbles were previously m d e d  and slnppDd f m  g l a d  moraine d e p i t n  
at rhc swlh md of Wtc P d  Oreille md deposited here by he M i s d  
F l d s .  
835 10.1 Turn left just before rhe town of R a h d n m  Idaho. 
Follow signs for S.R. 41 south 
83.8 0 3  Turn right, continue following signs for S.R. 41. 
Drive south on S.R. 41 toward Post Falls. Idaho. 
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Keep righr. get on Intersrate 90 at on-ramp located 
about 2 mi. east of Post Falls, Idaho. 
D ~ ~ J I  Stop 3. Qrive back down Broken Lance Rd, 
mrightonta Quinimose Rd, fonow k k  aLibmy 
m e  Rd. 
h a v e  Interstate 90 at Exit 296 off-ramp. 
Lihty Lake Rd inrerso~ts WithLilmty R d . k l e f t  
at stop sign. Tum left unto Liberty Lakc Ud, Washington. 
Liberty Lake Rd and L i k t y  Rd inbmedon. Keep 
righr. stay on L i k t y  h k e  Rd. 
TmleR WJ a-ramp forInterstate90.TraveIwe~on 
Intmtsk 90 toward Spokane 
Llhrty Lalce Rd. becorns Garry Rd. On right, willow h k c  (first) and Ctrsnite Lake 
( s m d )  ape wmed arcas c a d  by h e  MiPBOula 
Roods. Aka note sheamlined islands to right G m y  Rd, h o r n  Molter Rd. 
Pavement ends. grave1 road be@. Sirr mounds are visible to left m d  right Por more 
informdon, read d i i s im  on silt m o d  in .text 
for Field Trip I ,  Day 1, mile marker 85.0. Keep lef~ onto Quinimoge Rd. (paved). Follow road 
ap it wm& up a hill. 
S t r d h e d  islands me risible fo left m d  right. 
Similar islands occur jn md wund the Mars Path- 
finder landing site in Ares Y d k .  
Rrm left onm BrokenLance Rd, entering Q u i i o s e  
Estates housing &velopmmt. Drive up hill. 
h U  over to right. Hike to viewing mea. at left. 
Vehicle may peed up hill anotha 0.3 mi. to tum 
around at baf ic  circle. then return to thEp site on the 
left side of road 
Note scabland tenain visible ta lek Vehicle will 
aavel down into this rasain. known a rhe Chmey- 
Palouse Scgbland  act. 
Keep righk get off Inrerstate 90 at hit 245 to S p -  
gue. Go Pefr at S.R. 23. STOP RATHIIRLM PRAIRIE SPOKANE VALLEY 
OVERLOOK. 
The Spokane Valley and R a t h h  Y alley area is 
flanked to the north by the 1.792 rn elevation Mt. 
Spokane and to the south by the 1,586 rn Mica Peak 
mountains. Thege mks ate mainly Precambrian 
T m  left onto 4 St 
Turn left at stop sign 
metamwphics with some younger (about 100 m. y,) 
i n ~ i v c s .  The vdley below was flooded with Co- 
lumbia h a l t s  d h g  the Miocene (5-24 rn. y. a.), 
m d  lam was a conduit for Ice Age streams and 
floods. 
MiwoulaFld  watersntshedthmughthisvalley, 
c q i n g  large v o l u m ~  ofm k  debris and ice broken 
h tight at slop nign. onto 'Ynd State Highway." 
which is not labelmi 
Tum right onto Willms take R& Note vehicle is 
now heading hb but&-bin geablmd qmgra- 
P ~ Y .  
from the dam and adjacent glaciers. OnConno~ md 
Baker (1992) calculated 'that at peak discharge, at 
l a s t  17 millionm'fs of Lake MissouIa water p o d  
R a h a d  m s h g .  Note silt mom& in the vicinity. 
Note s~amliraed i shuh  to left, charmel and hat 
and-basin topography to right. through the Rathdmm Valley area 
Downstream, additional ice Gamp somerims 
caused ponding during flood events through the WilIiame take Rd. ~WIIW Martin Rd. 
Spokane Valley, repuIting m lake deposits in some 
areas around thecity of Spokane. After the Missoula b w a y  intprsection of MuIlinix Rd,, Mead Rd, 
and Martin Rd. Kcepright, turning onto Mullinix Rd 
(gravel, not paved). 
Floods, the Spokane River cut down though the 
f l d  sediments m fm its present charmel. The falls 
on the Spokane River might havebeen Edsduring an 
early MissouIa Flood, and the river has now cut deep 
enough through flmi sedimeno to re-locate the ear- 
Note gravel bar mad cut to I&, f t ,  ofsodiments 
deposited an tht tail cnd of a s@eamEinad island. The 
domtfeam end is commonly h e  site of deposition. 
Zn dris case, the deposits me flood-kme gravels. 
S~eamlinedLlandsare~minandmartheMars 
Pathfinder landing site at Ares Vallis. Indeed. werd 
domtsrream tails cDming off of streamlined islands 
axe present in the larsdig ellipse erea 
lier falls or scabland terrain carved into basalt many 
thousan& of years ago. 
This material is a summary based on reviews by 
Molenalir (1988), Othbag and Breckenridge (t 992), 
and Wain et al. (1994). EsItnaled stay = I hr. 10 
m h . ,  incIudes lunch lime. 
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Mullinix Rd. turns to right (south). 
Keep left, onto Whitmm Rd. 
htnterrectim with Rock Lake Rd Whitmart Rd. be- 
comes Miller Rd. on o h  side (east) of Rock Lake 
Rd. Prmeed forward to Miller ad. 
Keep left, onto BeIsby Rd. 
Note that vehicle is &ring up onto l m s  deposi!. 
PuU over to r igh~  get out of vehicle, walk d o d l  
about 03 mi, have vehicle meet passengerg there. 
ROCK COULEENEAR HOLE-IN-THEGROUND. 
This canyon was carved by the catastrophic Mis- 
soula Floods. Wain et al. (1594) describe it as a 
"'three-tiered channel."There are thtec, perhaps four 
tiers or layers of Columbia Plateau bwalt that have 
h e n  cut by this charmel. Immediately south of this 
site is Rock Lake. adeeply-scoured canyon with244 
m of relief m the bottom of the Iake. 
Hole-In-The-Ground is a 30 m4eep pit about 0.9 
km long and 0.1 km wide located 60 rn above Ihe 
coulee floor on theopposideside of thecanyon. Hole- 
In-The-Ground c m o t  be seen from thEs site, but i s  
visible on topopphic maps of the region. This pit 
was bored out by h e  MissouEa Flood w a r n  in a 
rnacroaubulent "subfluvid tornado," or "koUr"(Fig. 
6; Waitt et d., 1994). 
Rock Coulee is the mod spectacular canyon ero- 
sion feahme in the Chey-Palouse scabland, and is 
all the more impressive because superficially it re 
sembles esme of h e  channels on Mars. Visitom 
might wmt to compare themulti-tiered RockCoulee 
channel with same of the Viking images of s~aight ,  
narrow channel systems on Mars, such as Ma'adim 
Vallis near Gusw Crater. EslLnated day = 30 mins. 
h p r t  Stop 4. driving back up hiIl IO intermtion 
with Long Rd (Note that large vehicles such as a bus 
should not attempt ta go furher down into Rock 
Coulee). 
'Sum ~ight mto b n g  Rd. 
Tum right onto Rock Lake Rd. 
Rock Lake Rd. h x r n e s  Cheney Plaza Rd. Keep left. 
Becarefulnottomiss thipturn,theroadiBn~tclearly 
labeled, 
216.2 15 Make U-tm to left st Meadowhe Rd. h t m t i o n  
(rod to golf course). Travel north on US. 195. 
21 6.8 0.6 Slow vehicla L.at& Creek outnop is risible to right. 
217.4 0.6 Tumaff for parking is to the right This stop is 
optional, if h e  pamits. Visitors must hike south 
along opposite side of smmnbed (assuming water is 
low) to visit the outcrop 
SMP 5- (OFTONAL) LATAH CREEK SlTE. 
The s ik is actually located on the s k  of Hmg- 
man Creek. but is h o w n  to geologists who have 
worked on this outnopas rhed'latah Creer site (Fig. 
3 1). The oumops at this sitemtain slackwata sedi- 
ments h m  the ponding of Missoula F l d  waters 
(Kiver and Sadling, 1981).Rigby (1982) descrikd 
a series of 15-20 rhythmitm (individual units with a 
lower. p v e l l y  p-tiw and an upper portion of silt 
andclay). Withineachrhythmite, Rigby (1982) found 
thin laminae interpreted as vane- the type of 
Fig. 31. Ourcmp of rhyhmitc beds I &&wttr deposits dmg l m  of Turn 'ght On in Cheney Oomted aftw two Hanmm CFCE~. 8~1th dSwkme. W ~ h m c n .  Kmrwn rn the Lhh C d  
railroad crossings). #ik.rhis is a s m d  oumvpjitmnh o l i  p~bk g ~ ~ r s c .  h d i a w n  herc 
indime m e  of h e  rhythmite contads. The deposits in Ihk lmtim am key 
Turn right onto Cheney-Spokme Rd. at E ~ C  light. evidence for multiple Lake Misswla f l d s .  
,!.PI Technical Reporr 95-OI, Part 1 6 1 
armual layering folmd in Iakea that ~eeur in m- 
ally-variable climates. Rigby suggested that e&ch of 
the rhythmitesrepresents am+r MissouIa Flood By 
counting vsrves. it i s  seen tha~ these major floods 
were sepnrakd by periods of 1040 years. 
Kiver and Saadling (1989) consider this site toke 
among the most imponant in the Channeled Sca- 
Mand  because it was the fmt site to provide "'un- 
equivocal evidence ... that supports the hypothesis 
that numerous floads separated by decedes of non- 
flood sedimentation m e d  in the region. Slrg- 
gested slay = 45 minutes. 
217.4 Dqmt Slop 5 site. continue north on US. 195. 
219.7 23 Keep right, get onto Interstate 90, traveling east 
221.7 2.0 hehrastate 90 at Exit 281, the Division St. exit 
in Spokane. End of Fleld Trip IL. 
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